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BubbleUPnP	Server	provides:It	can	run	on	any	machine	of	your	local	network	where	Java	is	available.Some	functionality	requires	Android	BubbleUPnP	while	other	functionality	is	entirely	standalone.	BubbleUPnP	is	a	popular	application	that	lets	you	share	media	files	across	different	devices.	With	this	application,	you	can	share	videos,	audio,	and
pictures	to	your	smart	TV,	Xbox	or	PlayStation,	Amazon	Fire	TV,	Chromecast,	and	the	devices	that	support	network	streaming	protocols.	The	application	can	share	media	from	UPnP/DLNA	servers,	locally	saved	media	files,	media	from	web	browsers,	cloud	services	like	Dropbox,	OneDrive,	Google	Drive,	and	much	more.	In	this	article,	we	will	show	you
how	to	download	BubbleUPnP	on	iOS	devices	like	iPhone/iPad.	Related:	How	to	install	BubbleUPnP	on	Android?	BubbleUPnP	for	iOS	Unfortunately,	BubbleUPnP	is	officially	not	released	for	iPhone/iPad.	We	will	update	the	article	once	it	has	been	released	officially	for	iOS	devices.	Instead	of	BubbleUPnP,	you	can	use	the	below	mentioned	alternative
to	stream	media	from	your	iOS	device	to	any	home	device.	BubbleUPnP	for	iOS	AllConnect	–	BubbleUPnP	Alternative	AllConnect	is	a	user-friendly	and	intuitive	application	that	lets	you	stream	music,	photos,	and	movies	from	your	iOS	device	to	Smart	TV,	Chromecast,	Apple	TV,	Roku,	DLNA	devices,	Xbox	and	AirPlay	speakers.	You	can	control	and
stream	different	content	to	various	devices	simultaneously.	You	can	download	this	app	directly	from	the	App	Store.	AllConnect	–	BubbleUPnP	Alternative	Airplay	–	BubbleUPnP	Alternative	Airplay	is	an	inbuilt	feature	in	all	iOS	devices.	It	lets	you	share	all	the	media	wirelessly	from	your	iOS	device	to	Apple	TV,	Smart	TVs,	Chromecast,	and	more.	To	use
this	feature,	you	need	to	connect	both	the	devices	to	the	same	Wi-Fi	network.	Airplay	–	BubbleUPnP	Alternative	Final	Thoughts	BubbleUPnP	is	a	must	needed	applications	to	stream	media	from	your	device	to	another.	Unfortunately,	it	is	not	available	for	iOS	devices.	Instead,	you	can	use	the	above-mentioned	alternatives.	Thank	you	for	visiting
Techfollows.com.	For	further	queries	and	feedback,	feel	free	to	leave	a	comment	below.	Disclosure:	If	we	like	a	product	or	service,	we	might	refer	them	to	our	readers	via	an	affiliate	link,	which	means	we	may	receive	a	referral	commission	from	the	sale	if	you	buy	the	product	that	we	recommended,	read	more	about	that	in	our	affiliate	disclosure.
BubbleUPnP	on	Google	Play	[current	version:	3.6.8.2,	released	on	July	4th	2022]	BubbleUPnP	on	Amazon	appstore	[current	version:	3.6.8.3,	released	on	July	13th	2022]	BubbleUPnP	latest	APKs,	Google	Play	version	(notably	for	side-loading	on	Android	TV)	BubbleUPnP	latest	APK,	Amazon	appstore	version	(notably	for	side-loading	on	Fire	TV)
BubbleUPnP	'Audio	Cast'	Xposed	Module	(current	version:	1.1,	released	on	April	28th	2021)	BubbleUPnP	Server	home	page	(download	and	documentation)	[current	version:	0.9-update43,	released	on	March	24th	2022]	BubbleUPnP	home	page	Stream	all	your	music,	videos	and	photos	to	various	devices	in	your	house:	Chromecast	DLNA	TVs	gaming
consoles:	Xbox,	Playstation	(from	XMB)	UPnP/DLNA	renderers:	XBMC,	WDTV	Live,	other	Android	devices,	...	various	HiFi	gear	from	Sonos,	Denon,	Pioneer,	Onkyo	and	many	more	local	Android	playback	BubbleUPnP	can	access	your	media	from	a	lot	of	sources,	including:	UPnP/DLNA	media	servers:	most	NASes,	XBMC,	Plex,	Twonky,	Serviio,
Windows	Media	Player	and	many	more	local	media	stored	on	your	Android	device	cloud	media:	Google	Drive,	Dropbox,	Box,	OneDrive,	Google	Music,	Google+	SMB	Shares	WebDAV	(ownCloud,	NextCloud,	webserver...)	media	from	other	apps	such	as	web	browsers	and	file	managers,	using	Share/Send	captured	audio	from	most	other	apps.	Requires
Xposed	(root)	Shoutcast	radio	(with	XiiaLive)	BubbleUPnP	is	a	versatile	app	packed	with	many	features	for	you	to	discover,	some	of	which	are:	extensive	Chromecast	support:	play	incompatible	Chromecast	media	with	transcoding	(*),	subtitles,	audio/video	track	selection	(*)	fast	and	secure	Internet	access	to	your	home	media	while	on	the	go,	from
mobile	and	WiFi	networks	(*)	playback	queue,	editable	playlists,	scrobbling,	sleep	timer,	various	shuffle	modes	integrated	full	screen	image	viewer	and	controller	media	download	to	your	SD	Card	...and	much	more!	(*)	Some	features	are	provided	by	BubbleUPnP	Server,	an	optional	software	that	can	be	installed	on	any	machine	on	your	local	network
to	provide	additional	services.	To	learn	more	about	BubbleUPnP	Server,	visit	.	Some	features	are	restricted	and	can	be	unlocked	by	purchasing	the	BubbleUPnP	License	app.	If	something	is	not	working,	you	can	record	a	log	file	and	mail	it	to	me	at	[email	protected]:	-	launch	the	app	-	go	into	More	>	Gear	icon	>	Control	-	Enable	"logging	to	file"	(at	the
end	of	the	page).	-	IMPORTANT:	Exit	the	app	(More	>	"X"	bottom	left	icon)	-	restart	the	app	-	run	the	app	and	trigger	the	problem	to	troubleshoot	-	exit	the	app	-	email	me	the	files	found	on	internal	storage:	On	Android	10	and	below:	/Android/data/com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp/log.txt
/Android/data/com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp/prev_log.txt	On	Android	11	and	higher:	/Documents/com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp_log.txt	/Documents/prev_com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp_log.txt	(if	present)	You	can	access	them	with	a	file	manager	app	and	share	them	to	your	email	app	for	sending	them.	IMPORTANT:	Make	sure	to	not
restart	BubbleUPnP	until	you	have	sent	or	saved	the	log	file	as	it	is	overwritten	on	app	startup.	Last	edited:	Jul	19,	2022	Reactions:	hacker812c,	Ewerthomas,	mirhl	and	262	others	Looks	like	an	awesome	app	-	all	the	features	I	want...	BUT	it	is	not	currently	recognizing	my	Synology	NAS	(upnp/dlna).	Win	7	media	player	works	great.	EDIT	-	Sorry	it	did
eventually	show	up.	It	would	be	nice	to	have	some	asynchronous	loading	notifications.	Also,	if	I	queue	up	an	entire	genre,	for	example,	it	takes	a	looong	time	to	load/start	playing	(thousands	of	songs).	Otherwise	looking	good.	Last	edited:	Jun	15,	2011	Reactions:	hacker812c,	[email	protected],	Goldstr	and	1	other	person	Looks	like	an	awesome	app	-	all
the	features	I	want...	BUT	it	is	not	currently	recognizing	my	Synology	NAS	(upnp/dlna).	Win	7	media	player	works	great.	EDIT	-	Sorry	it	did	eventually	show	up.	It	would	be	nice	to	have	some	asynchronous	loading	notifications.	Also,	if	I	queue	up	an	entire	genre,	for	example,	it	takes	a	looong	time	to	load/start	playing	(thousands	of	songs).	Otherwise
looking	good.	Thanks	for	the	feedback.	I'll	think	again	about	async	loading	notifications	(I	suppose	you	mean	loading	of	folders	here),	but	I	do	not	like	the	additional	clutter	they	involve.	For	the	second	point,	the	playlist	is	not	designed	to	handle	thousands	of	tracks.	What	what	your	exact	use	case	?	Doing	shuffle	on	an	entire	genre	?	--------	I	updated
the	first	post	with	an	Android	Market	link	to	install	the	app.	Reactions:	TomaszK1,	[email	protected]	and	jamieross	excellent	app,	works	great	with	PS3MediaServer	minor	issues:	reports	search	as	not	supported	but	I	guess	that's	a	PS3MediaServer	problem?	doesn't	show	any	album	art	I	have	a	DLNA	TV	(LG_42LD790)	but	it	doesn't	show	up	as	a
renderer,	only	local	renderer	available	how	much	are	you	going	to	charge	for	the	unlocker?	Reactions:	TomaszK1	and	[email	protected]	excellent	app,	works	great	with	PS3MediaServer	minor	issues:	reports	search	as	not	supported	but	I	guess	that's	a	PS3MediaServer	problem?	Yes,	it	doesn't	support	searching	at	all.	I	tried	PS3MediaServer	and	it	is
not	the	best	server	you	can	find	for	audio	(only	folder	browsing,	no	search,	some	bugs	in	returned	data).	I	found	2	bugs	in	less	than	1h	usage	It	likely	doesn't	expose	any	album	art	to	the	app.	I	have	a	DLNA	TV	(LG_42LD790)	but	it	doesn't	show	up	as	a	renderer,	only	local	renderer	available	Most	DLNA	TV	are	not	remotely	controllable	to	push
content.	You	can	just	browse	from	their	interface	to	play	content.	how	much	are	you	going	to	charge	for	the	unlocker?	Undecided	yet	but	it	won't	break	the	bank	.	Reactions:	[email	protected]	1:	has	the	potential	of	being	better	than	upnplay	(although	the	latter	is	free	&	ad-free)	2:	needs	a	landscape	mode	(or	use	system/sensor	detection)	3:	exit	on
back	key	press	4:	ability	to	add	WAN	server	5:	use	built-in	player	(like	you	already	do	for	music	types)	for	divx+mp3,x264+aac,mpeg2	files	(detect	via	4cc	and/or	extension	-	avi,divx,mkv,mp4,mpg,mpeg,vob,m2v)	open	external	player	for	other	file	types	(mov/qt/rm/ac3);	the	system,	hardware	renderer	should	be	able	to	decode	most	of	the
aforementioned	files,	thus	eliminating	the	need	for	an	additional	app	expressedly	for	that	purpose	(vplayer/mobo	etc)	This	COULD	give	you	an	edge	over	the	other	upnp/dlna	solutions,	since	none	of	them	provide	this	functionality	(yet).	Last	edited:	Jun	27,	2011	Reactions:	[email	protected]	My	Setup:	Twonky	Media	Server	and	WD	TV	Live	as
Renderer!	This	setup	works	fine	with	other	apps,	also	on	iOS...	BubbleUPNP	looks	really	good,	BUT:	-	the	timeline	/	song	progress	bar	(dont	know	how	you	call	it)	doesn't	work	(even	if	use	the	setting	'use	other...')!	->	so	as	a	result,	the	next	song	in	the	playlist	doesnt	play	So	by	now,	the	app	is	useless.	Would	like	to	use	yours,	all	the	others	work,	but
yours	seems	more	smooth	and	has	a	better	usability.	Looking	forward	to	some	updates!	Would	def.	pay	for	this	if	the	issue	gets	fixed!	Reactions:	[email	protected]	1:	has	the	potential	of	being	better	than	upnplay	(although	the	latter	is	free	&	ad-free)	2:	needs	a	landscape	mode	(or	use	system/sensor	detection)	3:	exit	on	back	key	press	4:	ability	to	add
WAN	server	5:	use	built-in	player	(like	you	already	do	for	music	types)	for	divx+mp3,x264+aac,mpeg2	files	(detect	via	4cc	and/or	extension	-	avi,divx,mkv,mp4,mpg,mpeg,vob,m2v)	open	external	player	for	other	file	types	(mov/qt/rm/ac3);	the	system,	hardware	renderer	should	be	able	to	decode	most	of	the	aforementioned	files,	thus	eliminating	the
need	for	an	additional	app	expressedly	for	that	purpose	(vplayer/mobo	etc)	This	COULD	give	you	an	edge	over	the	other	upnp/dlna	solutions,	since	none	of	them	provide	this	functionality	(yet).	Thanks	for	the	feedback	2.	Not	a	priority	for	the	initial	stable	version	but	in	consideration	for	future	versions.	Landscape	is	mostly	useful	for	tablets	as	it	is	the
natural	orientation.	3.	You	can	exit	the	app	via	the	"Exit"	menu	action	found	in	the	Now	Playing	tab.	4.	definitely	on	the	todo	list	although	probably	not	in	the	first	stable	version	5	in	consideration	for	a	future	verson	Last	edited:	Jun	27,	2011	Reactions:	IronTechmonkey,	[email	protected],	winxi	and	1	other	person	My	Setup:	Twonky	Media	Server	and
WD	TV	Live	as	Renderer!	This	setup	works	fine	with	other	apps,	also	on	iOS...	BubbleUPNP	looks	really	good,	BUT:	-	the	timeline	/	song	progress	bar	(dont	know	how	you	call	it)	doesn't	work	(even	if	use	the	setting	'use	other...')!	->	so	as	a	result,	the	next	song	in	the	playlist	doesnt	play	Would	def.	pay	for	this	if	the	issue	gets	fixed!	Thanks	for
reporting,	it	is	a	sign	that	the	app	has	trouble	getting	timing	info	from	the	WD	TV	Live.	There's	logging	inside	the	app	that	should	be	able	to	tell	why	and	allow	me	to	fix	it.	Can	you	record	a	log	file	following	the	step	below,	and	send	me	the	log	to	[email	protected]:	-	launch	the	app	-	go	into	the	Settings	page	(Menu	>	Settings)	and	then	in	the	Advanced
Settings	section	-	check	"Enable	logging	to	file".	-	IMPORTANT:	Exit	the	app	using	the	"Exit	"	menu	item	found	in	menu	of	tab	"Now	Playing"	-	restart	the	app.	-	handle	the	app	to	trigger	the	problem	-	connect	your	phone	to	your	PC	or	MAC	and	mail	me	the	file	/Android/data/com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp/log.txt	found	on	the	SD	Card	Last	edited:
Jun	27,	2011	Reactions:	jasonbrown86	Using	as	Renderer	and	Controller	on	two	devices	Hi,	I	am	using	your	app	to	control	my	old	HD2	(CM7)	connected	to	external	speakers	with	my	Galaxy	S2.	I	am	having	some	issues	that	when	I	start	it	up	to	control	the	renderer	and	the	renderer	have	been	running	for	some	time,	sometimes	it	will	not	find/connect
to	the	renderer.	If	I	restart	both	apps	then	they	will	usually	pick	up	and	connect	to	each	other	again.	I	am	not	sure	if	this	is	my	HD2	going	to	sleep	in	some	way	that	makes	it	not	being	visible.	But	it	will	still	continue	to	play	music	from	my	upnp	server	(WMP7)	though	I	can't	control	or	add	new	tracks...	I	will	put	both	devices	to	log	when	I	am	home
later	tonight	and	send	you	some	log	files	that	hopefully	will	help.	Thanks	for	all	the	hard	work!	Cheers	Jonas	Hi,	If	I	restart	both	apps	then	they	will	usually	pick	up	and	connect	to	each	other	again.	I	am	not	sure	if	this	is	my	HD2	going	to	sleep	in	some	way	that	makes	it	not	being	visible.	But	it	will	still	continue	to	play	music	from	my	upnp	server
(WMP7)	though	I	can't	control	or	add	new	tracks...	Jonas	I	just	upgraded	my	SGS	from	stock	2.2	to	CM7	and	fixed	today	a	WiFi	connectivity	issues	that	is	related	to	sleep	mode.	It	is	not	CM7	specific	but	related	to	how	the	WiFi	chipset	operates	when	going	into	power	save	mode.	So	look	forward	to	the	next	beta	which	should	be	out	soon.	Using	WMP
as	media	player	Hi,	I	just	installed	BubbleUPnP,	and	it	looks	really	great.	I	already	tested	a	few	similar	apps	(2Player,	Andromote,	etc)	but	it's	definetely	the	most	impressive	and	promising	one.	I	just	encounter	a	small	problem	when	I	enqueue	a	few	music	files	and	then	launch	the	playlist.	it	sends	each	file	to	WMP	but	directly	goes	to	the	next	one
until	the	last	one.	So,	only	the	last	file	is	read.	A	workaround	is	to	launch	the	playlist	with	only	1	item,	and	then	add	other	items	while	playing.	Don't	know	if	the	problem	comes	from	BubbleUPnP	or	WMP...	Also	FYI,	my	Synology	is	well	recognized,	as	well	as	my	Samsung	LED	TV.	Hi,	I	just	encounter	a	small	problem	when	I	enqueue	a	few	music	files
and	then	launch	the	playlist.	it	sends	each	file	to	WMP	but	directly	goes	to	the	next	one	until	the	last	one.	So,	only	the	last	file	is	read.	A	workaround	is	to	launch	the	playlist	with	only	1	item,	and	then	add	other	items	while	playing.	Don't	know	if	the	problem	comes	from	BubbleUPnP	or	WMP...	TV.	Thanks	for	reporting,	I	can	reproduce	this	issue	so	it
will	likely	be	fixed	in	the	next	beta.	Can	you	try	playing	a	video	on	your	Samsung	TV	an	tell	me	if	it	works	?	I	haven't	tried	it	as	there	is	no	point,	being	a	BubbleDS	user	already	(and	loving	it,	might	I	add...feels	like	a	factory	app	and	works	far	better	than	anything	on	the	Apple	side).	But	just	out	of	interest,	will	this	be	a	separate	product	or	will
BubbleDS	be	merged	with	it?	Sent	from	my	Desire	HD	I	haven't	tried	it	as	there	is	no	point,	being	a	BubbleDS	user	already	(and	loving	it,	might	I	add...feels	like	a	factory	app	and	works	far	better	than	anything	on	the	Apple	side).	But	just	out	of	interest,	will	this	be	a	separate	product	or	will	BubbleDS	be	merged	with	it?	BubbleUPnP	and	BubbleDS
will	remain	separate	apps	(mostly	to	avoid	to	clutter	BubbleDS	with	unneeded	stuff).	The	next	major	version	of	BubbleDS	will	be	updated	to	use	the	same	codebase	than	BubbleUPnP,	which	will	bring	some	fixes	and	even	some	new	functionnality	(Shuffle	Library).	As	a	bonus,	BubbleUPnP	will	be	a	free	app	to	use	for	BubbleDS	owners,	as	it	will	act	as
an	unlocker.	Last	edited:	Jun	28,	2011	Thanks	for	the	clarification	Sent	from	my	Desire	HD	0.9.9.1	available	on	the	Market.	WDTV	Live	as	a	renderer	may	be	partially	or	totally	fixed,	needs	testing.	Library:	fixed	"Browse	timeout"	errors	specific	to	Android	3.0.1+	(tablets)	Library:	faster	browsing	Library:	display	spinning	wheel	while	loading	folders	/
searching	Library:	browse	compatibility	fixes	with	some	Media	Servers	Library:	tweaked	album	list	layout	to	make	more	of	the	album	title	visible	fixed	wifi	issue	(on	some	devices)	preventing	from	playback	advance	in	playlist	(and	possibly	other	network	issues)	after	screen	has	turned	off	fixed	track	advance	in	Playlist	not	working	correctly	with	WMP
and	likely	other	renderers	videos	can	now	be	downloaded	in	the	Videos	subfolder	of	the	download	folder	Now	Playing:	display	container	format	of	videos	Settings:	added	rate	app	button,	known	issues	button	obscure	crash	fixes	Page	2	2.	Not	a	priority	for	the	initial	stable	version	but	in	consideration	for	future	versions.	Landscape	is	mostly	useful	for
tablets	as	it	is	the	natural	orientation	it's	not	only	useful,	it	is	a	basic	feature	for	tablet	owners	.	Personally,	I	will	buy	the	app	if	it	supports	lastfm	scrobbling	and	landscape	mode.	Last	edited:	Jul	3,	2011	I	am	having	an	issue	playing	back	FLAC	files	with	album	art.	I	am	using	the	Local	Renderer	on	a	Samsung	Galaxy	S	Fascinate	running	Android	2.2.
The	files	are	on	my	network	storage	server	running	Debian	Squeeze	with	minidlna	as	the	server	software.	The	BubbleUPnP	player	displays	the	art,	correctly	identifies	the	file	as	FLAC	with	bitrate	and	track	length,	but	does	not	play	the	file.	It	just	sits	there	at	0:00	with	the	play/pause	icon	displaying	the	pause	icon.	This	only	happens	with	FLAC	files
with	cover	art.	FLAC	files	without	cover	art	play	beautifully.	It	may	have	something	to	do	with	cover	art	embedded	in	the	tag.	Thanks,	great	app!	Landscape	mode	will	be	in	the	next	beta	When	do	you	think	will	arrive	the	next	beta?	And	when	it	becomes	a	paid	app,	how	much	will	it	cost?	I	would	pay	for	it...	The	last	thing.	Is	it	possible	to	show	the
photographs	without	download	them?	Like	the	music	or	the	videos...	Thanks	and	congratulations	for	a	great	job	iPad?	Will	this	work	with	any	iPad	apps	so	I	can	stream	a	video	from	my	phone	to	my	ipad?	Nice	work	bubbleguuum.	I	can	vaguely	remember	your	foo_discogs	plugin	which	was	great	also	It	tried	bubbleupnp	and	am	missing	something	to
sort	the	tracks	by	filename/cd/tracknumber	instead	of	title?	Or	does	this	have	to	do	with	my	upnp	server?	When	do	you	think	will	arrive	the	next	beta?	And	when	it	becomes	a	paid	app,	how	much	will	it	cost?	I	would	pay	for	it...	The	last	thing.	Is	it	possible	to	show	the	photographs	without	download	them?	Like	the	music	or	the	videos...	Price	is	still
undecided.	Maybe	a	photo	player	will	make	it	in	the	future	but	not	a	priority.	Nice	work	bubbleguuum.	I	can	vaguely	remember	your	foo_discogs	plugin	which	was	great	also	It	tried	bubbleupnp	and	am	missing	something	to	sort	the	tracks	by	filename/cd/tracknumber	instead	of	title?	Or	does	this	have	to	do	with	my	upnp	server?	It's	related	to	the
upnp	server.	The	app	only	displays	items	in	the	order	the	server	returns	them.	If	you	browse	your	server	by	filesystem	structure,	you'll	probably	have	the	files	listed	in	whatever	is	the	default	order	of	the	remote	filesystem,	which	most	of	the	time	will	be	alphabetically.	Any	way,	0.9.9.5	is	available	on	the	Market	with	landscape	support	and	fixes:	new:
landscape	mode	Library:	browse	compatibility	fixes	with	some	Media	Servers	Library:	cleaned	up	context	menu	for	video	items.	Tapping	a	video	item	now	always	plays	it	attempt	at	improving	stability	on	Android	3.0.1+	various	fixes	and	enhancements	Reactions:	shoah	Sadly	its	still	not	working	on	WD	TV	Live!	The	progress	bar	works	most	of	the
time,	but	playing	next	track	doesnt	work	at	all.	I	will	send	you	a	log	to	your	mail	address...	Best	regards	debay	Sadly	its	still	not	working	on	WD	TV	Live!	The	progress	bar	works	most	of	the	time,	but	playing	next	track	doesnt	work	at	all.	I	will	send	you	a	log	to	your	mail	address...	Best	regards	debay	Try	enabling	the	"Alternate	track	advance"	method
in	Settings>Advanced	Settings.	It	may	now	work	now	since	it	needs	working	playing	track	elapsed	time.	Some	WDTV	Live	models	have	a	huge	bug	in	the	renderer:	they	don't	advertise	the	Control	Point	of	their	"playing"	state,	so	the	app	cannot	know	it	is	playing	something.	That,	and	their	Media	Server	loves	to	send	invalid	XML	(which	I
workarounded).	Try	enabling	the	"Alternate	track	advance"	method	in	Settings>Advanced	Settings.	It	may	now	work	now	since	it	needs	working	playing	track	elapsed	time.	Some	WDTV	Live	models	have	a	huge	bug	in	the	renderer:	they	don't	advertise	the	Control	Point	of	their	"playing"	state,	so	the	app	cannot	know	it	is	playing	something.	That,	and
their	Media	Server	loves	to	send	invalid	XML	(which	I	workarounded).	sorry,	didnt	mentioned	that	i	already	tried	that	-	still	not	working.	i	tested	so	much	apps	on	android	and	iOS	and	most	of	them	can	play	the	next	track	without	problems	-	so	i	think	that	this	can	be	fixed...	EDIT:	for	example	it	works	with	"UPnPlay"	Last	edited:	Jul	16,	2011	nice
player,	has	real	potential,	I	use	it	for	music	playback	from	my	upnp	nas	server,	works	great.	Some	observations:	jpg	files	on	my	upnp	device	are	displayed	as	music	files	(music	notes	icon)	Perhaps	some	(more)	buffering,	playback	gets	garbled	(stutter)	when	I'm	even	not	that	far	away	from	my	wifi	router.	I	hope	you	keep	developing!	Hey,	I	am
observing	the	same	issue.	I	am	using	the	app	on	an	Acer	Iconia	A500	tablet;	my	UPNP	device	is	an	Thecus	N5200	Pro...	My	jpgs	all	appear	as	music	files	and	I	do	not	see	any	chance	to	play	them.	Any	idea?	Can	it	be	updated	to	accept	the	audio/mp4	mimetype?	minidlna	uses	it	for	m4a.	upnplay	accepts	it,	but	this	has	a	much	better	interface.	And	any
chance	of	a	sleep	timer	(so	it	stops	playing	or	exits	once	the	time	is	up)?	My	jpgs	all	appear	as	music	files	and	I	do	not	see	any	chance	to	play	them.	Any	idea?	The	app	only	handle	audio	and	video	but	doesn't	prevent	browsing	images.	No	plan	to	add	support	for	images.	Can	it	be	updated	to	accept	the	audio/mp4	mimetype?	minidlna	uses	it	for	m4a.
upnplay	accepts	it,	but	this	has	a	much	better	interface.	And	any	chance	of	a	sleep	timer	(so	it	stops	playing	or	exits	once	the	time	is	up)?	audio/m4a	is	already	recognized.	Is	it	not	played	by	the	local	renderer,	or	some	other	external	renderer	?	What	happens	when	you	try	to	play	it	?	I	may	add	a	sleep	timer	feature.	It	uses	audio/mp4,	not	m4a.	Local
renderer.	"not	playable:	No	compatible	audio	codec	found."	They're	all	AAC	and	upnplay	is	fine	with	them.	Last	edited:	Jul	31,	2011	WDTVlive	still	not	working	correctly	-	still	waiting	for	the	answer	on	my	mail	(logfiles	was	included)!	WDTVlive	still	not	working	correctly	-	still	waiting	for	the	answer	on	my	mail	(logfiles	was	included)!	WDTV	Live
firmware	is	buggy	when	pushing	its	status	updates.	It	could	be	fixed	using	the	polling	method	(which	is	CPU	hungry	and	inefficient,	probably	what	other	apps	use)	but	I'm	not	doing	that	just	to	support	1	device.	I'm	really	fed	up	workarounding	devices	bugs.	I	had	to	do	plenty	of	workarounds	to	support	buggy	hardware	already.	I'll	submit	the	bug	to
WD	so	they	have	a	chance	to	fix	it	(if	they	care	enough)	in	future	updates.	Just	want	to	say	thanks	Works	AMAZING	with	Popcorn	C-200	and	Asus	TF	!!!	thank	you	for	great	stream	application	keep	the	good	work	One	request,	if	you	can	please	add	subtitle	support	(it	will	be	great)	when	playing	stream	video.	Last	edited:	Aug	1,	2011	I	am	trying	to
listen	to	music	track	from	my	NAS	(Bufallo	LS-VL)	to	LG	SmartTV	and	getting	error	"Transition	not	available	-	code	701".	Direct	playing	from	NAS	to	TV	is	working	just	fine.	Please	advice	what	should	I	do	to	solve	this	issue	Thanks	Page	3	bubbleguuum,	I	have	a	few	questions	about	upnp	in	general	I	think...	Setup:	BubbleUPnP	as	renderer	(HD2)	and
control	point	(SGSII)	Windows	7	as	library	Q1:	When	I	add	songs	to	a	playlist,	are	these	only	added	on	the	local	device	(controller)	play	list	and	not	on	the	renderer's	play	list?	Q2:	If	Q1	is	true,	would	it	be	possible	via	uPnP	to	add	it	to	the	renderer's	play	list	instead	so	that	I	can	disconnect	the	controller	and	the	renderer	will	continue	playing	without
the	need	for	the	controller	to	change	tracks?	And	finally	a	feature	request,	would	it	be	possible	to	set	the	name	of	the	renderer	in	Settings?	Atm	the	renderers	always	comes	up	as	BubbleUPnP	(ip	address)	or	something	like	that...	Thanks	for	a	great	app!	Cheers	Jonas	One	request,	if	you	can	please	add	subtitle	support	(it	will	be	great)	when	playing
stream	video.	The	app	has	no	control	over	subtitles.	It	only	tells	the	Popcorn	which	URL	to	play.	It's	up	to	the	Popcorn	to	infer	the	subtitle	URL	eventually.	I	am	trying	to	listen	to	music	track	from	my	NAS	(Bufallo	LS-VL)	to	LG	SmartTV	and	getting	error	"Transition	not	available	-	code	701".	Direct	playing	from	NAS	to	TV	is	working	just	fine.	This	is
difficult	to	troubleshoot	without	the	device	at	hand.	For	some	unknown	reason	the	LG	fails	on	either	the	Stop	or	Play	command.	Does	this	always	happen	even	if	you	try	playing	a	track	several	time	?	You	can	record	an	app	log	using	the	following	steps,	and	send	it	to	[email	protected]	-	launch	the	app	-	go	into	the	Settings	page	(Menu	>	Settings	>
Advanced	settings)	-	check	"Enable	logging	to	file".	-	IMPORTANT:	Exit	the	app	using	the	"Exit	"	menu	item	found	in	menu	of	tab	"Now	Playing"	-	restart	the	app.	-	handle	the	app	to	trigger	the	problem	-	connect	your	phone	to	your	PC	or	MAC	and	mail	me	the	file	/Android/data/com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp/log.txt	Last	edited:	Aug	2,	2011	Q1:
When	I	add	songs	to	a	playlist,	are	these	only	added	on	the	local	device	(controller)	play	list	and	not	on	the	renderer's	play	list?	Q2:	If	Q1	is	true,	would	it	be	possible	via	uPnP	to	add	it	to	the	renderer's	play	list	instead	so	that	I	can	disconnect	the	controller	and	the	renderer	will	continue	playing	without	the	need	for	the	controller	to	change	tracks?
The	playlist	exist	only	on	the	Control	Point.	The	Renderer	only	knows	the	current	track	URL.	So	you	must	leave	the	CP	running	for	track	advance.	This	is	an	unfortunate	limitation	of	UPnP	AV.	An	extension	exist	to	allow	the	playlist	to	reside	on	the	Renderer	side	but	I	have	no	plan	to	implement	it	for	now.	And	finally	a	feature	request,	would	it	be
possible	to	set	the	name	of	the	renderer	in	Settings?	Atm	the	renderers	always	comes	up	as	BubbleUPnP	(ip	address)	or	something	like	that...	It	is	in	the	TODO	list.	Last	edited:	Aug	2,	2011	Final	release	coming	soon	with	a	price?	Nice	app	that	I'm	nearly	certain	to	buy.	Sent	from	my	MB860	using	Tapatalk	First	let	me	thank	you	for	an	amazing
program.	I	just	left	my	positive	review	on	google	market.	Your	app	has	made	my	Synology	server	even	better.	I'm	ready	to	buy	your	app	as	soon	as	available.	Now	to	my	question,	Is	it	possible	to	include	playback	controls	on	the	notification	popup	window	on	honeycomb	like	the	default	media	player	does.	Final	release	coming	soon	with	a	price?	Nice
app	that	I'm	nearly	certain	to	buy.	First	release	early	September.	I'm	still	adding	some	features.	Price	will	likely	be	2.99€	First	let	me	thank	you	for	an	amazing	program.	I	just	left	my	positive	review	on	google	market.	Your	app	has	made	my	Synology	server	even	better.	I'm	ready	to	buy	your	app	as	soon	as	available.	Thanks	for	the	feedback.	Can	you
tell	more	about	what	you	found	confusing	in	the	UI	?	F	Now	to	my	question,	Is	it	possible	to	include	playback	controls	on	the	notification	popup	window	on	honeycomb	like	the	default	media	player	does.	As	a	coincidence	I	just	implemented	that	feature	yesterday	.	It	will	be	in	the	next	beta	due	out	tomorrow	(I've	also	added	scrobbling	support).	I	don't
know	if	this	is	supposed	to	be	the	right	behavior	for	the	back	button.	1-	Open	the	app.	2-	Go	to	"Playlist"	tab	from	the	"Now	Playing"	one	3-	Now	click	the	"Back"	button	The	programs	exit	instead	of	taking	me	back	to	where	I	came	from,	in	this	case,	the	"Now	Playing"	tab.	The	same	behavior	applies	when	using	the	"Back"	button	from	the	"Devices"
tab.	I	have	exited	the	program	by	accident	many	times	because	of	this.	I	don't	know	if	this	is	supposed	to	be	the	right	behavior	for	the	back	button.	1-	Open	the	app.	2-	Go	to	"Playlist"	tab	from	the	"Now	Playing"	one	3-	Now	click	the	"Back"	button	The	programs	exit	instead	of	taking	me	back	to	where	I	came	from,	in	this	case,	the	"Now	Playing"	tab.
The	same	behavior	applies	when	using	the	"Back"	button	from	the	"Devices"	tab.	I	have	exited	the	program	by	accident	many	times	because	of	this.	In	a	tabbed	android	application,	the	standard	behaviour	is	that	the	back	button	is	never	used	to	navigate	to	the	previous	tab.	There's	no	need	to,	since	the	tabs	are	there	for	navigation	instead.	In	most
Android	apps,	pressing	the	back	button	while	at	the	top	level	screen	of	the	app	will	put	the	app	in	the	background.	This	is	the	expected	behaviour.	In	a	tabbed	app	you're	at	the	top	level	no	mater	what	tab	is	selected	(and	visible	of	course).	v0.9.9.8	is	available	on	the	Market:	new:	Honeycomb:	miniplayer	controls	in	notification	area	new:	scrobbling
support	new:	Sleep	Timer	(Now	Playing	>	Menu	>	Sleep	Timer)	new:	configurable	local	renderer	network	name	new:	if	Last.fm	app	is	installed	show	artist	info	from	Last.fm	(long	click	on	cover)	new:	audio	focus	support	(external	apps	sounds	pause	local	renderer	playback)	improved	browse	compatibility	with	some	Media	Servers	improved	app	state
restoration	on	orientation	changes	Rygel	based	renderers	are	now	detected	fixed	crashes,	various	tweaks	Hey	Bubble,	thanks	for	this	really	great	app.	At	first:	The	"Audo	only"	in	the	thread-title	can	be	deleted,	because	videos	are	also	working	great	(with	vplayer	of	course)	And	then	some	suggestions	i've	written	to	you	before.	The	usage	of	the	local
data	(as	"library")	for	streaming	would	be	really	great.	If	this	is	possible	i	could	stream	local	(on	my	eeepad)	photos	or	media	to	my	tv	or	other	devices	at	home.	I	would	really	love	to	see	this	function	I	just	submitted	another	review	on	the	market	after	the	changes	that	made	it	possible	to	change	tracks	from	the	notification	bar	on	honeycomb.	Your	app
quickly	became	the	most	used	app	on	my	Moto	Xoom.	Being	able	to	change	tracks	without	navigating	away	from	my	current	running	app	was	a	blessing	for	me	..	LOL	Keep	up	the	good	work	Hey	Bubble,	The	usage	of	the	local	data	(as	"library")	for	streaming	would	be	really	great.	If	this	is	possible	i	could	stream	local	(on	my	eeepad)	photos	or	media
to	my	tv	or	other	devices	at	home.	I	would	really	love	to	see	this	function	Maybe	in	the	future,	but	keep	in	mind	this	is	a	significant	feature	and	a	lot	of	work.	I	just	submitted	another	review	on	the	market	after	the	changes	that	made	it	possible	to	change	tracks	from	the	notification	bar	on	honeycomb.	Your	app	quickly	became	the	most	used	app	on	my
Moto	Xoom.	Being	able	to	change	tracks	without	navigating	away	from	my	current	running	app	was	a	blessing	for	me	..	LOL	Thanks	for	your	great	review!	I'm	really	glad	this	app	is	useful	to	people.	I	second	the	need	for	local	library	Just	installed	Bubble.	Have	been	looking	for	a	upnp	controller	for	quite	a	while	and	tested	almost	everything	around.	At
first	glance	BuubleUPNP	seems	to	bo	be	right	on.	I	like	that	you	don't	try	to	make	a	full	blown	video-player	but	use	whats	already	there.	But	I	realy	whish	you	would	treat	the	android	device,	as	you	treat	all	other	UPnP	devices,	i.e.	it	beeing	a	renderer,	a	controller	AND	a	library.	Until	then	I	might	just	have	to	put	up	with	the	horrible	interface	of
UPnPlay.	Cheers,	s.	Last	edited:	Aug	13,	2011	Great	app.	I	use	it	from	my	xoom	to	play	from	a	synology	to	an	old	popcorn	hour	a100.	Playlists	don't	work.	For	some	reason	the	currently	playing	track	never	gets	removed	from	the	playlist	and	will	play	over	and	over	again	until	I	manually	remove	it	from	the	playlist.	Is	there	something	I	can	send	you	for
a	better	diagnosis	and	fix?	Great	app.	I	use	it	from	my	xoom	to	play	from	a	synology	to	an	old	popcorn	hour	a100.	Playlists	don't	work.	For	some	reason	the	currently	playing	track	never	gets	removed	from	the	playlist	and	will	play	over	and	over	again	until	I	manually	remove	it	from	the	playlist.	Is	there	something	I	can	send	you	for	a	better	diagnosis
and	fix?	You	may	want	to	enable	"Alternate	track	advance"	in	Settings>Advanced	Settings	and	see	if	it	fixes	the	problem.	But	still	you	can	record	a	log	(with	"Alternate	track	advance"	disabled)	and	send	it	to	[email	protected],	so	I	can	see	what	is	wrong	with	this	renderer.	Enable	logging	and	run	the	app	until	a	track	transition	fails.	To	enable	logging:
-	launch	the	app	-	go	into	the	Advanced	Settings	page	(Menu	>	Settings	>	Advanced	Settings)	-	check	"Enable	logging	to	file".	-	IMPORTANT:	Exit	the	app	using	the	"Exit	"	menu	item	found	in	menu	of	tab	"Now	Playing"	-	restart	the	app.	-	run	the	app	until	the	problem	appears	-	connect	your	phone	to	your	PC	or	MAC	and	mail	me	the	file
/Android/data/com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp/log.txt	found	on	the	SD	Card.	It	would	be	nice	if	the	video	playback	would	work	better	with	the	Dice	Player	-	yesterday	it	worked	like	a	charm	but	after	a	reboot	it	only	dims	the	screen.	It	also	dosen't	ask	which	video	player	i	would	like	to	use.	The	Dice	Player	is	the	only	one	which	playbacks	720p	mkv
content	fluent	on	my	Asus	Transformer	-	so	BubbleUPnP	and	Dice	Player	would	be	the	perfect	combination!	Nevertheless,	your	app	is	great!	v0.9.9.10	available	on	the	market:	fixed	playlist	track	advance	not	working	with	some	renderers	fixed	error	501	when	playing	on	some	Philips	renderers	(WACS7500)	fixed	ANRs,	freezes	fixed	"no	streaming	URL
available"	errors	when	playing	tracks,	happening	under	some	LAN	setups	local	renderer	can	be	started	at	boot	time	(to	make	it	available	to	external	control	points)	use	highest	resolution	image	available	for	Now	Playing	cover	Thanks	to	anyone	who	submitted	bug	reports	!	FLAC	support	Im	unable	to	play	any	*.flac	file	when	Im	controling	my	popcorn
hour	a200	via	my	galaxy	tab	10.1	via	bubbleupnp	when	I	enter	folder	with	flac	files	none	of	them	are	listed.	What	am	I	doing	wrong?	Page	4	looks	nice	but	some	questions	Hi	all,	The	app	looks	nice	and	after	some	minor	problems	with	twonky	it	works.	But	there	seems	to	be	no	gapless	play!	Configuration	is	simple	but	no	expert	settings	possible.	No
real	tablet	(honeycomb)	use.	When	looking	in	folders	musicis	not	alphabetic	(or	choice	for	listing).	The	only	problem	with	playing	is	sometimes	a	little	dropout,	no	dropouts	when	using	mynet	from	asus	witch	is	standard	on	this	tablet	(eeepad	transformer	32gb).	I	hope	it	improves	because	the	rest	i	like.	Regards,	Tini	v0.9.9.10	available	on	the	market:
fixed	playlist	track	advance	not	working	with	some	renderers	fixed	error	501	when	playing	on	some	Philips	renderers	(WACS7500)	fixed	ANRs,	freezes	fixed	"no	streaming	URL	available"	errors	when	playing	tracks,	happening	under	some	LAN	setups	local	renderer	can	be	started	at	boot	time	(to	make	it	available	to	external	control	points)	use
highest	resolution	image	available	for	Now	Playing	cover	Thanks	to	anyone	who	submitted	bug	reports	!	This	Version	always	shows	the	help-popups	and	version	information	(on	Android	2.3.4	and	3.2).	Jumping	to	a	video	position	beyond	60mins	is	not	working	on	a	Western	Digital	Live	TV	HD	-	seems	like	a	metadata-time-format	bug,	do	you	need	logs?
Im	unable	to	play	any	*.flac	file	when	Im	controling	my	popcorn	hour	a200	via	my	galaxy	tab	10.1	via	bubbleupnp	when	I	enter	folder	with	flac	files	none	of	them	are	listed.	What	am	I	doing	wrong?	What	is	your	Media	Server	?	If	the	flac	files	aren't	listed	then	your	Media	Server	probably	do	not	index	them	(and	do	not	return	them	to	the	app).	Last
edited:	Aug	24,	2011	Hey	Bubble	Great	App,	I	started	looking	for	another	UPnp/DLNA	renderer	when	Allshare	would	not	allow	me	to	change	aspect	on	videos	Encoded	with	handbrake.	Tried	a	few	but	yours	just	seems	to	be	the	most	polished.	I	am	able	to	access	the	videos	and	then	am	not	locked	into	the	stock	player	for	allshare.	I	use	Mobo,	and
whaaLaa	can	change	aspect,	etc.	Great	job!!	However	For	kicks	I	tried	to	access	my	MP3	librabry	and	am	getting	an	error.	Allshare	will	load	this	and	play	without	issue	although	it	takes	a	bit	to	load	all	the	files.	My	music	is	encoded	to	320	Kbps	MP3's	using	the	stock	windows	media	player	encoder,	and	there	are	over	500	cd's	encoded.	(Don't	know	if
that	is	the	issue).	DLNA	is	also	provided	by	Windows	7	Media	Player.	Error	is:	"Browse	error:	Current	state	of	service	prevents	invoking	this	action.	Connection	error	or	no	response	received."	Now	I	am	sitting	4	feet	from	the	wireless	router	and	I	can	see	the	directory	structure	Music,	Video,	etc.	I	can	select	video	and	it	shows	me	the	8	files	currently
present	there	and	I	can	select	them	and	then	Mobo	and	it	plays	video	just	fine,	but	when	I	select	audio	I	get	that	error.	As	mentioned	above	Allshare	will	load	the	directory	structure	and	play	audio	from	this	no	problem.	Just	takes	a	few	secs.	"Lots	of	files"	Hope	that	helps,	thanks	for	the	hard	work.	Last	edited:	Aug	24,	2011	Hi	all,	The	app	looks	nice
and	after	some	minor	problems	with	twonky	it	works.	But	there	seems	to	be	no	gapless	play!	Configuration	is	simple	but	no	expert	settings	possible.	Yes,	no	gapless	playback.	Like	every	other	UPnP	player	out	there.	If	you	mean	there's	no	multipane	UI	then	yes	there's	no	multipane	UI.	I	plan	to	make	the	album	list	better	in	Library,	grid	view	like	the
Music	app.	When	looking	in	folders	musicis	not	alphabetic	(or	choice	for	listing).	Blame	your	Media	Server.	The	app	just	displays	folders	/	tracks	in	whatever	order	your	sever	returns	them.	The	only	problem	with	playing	is	sometimes	a	little	dropout,	no	dropouts	when	using	mynet	from	asus	witch	is	standard	on	this	tablet	(eeepad	transformer	32gb).
More	details	needed.	Playing	what	(audio	?	video	?)	which	codec	?	on	which	renderer	(the	transformer	?	something	else	?).	This	Version	always	shows	the	help-popups	and	version	information	(on	Android	2.3.4	and	3.2).	You're	the	second	user	reporting	this,	although	I	can't	reproduce	it.	Can	you	try	if	unistalling/reinstalling	the	app	fixes	the	problem	?
Jumping	to	a	video	position	beyond	60mins	is	not	working	on	a	Western	Digital	Live	TV	HD	-	seems	like	a	metadata-time-format	bug,	do	you	need	logs?	Yes	you	can	record	a	log	if	you	wish.	Is	the	video	duration	displayed	on	the	Now	Playing	screen	correct	?	However	For	kicks	I	tried	to	access	my	MP3	librabry	and	am	getting	an	error.	Allshare	will
load	this	and	play	without	issue	although	it	takes	a	bit	to	load	all	the	files.	My	music	is	encoded	to	320	Kbps	MP3's	using	the	stock	windows	media	player	encoder,	and	there	are	over	500	cd's	encoded.	(Don't	know	if	that	is	the	issue).	DLNA	is	also	provided	by	Windows	7	Media	Player.	Error	is:	"Browse	error:	Current	state	of	service	prevents	invoking
this	action.	Connection	error	or	no	response	received."	Now	I	am	sitting	4	feet	from	the	wireless	router	and	I	can	see	the	directory	structure	Music,	Video,	etc.	I	can	select	video	and	it	shows	me	the	8	files	currently	present	there	and	I	can	select	them	and	then	Mobo	and	it	plays	video	just	fine,	but	when	I	select	audio	I	get	that	error.	As	mentioned
above	Allshare	will	load	the	directory	structure	and	play	audio	from	this	no	problem.	Just	takes	a	few	secs.	"Lots	of	files"	Hope	that	helps,	thanks	for	the	hard	work.	Some	time	ago	another	user	reported	a	similar	problem	althout	I	could	never	reproduce	it	with	my	WMP	setup.	But	he	also	had	an	error	with	UPnPlay	too	doing	the	same	action.	Can	you
try	with	UPnPPlay	?	Can	you	try	in	a	folder	known	to	not	have	many	items	(such	as	an	album	folder	)	?	It	could	be	WMP	a	bit	slow	when	serving	huge	lists,	triggering	a	timeout.	Reactions:	Socratic1	You're	the	second	user	reporting	this,	although	I	can't	reproduce	it.	Can	you	try	if	unistalling/reinstalling	the	app	fixes	the	problem	?	Yes	you	can	record	a
log	if	you	wish.	Is	the	video	duration	displayed	on	the	Now	Playing	screen	correct	?	Reinstalling	fixed	the	Pop-Up	problem	-	hurray	The	duration	and	the	current	time	is	displayed	and	shows	the	real	movie	time,	just	seeking	beyond	60min	is	weird	(log	attached,	first	seek	successful	-	the	other	two	are	failing).	It	seems	that	when	im	trying	to	jump	to	1h
22min	it	jumps	in	reality	to	1min	and	22sec	-	when	jumping	to	1h	45min	to	1min	and	45sec	Unfortunately	i	have	no	other	UPnP	device	except	the	WD	Live	TV	to	test	it	(BubbleUPnP	can't	control	the	time	position	of	a	other	BubbleUPnP	instance	-	external	player	and	so	on...).	Reinstalling	fixed	the	Pop-Up	problem	-	hurray	The	duration	and	the	current
time	is	displayed	and	shows	the	real	movie	time,	just	seeking	beyond	60min	is	weird	(log	attached,	first	seek	successful	-	the	other	two	are	failing).	It	seems	that	when	im	trying	to	jump	to	1h	22min	it	jumps	in	reality	to	1min	and	22sec	-	when	jumping	to	1h	45min	to	1min	and	45sec	Thanks	for	reporting,	fixed	in	upcoming	version.	Seek	was	indeed
broken	for	position	>	1h.	Last	edited:	Aug	25,	2011	Reactions:	N23	Thanks	for	the	reply	bubble,	I	was	working	with	the	app	a	little	bit	and	found	that	I	could	push	music	content	to	the	phone,	and	once	it	was	playing	it	would	allow	me	to	access	the	music	library.	Almost	like	once	streaming	it	opened	up	more	bandwidth...Weird.	However,	if	I	stop	the
music	playing	and	then	tried	to	access	the	music	library	it	would	give	me	that	error	again.	I	have	a	copy	of	Nero	Mediahome	Essentials	that	came	with	my	Blueray	player	so	I	installed	it	and	then	UPnp	would	access	the	music	library	no	problem,	although	it	wouldn't	then	play	video.	Essentials	must	be	missing	some	codecs	or	other	functionality,
because	thumbnails	did	not	show	up	with	it	as	well.	Bottom	line	it	must	be	some	issue	with	WMP	interaction.	Perhaps	a	time	out	issue	as	you	said.	Don't	know	if	that	helps	you	any	at	all.	Do	you	have	suggestions	for	Media	Sever	software,	one	taht	you	use	etc?	Thanks	Again!	MP3's	not	playing	Hi,	I'm	having	an	odd	issue	on	my	Samsung	Tab	10.1
working	with	a	Seagate	Goflex	Home	2TB.	BubbleUPnP	sees	all	my	files	and	the	FLAC	ones	play	fine.	The	MP3	ones,	however,	all	give	an	error:	"Track	is	not	playable:	no	compatible	audio	codec	found".	I	certainly	can	play	MP3's	on	the	tablet,	and	even	UPnPlay	can	play	the	exact	same	files	(either	with	the	Android	Player	or	the	BubbleUPnP	player).
Any	ideas?	Thank	you,	Rob	I	like	the	app	but	...	It	won't	advance	to	the	next	song.	The	progress	bar	stays	near	(but	not	necessarily	at)	the	beginning	of	the	song.	I'm	running	Twonky	on	a	Maxtor	Shared	Server	II	and	using	Philips	SLA5500	If	you	could	make	this	work,	I'd	be	a	sure	customer.	I've	been	looking	for	something	that	works	well	to	control
the	SLA5500	from	a	touchscreen.	Hi,	I'm	having	an	odd	issue	on	my	Samsung	Tab	10.1	working	with	a	Seagate	Goflex	Home	2TB.	BubbleUPnP	sees	all	my	files	and	the	FLAC	ones	play	fine.	The	MP3	ones,	however,	all	give	an	error:	"Track	is	not	playable:	no	compatible	audio	codec	found".	I	certainly	can	play	MP3's	on	the	tablet,	and	even	UPnPlay
can	play	the	exact	same	files	(either	with	the	Android	Player	or	the	BubbleUPnP	player).	Any	ideas?	Thank	you,	Rob	Send	me	an	email	at	[email	protected]	so	I	can	send	you	a	test	version	of	the	app	with	some	more	logging,	to	troubleshoot	what	looks	like	a	mime-type	issue	related	to	this	particular	Media	Server.	It	won't	advance	to	the	next	song.	The
progress	bar	stays	near	(but	not	necessarily	at)	the	beginning	of	the	song.	I'm	running	Twonky	on	a	Maxtor	Shared	Server	II	and	using	Philips	SLA5500	If	you	could	make	this	work,	I'd	be	a	sure	customer.	I've	been	looking	for	something	that	works	well	to	control	the	SLA5500	from	a	touchscreen.	Please	record	a	log	and	send	it	to	[email	protected]:	-
launch	the	app	-	go	into	the	Advanced	Settings	page	(Menu	>	Settings	>	Advanced	Settings)	-	check	"Enable	logging	to	file".	-	IMPORTANT:	Exit	the	app	using	the	"Exit	"	menu	item	found	in	menu	of	tab	"Now	Playing"	-	restart	the	app.	-	run	the	app	until	the	problem	appears	-	connect	your	phone	to	your	PC	or	MAC	and	mail	me	the	file
/Android/data/com.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnp/log.txt	found	on	the	SD	Card.	Reactions:	SPo.	Hi	All,	First	of	all	great	app!!	All	the	other	apps	I've	used	so	far	are	having	an	issue	with	standby/screen	off	on	my	Honeycomb	3.2	Asus	Transformer	but	this	one	just	keeps	playing	normally	where	the	others	start	to	stutter	when	the	screen	goes	off.	Just
one	question	or	rather	feature	request.	Like	in	plugplayer	there	is	this	feature	to	add	an	device	url.	I	ask	this	because	when	i	use	my	tablet	with	openvpn	from	outside	my	network	the	multicast	doesn't	come	trough	to	the	other	subnets	but	if	you	are	able	to	add	the	device	url	manually	its	works	fine.	But	meanwhile	many	thanks	for	this	great	app!!
Working	on	:	Android	device	:	Asus	transformer	Honeycomb	3.2	Renderer:	local	device,onkyo	TX-NR1008	Media	Library:miniDLNA	running	on	TomatoUSB	E3000	EDIT	:	Onky	TX-NR1008	:	-	Plays	only	one	song	doesn't	go	to	the	next.	-	Doesn't	show	time	progression	of	the	song	-	Onkyo	does	support	FLAC	playback	but	the	app	says	its	not	supported	-
Pessing	on	the	next	button	doesn't	skip	the	song	on	the	onkyo	but	does	in	the	app.	-	When	putting	the	application	in	the	background	and	going	back	into	it	the	volume	indicator	is	on	0	and	isn't	refreshed	to	what	it	was	set	on	the	onkyo.	Last	edited:	Sep	2,	2011	Please	provide	apk	for	downloading	Hi!	I	would	like	to	test	BubbleUPnP,	too.	But	I	try	to
use	my	Android	phone	without	an	google-account.	And	I'd	see,	that	the	main	problem	with	this	is,	that	many	developers	don't	provide	the	apk-files	for	free	downloading	without	the	market	place.	Interestingly	enough	there	is	no	serious	other	app	store,	that	is	offering	apps	without	an	connection	to	the	google	market.	But	anyway,	do	you	have	a	link	for
me	to	download	the	BubbleUPnP.apk	directly?	Thanks	in	advance	Salazar	Hi,	@	Keephowlin	and	@	bubbleguuum	the	problem	is	the	renderer.	Some	renderers	are	reporting	the	supported	mimetypes	wrong.	I	use	my	NOXON	Audio	2	and	i	am	not	able	to	play	flac	files	via	BubbleUPNP.	Upnplay	from	the	market	supports	to	switch	off	the	mimitype
checks	-	then	it	works.	Please	Support	such	an	override	in	your	config	for	badly	implemented	upnp	protocols	in	renderers.	Kind	regards,	SPo.	Last	edited:	Sep	2,	2011	First	of	all	great	app!!	All	the	other	apps	I've	used	so	far	are	having	an	issue	with	standby/screen	off	on	my	Honeycomb	3.2	Asus	Transformer	but	this	one	just	keeps	playing	normally
where	the	others	start	to	stutter	when	the	screen	goes	off.	Thnaks	for	the	feedback.	There's	a	magic	switch	the	other	apps	do	not	know	about	(no	kidding!)	Just	one	question	or	rather	feature	request.	Like	in	plugplayer	there	is	this	feature	to	add	an	device	url.	I	ask	this	because	when	i	use	my	tablet	with	openvpn	from	outside	my	network	the
multicast	doesn't	come	trough	to	the	other	subnets	but	if	you	are	able	to	add	the	device	url	manually	its	works	fine.	There	are	some	plans	in	this	area	soon	after	1.0	is	released.	Onky	TX-NR1008	:	-	Plays	only	one	song	doesn't	go	to	the	next.	-	Doesn't	show	time	progression	of	the	song	-	Onkyo	does	support	FLAC	playback	but	the	app	says	its	not
supported	-Pessing	on	the	next	button	doesn't	skip	the	song	on	the	onkyo	but	does	in	the	app.	-	When	putting	the	application	in	the	background	and	going	back	into	it	the	volume	indicator	is	on	0	and	isn't	refreshed	to	what	it	was	set	on	the	onkyo.	Please	record	a	log	file	and	mail	it	at	[email	protected]	(see	a	few	posts	above	for	instructions).	I'm	eager
to	see	how	well	this	renderer	behaves	.	Hi!	But	anyway,	do	you	have	a	link	for	me	to	download	the	BubbleUPnP.apk	directly?	Send	me	a	mail	at	[email	protected]	Hi,	the	problem	is	the	renderer.	Some	renderers	are	reporting	the	supported	mimetypes	wrong.	I	use	my	NOXON	Audio	2	and	i	am	not	able	to	play	flac	files	via	BubbleUPNP.	Upnplay	from
the	market	supports	to	switch	off	the	mimitype	checks	-	then	it	works.	Please	Support	such	an	override	in	your	config	for	badly	implemented	upnp	protocols	in	renderers.	Good	suggestion.	I'd	still	like	to	have	a	log	so	I	can	see	what	mime-types	are	listed.	Googling	around,	it	doesn't	appear	that	the	NOXON2	supports	FLAC.	However	UPnPlay	might
send	it	the	WAV	streaming	URL	instead,	if	your	Media	Server	expose	one	for	FLAC	files.	Problems	with	Philips	NP2500	renderer	I'm	using	the	Asus	transformer	tablet	with	honeycomb	and	the	READYNAS	server.	The	renderer	is	a	Philips	NP2500	renderer.	Unfortunately	only	the	first	song	in	the	playlist	is	played	and	then	playing	stops.	Even	when	the
alternate	track	advance	in	the	advanced	settings	is	set.	I	have	this	issue	with	all	other	players	as	well	but	with	Bubble	seems	to	cope	better	withmany	other	UPNP	issues.	Monjin	Problems	with	Philips	NP2500	renderer	I'm	using	the	Asus	transformer	tablet	with	honeycomb	and	the	READYNAS	server.	The	renderer	is	a	Philips	NP2500	renderer.
Unfortunately	only	the	first	song	in	the	playlist	is	played	and	then	playing	stops.	Even	when	the	alternate	track	advance	in	the	advanced	settings	is	set.	I	have	this	issue	with	all	other	players	as	well	but	with	Bubble	seems	to	cope	better	withmany	other	UPNP	issues.	Monjin	I'm	using	the	Asus	transformer	tablet	with	honeycomb	and	the	READYNAS
server.	The	renderer	is	a	Philips	NP2500	renderer.	Unfortunately	only	the	first	song	in	the	playlist	is	played	and	then	playing	stops.	Even	when	the	alternate	track	advance	in	the	advanced	settings	is	set.	I	have	this	issue	with	all	other	players	as	well	but	with	Bubble	seems	to	cope	better	withmany	other	UPNP	issues.	Monjin	Record	and	send	me	a	log
file	(see	first	post	of	this	thread	for	instructions)	0.9.9.11	is	available	on	the	Market:	local	renderer:	added	support	for	WMA	playback.	WMA	support	is	autodetected	but	manufacturer	and	device	dependent	local	renderer:	added	support	for	Ogg	Vorbis	playback.	May	not	work	with	some	older	Android	versions	(2.1/2.2)	local	renderer:	use	the	system
FLAC	decoder	on	Android	3.1+	instead	of	the	bundled	one	(less	CPU	intensive,	better	seek	support)	local	renderer:	fixed	LPCM	and	WAV	streaming	hanging	with	some	servers	(WMP)	local	renderer:	advertising	on	the	LAN	is	disabled	by	default	reduced	CPU	usage	when	not	active	fixed	seeking	not	working	when	position	>	60	mins	playing	a	single
video	on	the	local	renderer	does	not	modify	the	Playlist	display	codec	for	video	items	in	lists	Library	Search	now	searches	videos	workarounded	bug	in	Philips	SLA5500	renderer	added	new	advanced	option	'mime-type	check'	to	disable	mime-type	checking	when	playing	to	a	renderer	small	fixes	Page	5	mimetyp	fix	Your	mimetype	workaround	did	the
Job:	now	the	noxon	audio	2	with	newest	firmware	is	playing	flacs.	Thanks	for	the	fast	support	and	the	great	App!	I	will	send	you	a	log.txt	with	your	new	fix	disabled.	Kind	regards,	SPo.	Last	edited:	Sep	3,	2011	Hi,	after	playing	a	while	with	this	nice	app	on	my	galaxy	7100	i've	got	two	enhancements	for	the	playlist	view	to	make	it	more	"party
compatible":	#1	The	song	currently	playing	should	be	highlighted	e.g.	in	green	like	the	blue	highlight	the	time	you	press	the	finger	for	more	seconds.	The	little	triangle	in	front	of	the	playtime	is	hard	to	identify.	#2	I	dont	know	how	to	move	items	in	the	playlist.	Instead	of	getting	a	dialog	after	pressing	the	finger	a	while	onto	the	tab	it	would	be	nice	if	i
grab	the	item	and	can	move	it	to	anothet	playlist	position.	Maybe	add	another	item	in	the	settings	bar,	to	switch	between	those	behaviours.	I	guess	more	ideas	will	follow	Kind	Regards,	SPo.	Hi,	#1	The	song	currently	playing	should	be	highlighted	e.g.	in	green	like	the	blue	highlight	the	time	you	press	the	finger	for	more	seconds.	The	little	triangle	in
front	of	the	playtime	is	hard	to	identify.	Good	suggestion.	In	the	meantime	you	can	locate	the	playing	track	with	Menu	>	Show	Playing.	Alternatively	you	can	enable	option	"Cursor	follows	playback"	which	ensure	that	the	playing	track	is	always	visible	when	you	enter	the	Playlist	(and	on	auto-advance	in	playlist).	#2	I	dont	know	how	to	move	items	in
the	playlist.	Instead	of	getting	a	dialog	after	pressing	the	finger	a	while	onto	the	tab	it	would	be	nice	if	i	grab	the	item	and	can	move	it	to	anothet	playlist	position.	Maybe	add	another	item	in	the	settings	bar,	to	switch	between	those	behaviours.	To	move	a	track	drag'n'd	drop	the	cover	of	the	track	to	the	new	position.	You	can	also	remove	a	track
sliding	the	cover	horizontally	toward	the	right.	Any	chance	of	adding	WAN	server	access?	And	perhaps	make	it	work	on	mobile	networks?	I've	seen	apps	do	this	before(upnplay	for	ex.),	would	be	a	great	addition.	So	you	can	stream	your	local	media	collection	to	your	cell	wherever	you	are.	Thnaks	for	the	feedback.	There's	a	magic	switch	the	other	apps
do	not	know	about	(no	kidding!)	There	are	some	plans	in	this	area	soon	after	1.0	is	released.	Please	record	a	log	file	and	mail	it	at	[email	protected]	(see	a	few	posts	above	for	instructions).	I'm	eager	to	see	how	well	this	renderer	behaves	.	Send	me	a	mail	at	[email	protected]	Good	suggestion.	I'd	still	like	to	have	a	log	so	I	can	see	what	mime-types	are
listed.	Googling	around,	it	doesn't	appear	that	the	NOXON2	supports	FLAC.	However	UPnPlay	might	send	it	the	WAV	streaming	URL	instead,	if	your	Media	Server	expose	one	for	FLAC	files.	Log	file	send	as	requested.	FLAC	issue	resolved	by	unchecking	the	mime-type	option	in	advanced	options	Forward	local	audio	to	upnp	renderer	Hi	Bubblegum,
Thanks	for	the	great	app,	it	works	nicely	with	minidlna	server	and	a	Philips	SLA5220	renderer.	I	have	a	slightly	off	topic	question:	I'd	like	to	stream	internet	radio	to	the	upnp	renderer,	unfortunately	I	haven't	found	a	radio	app	that	does	this.	would	it	be	possible	to	have	bubbleupnp	"forward"	the	local	audio	to	a	UPNP	renderer?	Any	chance	of	adding
WAN	server	access?	And	perhaps	make	it	work	on	mobile	networks?	I've	seen	apps	do	this	before(upnplay	for	ex.),	would	be	a	great	addition.	So	you	can	stream	your	local	media	collection	to	your	cell	wherever	you	are.	Planned	after	1.0	is	out	Hi	Bubblegum,	I	have	a	slightly	off	topic	question:	I'd	like	to	stream	internet	radio	to	the	upnp	renderer,
unfortunately	I	haven't	found	a	radio	app	that	does	this.	would	it	be	possible	to	have	bubbleupnp	"forward"	the	local	audio	to	a	UPNP	renderer?	Not	possible	at	the	moment.	I'm	not	sure	an	app	can	capture	the	current	audio	output.	You	best	bet	is	to	find	a	Media	Server	that	expose	internet	radios	or	that	let	you	create	playlist	with	your	own	internet
radios	URLs.	Multiple	renderer	in	scope?	Hi,	really	great	job	use	the	app	on	my	galaxy	10.1	tab	and	on	my	galaxy	s	controlling	my	pioneer	vx	70	av	receiver.	Files	are	stored	on	a	netgear	stora.	Everything	runs	smoth	as	silk.	just	one	question	for	product	enhancement	:	is	there	a	plan	for	multiroom	control,	currently	its	only	possible	to	select	one
renderer,	is	it	possible	to	stream	to	multiple	renderes	from	one	server	where	the	bubble	upnp	is	used	to	be	the	controller?	scrolling	Hi	Mr.	Bubble,	great	app	-	the	first	working	fine	with	my	Synology	and	Soundbridge.	For	scrolling	in	large	lists	-	like	all	albums	(several	100)	it	would	be	helpful	to	switch	to	a	fast	scrolling	mode	-	where	only	the	first
letter	is	selected.	(Like	e.g.	im	Contacts)	Regards	mox	Seeking	in	Mpeg's	?	I	can	seek	(ie	skip	ahead)	mp4's,	avi's,	etc.	However	I	mostly	watch	MPG	(dvdrips),	and	although	they	stream	fine,	I	cannot	skip	ahead	(aka	seek),	ff,	nor	rewind.	-	The	DLNA/UPNP	server	is	my	synology	DS100j	-	It	does	not	work	properly	with	UPNPlay	either.	-	I've	tried
Moboplayer,	VideoPlayer,	rockplayer	lite	-	It	does	seek,ff,rw	when	I	test	with	xbmc	player	on	my	pc	still	using	the	synology	source	mpg.	Any	ideas?	Hi,	really	great	job	use	the	app	on	my	galaxy	10.1	tab	and	on	my	galaxy	s	controlling	my	pioneer	vx	70	av	receiver.	Files	are	stored	on	a	netgear	stora.	Everything	runs	smoth	as	silk.	just	one	question	for
product	enhancement	:	is	there	a	plan	for	multiroom	control,	currently	its	only	possible	to	select	one	renderer,	is	it	possible	to	stream	to	multiple	renderes	from	one	server	where	the	bubble	upnp	is	used	to	be	the	controller?	If	the	goal	is	to	have	all	the	renderers	play	synched	audio,	then	UPnP	AV	doesn't	make	this	possible	(ie	you'd	have	anything
between	0-4s	lag	between	renderers	because	synchronization	is	inexistant)	Hi	Mr.	Bubble,	great	app	-	the	first	working	fine	with	my	Synology	and	Soundbridge.	For	scrolling	in	large	lists	-	like	all	albums	(several	100)	it	would	be	helpful	to	switch	to	a	fast	scrolling	mode	-	where	only	the	first	letter	is	selected.	(Like	e.g.	im	Contacts)	Regards	mox
There's	already	a	relgular	aphabetic	fast	scroller	but	it	is	available	only	when	the	folder	is	fully	loaded.	Or	do	you	mean	someting	else	like	further	splitting	the	folder	in	subfolders	consisting	of	alphabetic	letters	?	I	can	seek	(ie	skip	ahead)	mp4's,	avi's,	etc.	However	I	mostly	watch	MPG	(dvdrips),	and	although	they	stream	fine,	I	cannot	skip	ahead	(aka
seek),	ff,	nor	rewind.	-	The	DLNA/UPNP	server	is	my	synology	DS100j	-	It	does	not	work	properly	with	UPNPlay	either.	-	I've	tried	Moboplayer,	VideoPlayer,	rockplayer	lite	-	It	does	seek,ff,rw	when	I	test	with	xbmc	player	on	my	pc	still	using	the	synology	source	mpg.	Any	ideas?	For	videos	it	is	the	external	player	that	controls	seeking.	It	is	probable
that	either	these	player	do	not	support	seek	for	this	format	when	streamed	by	http	or	(less	likely)	the	http	server	of	the	Media	Server	does	not	support	seeking	(in	the	form	of	returning	the	Accept-Ranges	header)	For	videos	it	is	the	external	player	that	controls	seeking.	It	is	probable	that	either	these	player	do	not	support	seek	for	this	format	when
streamed	by	http	or	(less	likely)	the	http	server	of	the	Media	Server	does	not	support	seeking	(in	the	form	of	returning	the	Accept-Ranges	header)	Armed	with	this	info..i	tried	one	more	Video	Player	"VPlayer"	This	one	does	indeed	allow	seeking	of	MPEG.	Thanks	Mr	Gum...I	will	provide	feedback	to	the	MoboPlayer	team!	BTW	great	app.	great	program
and	thank	for	makeing	it	I	have	a	8000	modle	samsung	tv	with	wifi,	WD	TV	live,	6TB	seagate	NAS	and	a	WD	world	book	1TB	plus	a	myth	tv	server	and	mac	running	tvmobi..	it	is	a	show	stopper	when	I	pick	a	file	from	the	PC	or	WD	and	tell	it	to	play	in	the	TV	or	WD	box.	I	have	yet	to	find	a	file	that	the	program	won't	work	with.	The	only	con	is	the
seagate	NAS	dosnt	work	like	it	is	sold,	and	everything	sees	it	as	a	network	share	and	no	amount	of	seagate	support	would	fix	problem,	it	a	firmware	issue.	so	the	app	dosent	see	it.	and	I	had	a	song	on	the	tablet	and	couldn't	find	a	way	to	tell	it	to	play	local	file	to	the	TV.	might	have	missed	a	setting	way	or	it	just	don't	stream.	I	was	blown	away	when	I
could	control	volume	on	tv	with	app,	was	app	switching	will	I	noticed	it.	The	best	upnp	app	I	have	found	so	far,	if	you	could	make	it	find	network	shares,	maybe	ip	address	log	in	with	user	name	and	password,	then	my	6TB	NAS	would	be	in	the	loop	I	did	get	it	to	muti	control,	sent	a	file	to	the	tv	for	the	kids	to	watch	and	pulled	a	file	to	the	tablet	for	me
to	watch	at	the	same	time..	thanks	again	for	all	the	work	and	effort	put	into	this,	I	can;t	wait	for	the	finsih	product	and	hopes	this	give	your	good	info,	BTW,	bluetooth	eyboards	suck	to	typeon,	lags	bites.	>	thats	what	I	typed	this	wtih.	Suggestions	Been	using	the	betas	for	the	last	couple	of	weeks	and	I	must	say	i	am	Impressed.	so	far	has	worked
flawlessly	and	integrates	very	well	when	used	with	XBMC	running	as	a	DLNA	server	(have	a	headless	box/nas	server	that	i	have	XBMC	running	on	24/7).	I	use	it	mostly	for	local	rendering	of	video	and	have	been	using	rockplayer	mostly	without	a	hitch	apart	from	multi	part	video	files	and	iso's	failing	to	play.	Hopefully	now	that	VLC	is	in	beta	and
getting	close	to	release	we	will	see	improvements	on	that	side.	I	have	been	using	it	on	4	different	devices.	HTC	Magic	-	Running	one	of	the	CM	roms	from	here	cant	remember	which.	Tends	to	be	a	bit	clunky	and	laggy	but	its	an	old	device	so	who	cares.	Local	rendering	can	be	a	*****.	HTC	Desire	HD	-	Various	roms	works	flawlessly	for	local	rendering.
Always	get	"Resource	not	found	(code	716)"	whenever	I	try	to	render	to	my	Samsung	TV	not	that	I	try	often	as	I	have	a	dedicated	xbmc	box	attached	to	that	TV.	SGS	-	Wife	phone	she	keeps	uninstalling	it	INABITF?	Acer	A500	-	Local	rendering	only,	works	flawlessly,	usual	issues	with	rockplayer.	As	it	is	the	A500	that	sees	the	majority	of	BubbleUPnP
use	there	are	a	few	things	that	I	think	would	make	the	Honeycomb	experience	so	much	better.	I	think	library	view	needs	a	2	pane	setup	up.	Folders	on	the	left	and	files	on	the	right	split	25/75.	Also	a	Grid	view	would	be	absolutely	fantastic,	XBMC	publishes	Cover	art/Thumbnails	and	I	think	this	would	look	absolutely	sweet.	Being	able	to	set	the
prefered	rendering	software	within	BUPnP	instead	of	using	the	android	default	would	be	good	too.	Excellent	work	so	far.	I	look	forward	to	future	releases.	Very	nice	app,	much	better	than	Samsung	dlna.	Pls	add	to	see	local	files	or/and	add	local	files	to	streaming	library.	A	music	widget	would	be	awesome	too.	error	message	I	get	an	error	message
when	i	try	to	connect	to	a	PC	"Browse	error	Access	denied.	What	is	this	refering	to?	I	have	sharing	alowed	on	the	pc	...	Always	get	"Resource	not	found	(code	716)"	whenever	I	try	to	render	to	my	Samsung	TV	not	that	I	try	often	as	I	have	a	dedicated	xbmc	box	attached	to	that	TV.	Thanks	for	the	detailed	feedback	Code	716	would	mean	that	the	TV
can't	connect	to	the	media	server	or	that	it	doesn't	like	the	streaming	URL.	Could	also	be	something	else,	hard	to	know.	DLNA	TV	can	be	super	picky.	Check	that	your	TV	can	see	the	Media	Server.	I	think	library	view	needs	a	2	pane	setup	up.	Folders	on	the	left	and	files	on	the	right	split	25/75.	Also	a	Grid	view	would	be	absolutely	fantastic,	XBMC
publishes	Cover	art/Thumbnails	and	I	think	this	would	look	absolutely	sweet.	Being	able	to	set	the	prefered	rendering	software	within	BUPnP	instead	of	using	the	android	default	would	be	good	too.	Multipane	setup	will	not	happen	as	it	is	at	odd	with	the	phone	version	and	would	be	too	much	work	to	rewrite.	Grid	view	for	covers	is	in	the	todo	list.	Very
nice	app,	much	better	than	Samsung	dlna.	Pls	add	to	see	local	files	or/and	add	local	files	to	streaming	library.	A	music	widget	would	be	awesome	too.	Local	file	streaming	will	be	added	at	some	point	although	not	in	the	immediate	future.	Widget,	maybe	but	not	high	priority.	I	get	an	error	message	when	i	try	to	connect	to	a	PC	"Browse	error	Access
denied.	What	is	this	refering	to?	I	have	sharing	alowed	on	the	pc	Can	you	tell	what	Media	Server	you	connect	to,	and	the	exact	error	message	you	get	?	Hey,	this	really	is	a	great	app,	using	it	on	Galaxy	S2	Cyanogenmod	7	Nigthlies.	1)	The	playlist	is	always	sorted	alphabetically.	I	would	prefer	to	sort	it	by	album	and	track	number.	2)	VPN	/	Proxy
support	would	be	really	great.	I	imagine	being	able	to	browse	and	download	from	my	music	archive	while	on	the	move.	I'd	gladly	pay	for	this	great	app	with	these	two	features	included.	Hey,	this	really	is	a	great	app,	using	it	on	Galaxy	S2	Cyanogenmod	7	Nigthlies.	1)	The	playlist	is	always	sorted	alphabetically.	I	would	prefer	to	sort	it	by	album	and
track	number.	2)	VPN	/	Proxy	support	would	be	really	great.	I	imagine	being	able	to	browse	and	download	from	my	music	archive	while	on	the	move.	I'd	gladly	pay	for	this	great	app	with	these	two	features	included.	Thanks	for	the	feedback.	1.	Do	you	mean	that	when	you	browse	folders	in	Library,	some	of	them	are	sorted	alphabetically	while	you
expect	track	numbers	?	Items	in	folders	are	listed	by	the	app	in	whatever	order	the	Media	Server	returns	them.	What	happens	is	that	most	Media	Servers	(like	Twonky)	that	allow	browsing	by	directory	structure	will	list	items	in	filesystem	order	which	most	of	the	time	is	alphabetical.	What	is	your	Media	Server	?	2.	I'm	working	on	it,	making	it	easy	to
setup,	network	bandwidth	efficient,	secure,	and	working	with	plain	old	Internet	(no	need	for	VPN).	Last	edited:	Sep	16,	2011	The	media	server	is	xbmc.	When	I	select	an	album	to	play,	the	songs	are	sorted	alphabetically	in	BlubbleUpnp's	playlist.	I	am	not	sure	about	the	list	in	the	library	but	I	think	that	it	is	sorted	by	track	number.	Page	6	I	am	having
an	issue	playing	back	FLAC	files	with	album	art.	I	am	using	the	Local	Renderer	on	a	Samsung	Galaxy	S	Fascinate	running	Android	2.2.	The	files	are	on	my	network	storage	server	running	Debian	Squeeze	with	minidlna	as	the	server	software.	The	BubbleUPnP	player	displays	the	art,	correctly	identifies	the	file	as	FLAC	with	bitrate	and	track	length,
but	does	not	play	the	file.	It	just	sits	there	at	0:00	with	the	play/pause	icon	displaying	the	pause	icon.	This	only	happens	with	FLAC	files	with	cover	art.	FLAC	files	without	cover	art	play	beautifully.	It	may	have	something	to	do	with	cover	art	embedded	in	the	tag.	Thanks,	great	app!	Hi,	I'm	suffering	these	exact	same	symptoms,	however	the	FLAC's	i'm
trying	to	play	do	not	have	any	embedded	artwork	(I	checked	with	tagscanner).	Running	on	a	Samsung	Galaxy	S	on	android	2.2.	Any	ideas?	I	can't	seem	to	play	any	of	the	FLACs	that	I	have.	Otherwise,	I	am	loving	this	app.	Thanks,	Metkis.	Hi,	I'm	suffering	these	exact	same	symptoms,	however	the	FLAC's	i'm	trying	to	play	do	not	have	any	embedded
artwork	(I	checked	with	tagscanner).	Running	on	a	Samsung	Galaxy	S	on	android	2.2.	Any	ideas?	I	can't	seem	to	play	any	of	the	FLACs	that	I	have.	Otherwise,	I	am	loving	this	app.	Thanks,	Metkis.	I	don't	think	this	is	related	to	artwork	as	I	could	not	reproduce	the	problem.	Can	you	record	a	log	file	and	send	it	to	me	(see	first	post	of	this	thread	for
instructions	to	enable	logging).	Thanks!	Just	noticed	a	couple	issues:	1.	Sorting	is	case	sensitive,	lowercase	and	[	are	sorted	to	the	bottom.	2.	If	an	artist	is	in	the	library	with	different	capitalization,	each	different	one	will	be	shown.	3.	When	viewing	an	artist,	if	there's	another	artist	with	the	same	album	title,	it'll	show	that	artist	in	the	list	instead
(though	opening	it	still	goes	to	the	right	one).	Just	noticed	a	couple	issues:	1.	Sorting	is	case	sensitive,	lowercase	and	[	are	sorted	to	the	bottom.	2.	If	an	artist	is	in	the	library	with	different	capitalization,	each	different	one	will	be	shown.	3.	When	viewing	an	artist,	if	there's	another	artist	with	the	same	album	title,	it'll	show	that	artist	in	the	list	instead
(though	opening	it	still	goes	to	the	right	one).	Your	Media	Server	returns	track/folders	in	this	order.	The	app	list	them	in	the	order	the	server	returns	them.	Would	you	be	able	to	stream	music	over	the	Internet	using	this	application?	Just	updated	to	the	latest	version,	and	all	I	can	ask	is...can	we	have	this	interface	in	BubbleDS?	Pleeeeeeeasee...?
Secondly,	just	a	tiny	bug,	bit	rates	for	AAC	are	being	reported	wrongly.	At	least	for	the	ones	I	have	tried.	If	I	want	4233Kbps	bit	rates	I'll	stick	with	my	FLACs...	See	the	attached	screenshot	for	evidence.	Thanks	Just	updated	to	the	latest	version,	and	all	I	can	ask	is...can	we	have	this	interface	in	BubbleDS?	Pleeeeeeeasee...?	Yes,	install	BubbleDS	1.2.0
beta	as	explained	in	the	first	post	of	this	topic	Secondly,	just	a	tiny	bug,	bit	rates	for	AAC	are	being	reported	wrongly.	At	least	for	the	ones	I	have	tried.	If	I	want	4233Kbps	bit	rates	I'll	stick	with	my	FLACs...	From	the	screenshot	looks	like	Twonky	sends	a	bogus	bitrate.	It	is	not	a	first,	a	few	other	Media	Server	sends	bogus	bitrates	which	is	only	used
for	display	so	no	real	side	effect.	Anyway	thanks	for	reporting,	I	added	more	voodoo	broken	bitrate	detection	discarding	anything	higher	than	320Kpbs	for	lossy	codecs.	Does	the	regular	control	(play,	pause,	next)	work	via	bluetooth?	The	control	on	my	bluetooth	speaker	doesn't	seems	to	work.	Does	the	regular	control	(play,	pause,	next)	work	via
bluetooth?	The	control	on	my	bluetooth	speaker	doesn't	seems	to	work.	No	it	doesn't.	Adding	this	to	the	todo	list.	0.9.9.13	is	out	on	the	Market,	mainly	fixing	AAC	not	playing	in	many	cases:	local	renderer:	fixed	AAC	sometimes	not	playing	Library:	cleanup	menu	for	non	playable	items	(images)	removed	touchscreen	requirement	bug	fixes	fixed	rare
crashes	Hello,	thanks	for	the	great	app,	definitely	would	pay	for	this	compared	to	other	free	or	paid	competing	apps.	Great	simple	easy	to	use	GUI.	Tested	on	HTC	Inspire	and	Samsung	WiFI	Galaxy	Tab.	I	am	using	this	with	Foobar	UPnP	server	on	Windows	7	for	16bit	44.1KHZ	FLAC	playback	(decoded	to	WAV).	Successful	play	from	Foobar	to	Android
or	from	Foobar	to	Foobar	with	no	issue.	There	were	occasional	buffering	issues	which	I	attribute	to	my	WLAN,	they	happen	with	other	apps.	Only	issue	is	is	Library	search	does	not	work	with	Foobar	which	I	imagine	falls	under	the	generic	Library	Search	known	issue.	However	Foobar	UPnP	Media	Library	is	highly	configurable	which	obviates	most
searching.	This	app	will	let	me	easily	control	an	HTPC	cabled	to	my	receiver	without	having	to	turn	on	the	TV	to	see	the	display,	and	also	playback	music	on	the	phone	or	tablet	on	the	2nd	floor	connected	to	powered	speakers.	Exactl	what	I	was	looking	for.	Awesome	work!!!	Hi!	I	have	purchased	an	android	tv	box	and	it	works	fine	with	wi-fi	on!	Can
you	make	it	work	with	ethernet	cable?	My	android	box	has	standard	wired	lan	port	and	I	prefer	this	over	wifi.	Is	this	possible?	Doh!	Just	realized	you	are	also	the	dev	for	the	Foobar	UPnP	plugin!	That's	great	to	hear,	I	will	be	putting	both	to	the	test.	Some	updated	feedback...	Now	having	some	issues	connecting	to	Foobar	uPNP	on	the	Samsung	WiFi
Galaxy	tab.	Intermittently	Bubble	does	not	"see"	The	Foobar	server	or	Renderer,	when	other	Devices	on	the	network	do.	However	even	Samsung	AllShare	and	2Player	seemed	to	be	having	some	issues	at	the	same	time.	I	also	tested	a	stock	Samsung	Captivate	and	had	no	issues	with	Foobar	to	Bubble	or	Foobar	to	AllShare	communication.	More	testing
needed	on	my	side	to	determine	if	this	is	a	network	or	Foobar	issue.	Thanks	again.	Last	edited:	Sep	20,	2011	BubbleUPnP	problems	with	Whitebear	Hi	Bubbleguum,	One	of	your	customers	is	trying	to	use	BubbleUPnP	with	my	Whitebear	media	server.	And	he	reports	that	when	BubbleUPnP	does	a	random	track	Search()	query	on	Whitebear's
ContentDirectory,	BubbleUPnP	reports	an	error	--	even	though	Whitebear	is	returning	a	perfectly	valid	and	on	time	SOAP	response.	If	I	e-mail	you	the	respective	log	file	of	the	transaction,	could	you	please	have	a	look	at	it,	and	let	me	know	what	is	going	wrong?	---	AndrewFG	Hi	Bubbleguum,	One	of	your	customers	is	trying	to	use	BubbleUPnP	with	my
Whitebear	media	server.	And	he	reports	that	when	BubbleUPnP	does	a	random	track	Search()	query	on	Whitebear's	ContentDirectory,	BubbleUPnP	reports	an	error	--	even	though	Whitebear	is	returning	a	perfectly	valid	and	on	time	SOAP	response.	If	I	e-mail	you	the	respective	log	file	of	the	transaction,	could	you	please	have	a	look	at	it,	and	let	me
know	what	is	going	wrong?	---	AndrewFG	Hi	Andrew,	Thanks	for	reporting.	I	installed	Whitebear	+	Squeezbox	center	and	found	the	cause	of	the	search	request	failing.	Here's	the	SOAP	of	the	initial	search	request	emitted	by	BubbleUPnP	to	retrieve	the	number	of	items	on	the	Media	Server:	0	upnp:class	derivedfrom	"object.item.audioItem"	*	0	1	To
this	request	Whitebear	reply	without	error,	but	with	NumberReturned=0	and	TotalCount=0.	It	turns	out	it	doesn't	like	SearchCriteria:	upnp:class	derivedfrom	"object.item.audioItem",	but	will	work	as	expected	without	the	surrounding	quotes:	upnp:class	derivedfrom	object.item.audioItem.	I	reread	the	grammar	for	SearchCriteria	in	the
ContentDirectory	spec	and	the	quotes	are	required.	----------	Post	added	at	09:56	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	09:34	AM	----------	Hi!	I	have	purchased	an	android	tv	box	and	it	works	fine	with	wi-fi	on!	Can	you	make	it	work	with	ethernet	cable?	My	android	box	has	standard	wired	lan	port	and	I	prefer	this	over	wifi.	Is	this	possible?	This	is	on	the	todo
list.	Can	you	confirm	if	WiFi	and	ethernet	are	mutually	exclusive	(you	cannot	have	them	both	enabled	at	the	same	time)	?	Reactions:	andrewfg	It	turns	out	it	doesn't	like	SearchCriteria:	upnp:class	derivedfrom	"object.item.audioItem",	but	will	work	as	expected	without	the	surrounding	quotes:	upnp:class	derivedfrom	object.item.audioItem.	I	reread	the
grammar	for	SearchCriteria	in	the	ContentDirectory	spec	and	the	quotes	are	required.	Hi	Bubbleguum,	Thanks	for	the	feedback	and	the	testing.	You	were	obviously	using	the	release	version	of	Whitebear,	whereas	I	am	working	with	a	newer	build	(currently	in	beta).	This	new	build	does	already	resolve	the	issue	with	the	surrounding	quotes	on	the
SearchCriteria.	However	acccording	to	one	of	our	common	customers,	even	this	new	build	has	problems.	Unfortunately,	since	I	am	new	to	this	forum,	I	am	not	yet	allowed	to	post	the	url	where	you	can	download	the	new	build,	however	I	can	tell	you	that	the	path	and	document	name	would	be	../downloads/test.zip	;-)	---	AndrewFG	Hi	Bubbleguum,
Thanks	for	the	feedback	and	the	testing.	You	were	obviously	using	the	release	version	of	Whitebear,	whereas	I	am	working	with	a	newer	build	(currently	in	beta).	This	new	build	does	already	resolve	the	issue	with	the	surrounding	quotes	on	the	SearchCriteria.	However	acccording	to	one	of	our	common	customers,	even	this	new	build	has	problems.
Unfortunately,	since	I	am	new	to	this	forum,	I	am	not	yet	allowed	to	post	the	url	where	you	can	download	the	new	build,	however	I	can	tell	you	that	the	path	and	document	name	would	be	../downloads/test.zip	;-)	---	AndrewFG	This	version	works	fine	with	random	tracks.	I	noticed	that	searching	for	albums	whose	artist	contain	a	particular	string	will
always	return	all	albums:	(upnp:class	derivedfrom	"object.container.album.musicAlbum"	and	upnp:artist	contains	"window")	Other	search	queries	seems	to	be	fine.	This	version	works	fine	with	random	tracks.	Great	news!!	However,	unfortunately	as	I	mentioned	earlier,	we	have	a	common	customer	who	still	claims	to	have	a	problem.	I	will	get	a	log
from	him,	and	post	it	later	on	this	forum.	I	noticed	that	searching	for	albums	whose	artist	contain	a	particular	string	will	always	return	all	albums:	(upnp:class	derivedfrom	"object.container.album.musicAlbum"	and	upnp:artist	contains	"window")	Yes	I	expected	that.	Basically	Squeezebox	Server	can	only	resolve	a	limited	range	of	search	criteria;	so
when	searching	in	albums,	it	can	only	search	on	album	title,	and	when	searching	in	artists	it	can	only	search	on	the	artist	name,	etc.	This	means	that	it	cannot	resolve	mixed	searches	like	your	example.	So	as	a	general	rule	wherever	the	second	search	term	is	not	resolvable	by	Squeezebox	Server,	Whitebear	ditches	the	second	search	term	and	asks
Squeezebox	Server	for	everything	that	matches	the	first	search	term	only...	---	AndrewFG	However,	unfortunately	as	I	mentioned	earlier,	we	have	a	common	customer	who	still	claims	to	have	a	problem.	I	will	get	a	log	from	him,	and	post	it	later	on	this	forum.	Hmmpf...	I	tried	to	post	the	error	log	on	this	forum;	but	the	log	contains	tags	that	have	urls



in	them;	and	being	new	to	this	forum	I	am	not	allowed	to	post	urls...	So	I	sent	you	a	PM	instead.	---	AndrewFG	Page	7	First:	keep	up	that	good	work.	I	can	choose	tracks	from	my	Windows	7	library	with	my	mobile	and	play	them	on	my	mobile.	but	i	want	it	the	other	way	round,	select	them	on	my	pc	and	play	them	on	my	mobile.	But	windows	media	p.
doesnt	find	the	htc	hero?	what	i	should	try	out?	//:	i	can	connect	now,	but	wmp12	says	that	bubbleupnp	isnt	answering?!	I	added	more	voodoo	broken	bitrate	detection	discarding	anything	higher	than	320Kpbs	for	lossy	codecs.	Careful	as	Vorbis	can	go	to	~500kbps	...	Anyway,	I'm	impressed	so	far,	just	a	minor	niggle	(i	promise	to	find	more!):	I'm
going	to	guess	that	whether	streams	in	a	playlist	can	be	played	depends	on	the	server,	but	could	you	make	sure	the	client	fails	gracefully	upon	receiving	such	a	playlist?	I've	been	shopping	about	for	UPNP	apps,	and	while	most	do,	like	Bubble,	error	out	when	opening	my	'[radio]'	playlist	which	contains	~75%	of	the	SomaFM	lineup,	some	manage	to
show	the	playlist	in	good	time,	without	erroring	out.	They	still	don't	play,	but	its	certainly	preferrable	behaviour	I	tried	to	post	the	error	log	on	this	forum;	but	the	log	contains	tags	that	have	urls	in	them;	and	being	new	to	this	forum	I	am	not	allowed	to	post	urls.	So	I	sent	you	a	PM	instead.	I	am	pretty	sue	that	I	did	send	you	a	PM	with	the	offending	log
file.	However	when	I	look	at	my	"Sent	Items"	folder	in	this	forum,	there	is	no	record	of	anything	having	been	sent.	=>	Did	you	get	anything?	I	am	pretty	sue	that	I	did	send	you	a	PM	with	the	offending	log	file.	However	when	I	look	at	my	"Sent	Items"	folder	in	this	forum,	there	is	no	record	of	anything	having	been	sent.	=>	Did	you	get	anything?	I	got	it
but	didn't	really	investigate	yet.	I	just	noticed	there	seem	to	be	garbage	characters	in	the	SOAP	XML	which	I	supsect	may	cause	parse	problems	(see	below).	Maybe	some	character	encoding	issue	on	Squeezbox	Server	end	?	GetContentLength(),	0,	abort))]	Hi	bubble	We	had	a	bit	of	contact	before	fixing	the	volume	handling	on	the	onkyo	1008	which	is
working	great	btw.	Just	came	accros	somthing	but	im	not	sure	if	its	the	app	or	minidlna.	When	doing	a	search	on	the	library	the	search	is	case	sensitive	which	is	a	bit	annoying.	Is	this	something	that	the	app	does	or	is	it	minidlna?	So	far	very	happy	with	you	work!	Cheers	Sent	from	my	Transformer	TF101	using	Tapatalk	Hi,	I	just	installed	your	app,
tested	it	for	a	while	and	uninstalled.	The	"Bubble	upnp"	icon	still	shows	on	the	apps	page	of	my	phone.	I'm	using	a	HTC	Desire	HD	with	latest	version	of	the	official	ROM.	Can	you	help	me?	Thanks	a	lot	Last	edited:	Oct	1,	2011	Hi	Bubbleguum,	I	have	a	little	problem,	I	can't	see	my	xoom	in	:	Devices	-	select	library.	I	just	see	it	in	local	renderer.	Could
you	explain	me	if	it's	possible	?	Thanks.	Sent	from	my	Xoom	using	xda	premium	So	your	apps	is	amazing!	Sent	from	my	Xoom	using	xda	premium	Last	edited:	Oct	2,	2011	Page	8	One	thing	I	forgot,	bubbleupnp	is	install	on	my	Xoom...	Sent	from	my	Nexus	One	using	xda	premium	Last	edited:	Oct	2,	2011	Can	you	add	the	possibility	to	select	Android
Library	as	source?	My	movies	don't	show	srt	subs,	it's	because	wmp	server	(from	windows7)	or	because	player	itself?	Ty.	----------	Post	added	at	04:29	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	04:28	PM	----------	Can	you	add	the	possibility	to	select	Android	Library	as	source?	I	realy	want	this	too.	Hi,	Love	your	app.	Use	it	on	Galaxy	Tab	10.1.	Here's	my	wishlist	:
1.	Please	allow	higher	res	album	art.	For	now	the	app	seems	to	scale	up	from	200x200px	2.	Please	support	streaming	Pictures.	Music	and	videos	are	fine	alredy.	Using	Twonky	Media	Server	5.1.6	on	Linux.	Keep	up	the	good	work.	-	ThyMaster	Hi	bubbleguum!	I	have	tried	your	apk	with	foobar	upnp(yours!)	and	my	google	tv	box!	I	stream	music	throw
my	local	network.	it	works	when	i	play	mp3	files	but	when	it	comes	to	flac	(default	profile	-->	wav)	I	lost	sound!	It	plays	some	seconds	,	then	it	breaks	a	bit(	I	lost	sound)	and	then	it	comes	and	then	the	same.	Is	a	problem	of	foobar	or	bubbleupnp.	Or	my	network?	I	have	tried	with	my	htc	desire	and	it	is	same	thing.	I	loose	sound	in	flac	files.	Do	you
need	any	log	files	and	which	ones?	By	the	way,	in	foobar'	s	console	I	see	"	foo_upnp:	2183.644:	PLT_HttpServerSocketTask::Write(348)/120:	WARNING:	NPT_CHECK	failed,	result=-20400	(NPT_ERROR_CONNECTION_RESET)	[(NPT_StreamToStreamCopy(	*body_stream.AsPointer(),	*output_stream.AsPointer(),	0,	entity->GetContentLength(),	0,
abort))]	If	your	WiFi	connection	is	really	bad	this	could	happen..or	it	may	be	something	else.	Use	the	latest	foo_upnp	version	(0.99.35),	it	has	a	BubbleUPnP	profile	that	will	stream	FLAC	without	conversion	to	WAV	which	is	not	needed.	Hi	bubble	We	had	a	bit	of	contact	before	fixing	the	volume	handling	on	the	onkyo	1008	which	is	working	great	btw.
Just	came	accros	somthing	but	im	not	sure	if	its	the	app	or	minidlna.	When	doing	a	search	on	the	library	the	search	is	case	sensitive	which	is	a	bit	annoying.	Is	this	something	that	the	app	does	or	is	it	minidlna?	minidlna	is	doing	the	case	sensitive	search.	There's	not	much	the	app	can	do	about	that.	Look	at	minidlna	settings	if	this	is	configurable	or
report	it	to	the	developers.	Hi	Bubbleguum,	I	have	a	little	problem,	I	can't	see	my	xoom	in	:	Devices	-	select	library.	I	just	see	it	in	local	renderer.	Could	you	explain	me	if	it's	possible	?	Thanks.	That's	expected:	you	cannot	stream	local	device	media	yet	(this	is	in	the	TODO	list	although	it	will	take	some	time	to	implement).	You	need	an	external	Media
Server.	My	movies	don't	show	srt	subs,	it's	because	wmp	server	(from	windows7)	or	because	player	itself?	Ty.	I	don't	think	subtitles	are	possible	with	WMP.	I'm	not	even	sure	how	subtitles	are	supposed	to	work	with	UPnP.	Maybe	some	video	players	infer	the	.srt	URL	from	the	movie's	URL.	If	anyone	has	experience	in	this	matter,	let	us	know.	Hi,	1.
Please	allow	higher	res	album	art.	For	now	the	app	seems	to	scale	up	from	200x200px	It	doesn't	if	your	album	art	is	really	hi-res	and	sent	as	hi-res	(not	rescaled	by	the	server)	(proof).	Twonky	is	known	to	send	low	res	rescaled	covers.	In	recent	versions	(6.x)	in	the	www	configuration	you	can	associate	a	MAC	Adress	to	a	specific	renderer	or	Control
Point	and	this	affects	if	album	art	is	rescaled	or	not	(in	Advanced	Setup	>	Media	Receiver,	selecting	"Linn	Kinsky	Desktop	Control	Point"	will	send	full	res	album	art).	Not	sure	how	to	set	this	for	Twonky	5.x	though,	you	may	want	to	google	it	or	ask	on	their	forums.	Last	edited:	Oct	3,	2011	If	your	WiFi	connection	is	really	bad	this	could	happen..or	it
may	be	something	else.	Use	the	latest	foo_upnp	version	(0.99.35),	it	has	a	BubbleUPnP	profile	that	will	stream	FLAC	without	conversion	to	WAV	which	is	not	needed.	I	can't	find	the	Bubbleupnp	profile	you	mention!	I	have	the	latest	version	(0.99.35)	but	the	profiles	I	see	are	default,	foobar2000,	plugplayer,	Windows	media	player,	playstation3,
Xbox360,	Linn	DS.	Thanks	for	making	that	clear	about	case	sensitive	search.	I'll	have	a	look	if	its	configurable.	Sent	from	my	GT-I9100	using	Tapatalk	I	can't	find	the	Bubbleupnp	profile	you	mention!	I	have	the	latest	version	(0.99.35)	but	the	profiles	I	see	are	default,	foobar2000,	plugplayer,	Windows	media	player,	playstation3,	Xbox360,	Linn	DS.	Fo
the	new	profile	to	appear,	remove	file	foo_upnp.xml	and	relaunch	foobar2000.	This	file	can	be	found	in:	Window	7/Vista:	c:\Users\\AppData\Roaming\foobar2000	XP:	the	directory	where	you	installed	foobar2000.	Hi,	Sorry	m	quite	new	to	this...	just	try	out	the	app	on	my	tf101	3.2.1...	stream	music	and	vids	from	Win	vista	wmp.	I	can	connect	n	see	the
files	but	can	only	play	video	not	music	(mp3)...	any	setting	i	should	do?	I	try	to	download	the	mp3	but	it	always	fail.	Please	help.	Thanks	Set	timeout	Hi,	Is	it	possible	to	change/choose	the	timeout?	I	am	running	an	Atom	processor	media	server	and	if	my	list	has	more	than	30	items	i	receive	a	message	of	timeout.	Is	not	memory	related,	if	i	could	set	to	a
longer	time	I	am	sure	that	i	could	access	all	my	files	and	playlists.	Thanks	and	great	app!	Regards	__________________	Please	ignore	this,	sorry.	I	found	out	that	some	mp3	files	had	special	chars	in	the	mp3tags	(japanese	I	think).	I	cleaned	all	the	tags	and	is	perfect	now.	It	lists	all	my	mp3s	(	about	400)	and	playlists.	I	am	very	happy	with	my
BubbleUPNP.	Last	edited:	Oct	10,	2011	I	get	an	error	message	when	i	try	to	connect	to	a	PC	"Browse	error	Access	denied.	What	is	this	refering	to?	I	have	sharing	alowed	on	the	pc	I	also	get	the	same	error.	I	have	windows	home	server	with	guest	sharing	to	all	devices.	It	shows	up	in	the	list	as	windows	media	connect	but	says	browse	error,	access
denied	Forgot	about	reporting	this	bug,	thanks	for	the	reminder.	Usually	I	try	to	workaround	renderer/media	server	bugs	but	*not	this	time*.	Hi,	just	to	show	you	there	are	also	other	WD	tv	live	user	out	there	The	annoying	bug	that	the	next	track	is	not	played	automatically	is	the	only	cause	why	i	didn´t	bought	the	app	yet	-	also	the	wdlx	firmware
seems	to	handle	this	equal	bad	like	the	original	firmware.	Maybe	its	an	option	that	this	bug	is	also	posted	in	the	wdlx	forum	and	some	guy	can	fix	it	at	least	in	their	firmware	-	just	an	idea?	Album	Art	Thank	you	for	a	great	working	app.	I	use	it	mainly	to	play	music	files	from	my	MediaTomb	Ubuntu	server	to	my	Onkyo	Receiver.	But	in	the	Android	app	I
don't	get	albumart	to	work.	it	would	make	it	look	a	lot	sweeter	with	albumart.	I	have	cover.jpg	and/or	folder.jpg	with	albumart	in	almost	all	the	directories.	Do	I	have	to	rename	the	jpg	files	to	something	else?	Or	do	I	have	to	resize	the	pictures?	Hi,	just	to	show	you	there	are	also	other	WD	tv	live	user	out	there	The	annoying	bug	that	the	next	track	is
not	played	automatically	is	the	only	cause	why	i	didn´t	bought	the	app	yet	-	also	the	wdlx	firmware	seems	to	handle	this	equal	bad	like	the	original	firmware.	Maybe	its	an	option	that	this	bug	is	also	posted	in	the	wdlx	forum	and	some	guy	can	fix	it	at	least	in	their	firmware	-	just	an	idea?	+1	Same	thing	here..	Thank	you	for	a	great	working	app.	I	use	it
mainly	to	play	music	files	from	my	MediaTomb	Ubuntu	server	to	my	Onkyo	Receiver.	But	in	the	Android	app	I	don't	get	albumart	to	work.	it	would	make	it	look	a	lot	sweeter	with	albumart.	I	have	cover.jpg	and/or	folder.jpg	with	albumart	in	almost	all	the	directories.	Do	I	have	to	rename	the	jpg	files	to	something	else?	Or	do	I	have	to	resize	the
pictures?	you	have	to	put	the	cover	art	inside	the	mp3	file.	i	use	a	very	nice	program	called	"Tagscan".	Last	edited:	Oct	10,	2011	Well	I	bought	the	app	because	it	worked	so	well	for	me	with	the	WDTV	Live	running	WDLXTV	firmware	with	Twonky	installed.	I	was	using	the	app	to	control	the	WDTV	as	the	renderer,	(outputting	to	my	stereo	system)	in
my	testing	it	was	working	flawlessly,	playing	all	tracks	consecutively,	responding	to	controls	-	skipping	tracks	/	advancing	etc	though	I	found	I	needed	to	have	the	alternate	track	advance	option	checked.	My	early	testing	was	done	with	a	wired	connection,	now	with	a	wireless	connection	I	get	the	symptoms	others	describe	here.	The	selected	track
plays	fine	but	stops	and	doesn't	complete	the	playlist.	I	might	see	if	I	can	tweak	connection	settings	to	see	if	this	improves	performance.	...	Seems	my	wireless	connection	wasn't	the	issue	as	its	working	as	well	now	as	it	did	before,	possibly	a	configuration	issue	I've	inadvertently	fixed	with	Twonky.	Thanks	for	the	terrific	app!	Last	edited:	Oct	11,	2011
Is	anyone	else	having	trouble	trying	to	purchase	a	license?	It	tells	me	to	try	later	but	I	have	been	trying	for	three	days	now.	Since	you're	the	same	bubbleguum	who	made	the	UPNP	server	for	foobar	which	serves	music	to	BubbleUPNP,	any	suggestions	about	custom	capabilities	I	can	turn	on	by	useragent?	Awesome	app	btw,	immediately	bought	the
donate	Hi,	Sorry	m	quite	new	to	this...	just	try	out	the	app	on	my	tf101	3.2.1...	stream	music	and	vids	from	Win	vista	wmp.	I	can	connect	n	see	the	files	but	can	only	play	video	not	music	(mp3)...	any	setting	i	should	do?	I	try	to	download	the	mp3	but	it	always	fail.	Please	help.	Thanks	If	you	still	have	this	problem	you	can	record	and	mail	me	a	log	(see
first	post	of	this	topic	for	instructions)	Page	9	I	also	get	the	same	error.	I	have	windows	home	server	with	guest	sharing	to	all	devices.	It	shows	up	in	the	list	as	windows	media	connect	but	says	browse	error,	access	denied	Try	to	relaunch	Windows	Media	Connect	or	reboot	your	box...	Thank	you	for	a	great	working	app.	I	use	it	mainly	to	play	music
files	from	my	MediaTomb	Ubuntu	server	to	my	Onkyo	Receiver.	But	in	the	Android	app	I	don't	get	albumart	to	work.	it	would	make	it	look	a	lot	sweeter	with	albumart.	I	have	cover.jpg	and/or	folder.jpg	with	albumart	in	almost	all	the	directories.	Do	I	have	to	rename	the	jpg	files	to	something	else?	Or	do	I	have	to	resize	the	pictures?	It	depends	entirely
on	how	MediaTomb	handle	album	art.	Look	at	its	documentation	to	check	how	it	detects	album	art	(external	files	or	embedded	covers	in	files	or	a	mix	of	both...)	Hi,	just	to	show	you	there	are	also	other	WD	tv	live	user	out	there	The	annoying	bug	that	the	next	track	is	not	played	automatically	is	the	only	cause	why	i	didn´t	bought	the	app	yet	-	also	the
wdlx	firmware	seems	to	handle	this	equal	bad	like	the	original	firmware.	Maybe	its	an	option	that	this	bug	is	also	posted	in	the	wdlx	forum	and	some	guy	can	fix	it	at	least	in	their	firmware	-	just	an	idea?	I	would	probably	have	a	go	at	workarounding	WDTV	issues	if	If	I	had	one.	The	fix	is	non-trivial	and	cannot	be	done	without	a	real	device	to	test.	Is
anyone	else	having	trouble	trying	to	purchase	a	license?	It	tells	me	to	try	later	but	I	have	been	trying	for	three	days	now.	I've	had	an	issue	with	Google	Checkout	that	is	now	resolved	Since	you're	the	same	bubbleguum	who	made	the	UPNP	server	for	foobar	which	serves	music	to	BubbleUPNP,	any	suggestions	about	custom	capabilities	I	can	turn	on	by
useragent?	Awesome	app	btw,	immediately	bought	the	donate	Thanks	(and	to	everyone	who	supports	the	app).	There's	a	BubbleUPnP	profile	in	foo_upnp	0.99.35	but	for	it	to	appear	you	will	need	to	exit	foobar200	and	remove	foo_upnp.xml	in:	Window	7/Vista:	c:\Users\\AppData\Roaming\foobar2000	XP:	the	directory	where	you	installed	foobar2000.
Last	edited:	Oct	11,	2011	bubble	upnp	1.01	issues	with	Philips	NP2500/2900	Hi	Bubbleguum,	there	a	few	issues	with	Philips	NP2500	and	NP2900	renderers	concerning	track	advance	and	current	playing	pos.:	-	Regularely	after	starting/	queuing	a	playlist	(playlist	pane),	the	first	item	begins	to	play,	but	the	tracklist's	current-pos.-cursor	(remaining
time)	doesn't	get	updated.	Same	for	the	"now	playing"	display:	Neither	playing	status	(stop/play/pause)	nor	remaining	time-display	reflect	the	renderer's	current	status	and	won't	get	updated.	As	a	consequence,	the	following	tracks	don't	play	either,	after	the	first	has	finished.	-	If	you	explicitly	press	"play"	in	such	a	situation	("now	playing"	pane),	the
first	track	is	restarted	and	all	controls	are	updated	correctly.	Usually,	the	remaining	playlist	is	worked	off	correctly	then.	-	Same	can	be	achieved,	if	you	restart	bubble	upnp,	usually	after	the	second	start,	the	playlist	starts	correctly,	track-advance/skip	works	as	exspected.	Although	I'm	aware	of	Philips	Streamiums	having	uncounted	implementation
issues,	my	observation	with	other	upnp-controllers	(eg.	platinium	lib)	shows	that	it	should	be	possible	to	implement	a	stable	statemachine	concerning	these	devices.	Environment:	Twonky	Server	6.0.37	(MIPS),	client	profile:	Bubble	DS	Hardware:	Motorola	MB526,	Philips	NP2500	Android	2.3.3	BubbleUPnP	1.01	Would	be	great,	if	you	could	take	a	look
into	it.	Let	me	know,	if	you	need	further	info	or	logfiles.	Incase	you	don't	have	the	hardware	at	hands	-	remote	or	VPN	session	is	possible...	thanks	&	best	regards,	umgfoin.	Last	edited:	Oct	11,	2011	Hi	Bubbleguum,	there	a	few	issues	with	Philips	NP2500	and	NP2900	renderers	concerning	track	advance	and	current	playing	pos.:	Would	be	great,	if	you
could	take	a	look	into	it.	Let	me	know,	if	you	need	further	info	or	logfiles.	Incase	you	don't	have	the	hardware	at	hands	-	remote	or	VPN	session	is	possible...	thanks	&	best	regards,	umgfoin.	Thanks	for	reporting.	Yes	please	send	one	or	more	logs	with	a	precise	description	of	actions	you	do,	this	will	help.	I	know	too	well	that	NPxxxx	renderers	can	be
problematic	even	if	I	don't	remember	the	specifics	(had	to	deal	with	them	in	foo_upnp).	Last	edited:	Oct	11,	2011	Thanks	(and	to	everyone	who	supports	the	app).	There's	a	BubbleUPnP	profile	in	foo_upnp	0.99.35	but	for	it	to	appear	you	will	need	to	exit	foobar200	and	remove	foo_upnp.xml	in:	Window	7/Vista:	c:\Users\\AppData\Roaming\foobar2000
XP:	the	directory	where	you	installed	foobar2000.	Awesome,	that's	done	the	trick,	thanks!	Sent	from	my	ST18i	using	xda	premium	EpicSauce,	which	firmware	version	of	WDLXTV	exactly	are	you	using?	My	one	is	1.02.21.WDLXTV_LIVE-0.4.7.3,	but	it	seems	there	is	already	a	new	one	available.	I	use	a	Synology	NAS	with	built-in	UPNP	server	-	but	i	don
´t	think	that´s	the	issue.	Last	edited:	Oct	12,	2011	is	there	a	way	to	remove	default	music	genres?	before	buying	this	app	(which	is	better	than	upnplay	in	many	ways)	I	would	like	to	understand	how	much	flexible	it	is.	thanks	EpicSauce,	which	firmware	version	of	WDLXTV	exactly	are	you	using?	My	one	is	1.02.21.WDLXTV_LIVE-0.4.7.3,	but	it	seems
there	is	already	a	new	one	available.	I've	found	varying	performance	according	to	firmware.	The	version	working	best	for	me	is	1.02.21_WDLXTV_LIVE_0.5.1.1	I'd	earlier	tried	the	1.05.04	version	but	found	it	skipping	tracks	haphazardly	or	failing	to	start.	I	am	still	having	a	few	issues	(which	I	think	might	be	wireless	related)	from	time	to	time	but	this
is	often	sorted	out	by	closing	and	restarting	BubbleUPnP.	Heres	a	download	link	for	latest	firmware:	20url	Sent	from	my	HTC	Legend	using	XDA	App	Last	edited:	Oct	13,	2011	hi	bubbleguuum,	looks	like	the	issue	is	somehow	media-format	related:	playlist	in	flac-format	worked	flawless	the	same	action	with	mp3	and	the	playback	stops	after	the	first
track:	log	file:	dl.dropbox.com/u/28985559/log%20np2x00.txt	(please	complete	url	-	qual.	urls	are	forbidden	for	new	users	in	this	forum)	1.	app	load	2.	clear	playlist	3.	select	renderer	np2500	4.	select	album->play	(entire	album)	media	format:	mp3	playback	starts	no	current	pos-update	in	playlist	no	further	changes	in	ui	[…]	end	of	track	reached
playback	stops	app	does	not	advance	to	next	track	5.	with	current	playlist	and	track:	clicked	play	icon	playback	starts	current	pos	is	updated	to	length	of	current	track	countdown	starts	play	icon	updated	with	pause	icon	[...]	end	of	track	reached,	app	advances	to	next	track	playback	of	next	track	starts,	but	pause	icon	changes	to	play	icon	current	pos
not	updated,	no	countdown	[…]	end	of	track	reached	playback	stops	no	advance	to	next	track,	no	change	in	ui	6.	clear	playlist	7.	select	album->play	(entire	album)	media	format:	FLAC	playback	starts	current	pos	is	updated	to	length	of	first	track	countdown	starts	play	icon	updated	with	pause	icon	[…]	end	of	track	reached	playback	stops	current	pos
is	updated	to	length	of	next	track	countdown	starts	play	icon	updated	with	pause	icon	playback	of	next	track	starts	[…]	[…]	8.	pressed	pause	9.	app	exit	->	logfile	close	playlist	would	have	worked	off	normally	enjoy!	umgfoin.	----------	Post	added	at	10:16	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	09:59	AM	----------	is	there	a	way	to	remove	default	music	genres?	If
you	refer	to	default-genres	in	the	library	menu-structure:	This	is	basically	server	created	content.	Depending	on	your	media-server,	the	menu	structure	can	be	customized	or	follows	a	hard	coded	scheme.	Therefor,	most	uPnP	clients	can't	do	much	in	this	respect,	beside	loading	the	whole	library	and	re-creating	the	menu-structure	(as	wmp	does),	but
imho	this	approach	is	not	really	smart.	bg,	umgfoin.	is	there	a	way	to	remove	default	music	genres?	before	buying	this	app	(which	is	better	than	upnplay	in	many	ways)	I	would	like	to	understand	how	much	flexible	it	is.	thanks	What	do	you	mean	by	"remove	default	music	genres"	?	hi	bubbleguuum,	looks	like	the	issue	is	somehow	media-format	related:
playlist	in	flac-format	worked	flawless	the	same	action	with	mp3	and	the	playback	stops	after	the	first	track:	Thanks	for	the	log,	very	useful	In	the	case	of	streaming	mp3,	the	NP2500	sends	garbage	XML	which	prevent	playback	to	continue	(since	this	XML	contains	important	state):	Can't	transform	message	payload:	Error	reported	by	XML	parser
processing	null:	At	line	7,	column	1359:	mismatched	tag	I'll	send	you	a	test	build	with	more	logging	to	have	a	look	at	that	broken	XML.	This	probably	can	be	recovered.	The	app	already	recovers	most	broken	XML	sent	by	Media	Servers	(and	this	is	frequent,	failure	to	properly	encode	XML	is	staggering).	It	is	interesting	this	cheap	renderer	handles
FLAC.	I	might	pick	up	one	just	for	that.	Last	edited:	Oct	13,	2011	This	App	is	amazing!	Really	wish	it	had	local	render	support	for	xvid/divx	avi,	everything	I	have	is	encoded	in	those	formats.	Fingers	crossed	you'll	be	able	to	encorporate	these	decoders	into	the	app.	I	don't	think	subtitles	are	possible	with	WMP.	I'm	not	even	sure	how	subtitles	are
supposed	to	work	with	UPnP.	Maybe	some	video	players	infer	the	.srt	URL	from	the	movie's	URL.	If	anyone	has	experience	in	this	matter,	let	us	know.	Subtitles	and	dlna/upnp	are	possible	only	through	server	transcoding,	its	a	server	feature.	Only	a	few	dlna/upnp	servers	do	transcoding	with	subtitles.	I	tested	almost	all	options	and	PS3mediaserver
worked	fine.	If	I	am	not	mistaken	Twonky	also	handled	transcoding	with	subtitles.	WMP	does	not	transcode	videos,	neither	Windows	Home	Server.	Actually	WHS	does	transcode	using	silverlight	when	acessing	through	web	access,	but	i	am	pretty	sure	that	it	does	not	put	the	subtitles.	If	someone	found	a	solution	using	WHS	please	tell	us.	Edit:	found	a
good	post	about	transcoding:	Last	edited:	Oct	15,	2011	Change	Default	Media	Player	When	trying	to	play	a	video	I	was	asked	which	media	player	I	wanted	to	use	for	rendering	the	video.	I	selected	the	box	that	said	"use	as	default"	and	selected	the	android	media	player.	I	now	want	to	change	the	default	to	another	player	but	I	cant	seen	to	find	where
to	do	this!	Im	running	version	1.01	Any	help	would	be	much	appreciated	When	trying	to	play	a	video	I	was	asked	which	media	player	I	wanted	to	use	for	rendering	the	video.	I	selected	the	box	that	said	"use	as	default"	and	selected	the	android	media	player.	I	now	want	to	change	the	default	to	another	player	but	I	cant	seen	to	find	where	to	do	this!	Im
running	version	1.01	Any	help	would	be	much	appreciated	On	your	phone	go	into	Settings	>	Applications	>	Manage	Applications	Then	select	the	app	you	used	for	video	playing	and	in	the	"Launch	by	default"	section	click	button	"clear	defaults".	Next	time	you	open	a	video	in	BubbleUPnP	(or	another	app)	the	app	chooser	will	display	again	I	have	only
just	got	an	Android	Tab	(Asus	101).	One	reason	was	to	integrate	it	with	my	Sanji	Meder8er	500X2.	This	has	the	realtek	1185	chip	with	DLNA	DMR	function.	Sanji	have	also	installed	Mediatomb	on	my	request.	My	intention	was	to	use	DNLA	functions	to	tell	the	X2	DMR	what	file	to	play	on	it's	own	Upnp	server,	thus	bypassing	the	DMC	on	the	android
tab.	The	Android	DMC	would	only	be	for	control.	After	trying	a	number	of	so	called	Upnp	controllers,	I	tried	bubbleupnp.	I	was	very	happy	when	it	managed	to	detect	both	the	DMR	and	Mediatomb.	Indeed	it	is	able	to	detect	Mediatomb	even	when	disabled	and	wake	it	up!	Issues	so	far:-	1)	It	expects	the	realtec	DMR	to	respond	far	quicker	than	it	does.
I	get	"Action	Timeout"	far	to	often.	It	takes	two	or	three	goes	to	get	it	started.	2)	Exiting	Bubbleupnp	dosn't	shut	down	the	realtek	DMR.	I'm	left	with	a	still	of	video	or	the	DMR	audio	player	on	the	TV.	They	may	be	other	DMR	shutdown	issues,	such	as	after	deciding	to	change	from	external	to	local	DMR.	Improvements:-	There	is	a	lot	of	wasted	GUI
space	using	this	on	an	Android	Tab.	So	things	like	album/dvd/bluray	covers	would	help	to	tart	it	up.	(functionality	should	always	come	before	eye-candy...so	this	is	not	a	priority..just	an	observation)	Keep	up	the	good	work!	I	have	only	just	got	an	Android	Tab	(Asus	101).	One	reason	was	to	integrate	it	with	my	Sanji	Meder8er	500X2.	This	has	the
realtek	1185	chip	with	DLNA	DMR	function.	Sanji	have	also	installed	Mediatomb	on	my	request.	Issues	so	far:-	1)	It	expects	the	realtec	DMR	to	respond	far	quicker	than	it	does.	I	get	"Action	Timeout"	far	to	often.	It	takes	two	or	three	goes	to	get	it	started.	2)	Exiting	Bubbleupnp	dosn't	shut	down	the	realtek	DMR.	I'm	left	with	a	still	of	video	or	the
DMR	audio	player	on	the	TV.	They	may	be	other	DMR	shutdown	issues,	such	as	after	deciding	to	change	from	external	to	local	DMR.	Thnaks	for	the	feedback	1.	On	which	actions	does	it	timeout	?	Browsing	mediatomb	or	playback	actions	(play/pause/etc)	?	When	you	"get	it	started",	does	the	timeout	ever	happens	again	later	?	Eventually	you	could
record	a	log	so	I	can	have	a	clearer	idea	(see	first	post	of	this	topic	for	instructions)	2.	There's	no	specific	shutdown	command	in	UPnP	AV.	The	closest	I	can	think	of	is	"Stop"	(if	something	was	playing	or	paused).	You	can	issue	a	"Stop"	by	holding	the	Play/Pause	button	for	a	few	seconds,	in	the	Now	Playing	screen.	Thnaks	for	the	feedback	1.	On	which
actions	does	it	timeout	?	Browsing	mediatomb	or	playback	actions	(play/pause/etc)	?	When	you	"get	it	started",	does	the	timeout	ever	happens	again	later	?	Eventually	you	could	record	a	log	so	I	can	have	a	clearer	idea	(see	first	post	of	this	topic	for	instructions)	2.	There's	no	specific	shutdown	command	in	UPnP	AV.	The	closest	I	can	think	of	is	"Stop"
(if	something	was	playing	or	paused).	You	can	issue	a	"Stop"	by	holding	the	Play/Pause	button	for	a	few	seconds,	in	the	Now	Playing	screen.	Browsing	Mediatomb	is	not	a	problem.	The	timeouts	occur	if	the	X2's	DMR	is	the	slelected	DMR	and	I	press	Play	on	the	selected	file.	I	get	Action	Timeout,	try	again..and	on	the	third	attempt	up	pops	the	message
on	the	X2	screen	to	say	the	DMR	is	starting.	There	is	a	lot	of	code	on	an	X2,	and	perhaps	they	have	to	suspend	it	before	the	DMR	can	function.	I	have	create	a	log	and	emailed	to	save	time.	P.S	Pressing	and	holding	"Stop"	does	release	the	DMR	as	you	suggested!	Last	edited:	Oct	16,	2011	Hello	everybody,	I	have	the	following	setup:	WHS	v.1	Server
with	the	"onboard"	Windows	Media	Connector	as	well	as	the	Asset	UPNP	DLNA	Server	(as	a	plugin).	I	have	a	Roku	Soundbridge	connected	to	the	Hi-Fi.	My	media	folder	contains	as	well	as	mp3	files	as	a	lot	of	FLAC	files.	I	have	installed	BubbleUPNP	on	a	Samsung	Tab	10.1V	and	it	runs	perfectly	when	using	the	WMC	server	as	library	and	streaming
to	the	soundbridge.	This	does	only	work	for	the	mp3	files,	as	WMC	does	not	render	FLAC.	So	in	order	to	stream	FLAC	files	I	have	to	connect	to	the	Asset	UPNP	server	as	library.	Whenever	I	try	to	stream	a	song	(any	song,	not	only	flac)	I	receive	the	following	error	code	in	bubbleUPNP:	"Invalid	Args;	Error	(402)"	The	strange	thing	is	that	the
soundbridge	itself	does	connect	to	the	Asset	UPNP	server	and	does	play	FLAC	files.	So	I	wonder	why	it	should	provoke	an	error	when	streaming	them	from	the	tablet	via	BubbleUPNP.	Any	ideas?	I	am	a	little	bit	lost	here	...	Page	10	Thanks	for	reporting.	Yes	please	send	one	or	more	logs	with	a	precise	description	of	actions	you	do,	this	will	help.	I
know	too	well	that	NPxxxx	renderers	can	be	problematic	even	if	I	don't	remember	the	specifics	(had	to	deal	with	them	in	foo_upnp).	Hi	bubbleguuum,	great	-	1.0.2p2	works	flawless	with	NP2500	&	NP2900	-	the	log	file	shows	plenty	of	bad	GENA	XML	assuming	your	code	is	quite	busy	with	repairing	Philips's	messed	up	XML-output.	Tested	with	all	kind
of	tracks	&	formats	played	from	a	Pan-European	mediathek.	If	you	want	to	do	further	experiments	with	Philips	NP2x00	-	let	me	know.	Thanks	a	lot	for	your	great	support	and	also	for	your	foobar	contributions.	Your	Android	ctrlpt.	is	clearly	superior	to	all	other	solutions	tested	so	far.	bg,	umgfoin.	Picture	support	Could	you	please	add	picture	support
to	BubbleUPnP?	Even	if	you	simply	pass	the	processing	off	to	another	built	in	app	like	you	do	with	video	processing.	Also,	would	be	nice	to	have	access	to	local	storage	for	pushing	pictures/video/music	to	a	different	device/renderer.	Thanks!	2	Issues	First	of	all,	I	like	this	app	a	lot	as	I	think	this	has	the	best	UI	among	the	others	I've	tried	and	makes	it
easy	to	manage	different	media	servers	and	renderers.	My	setup	is	Windows	7	Home	running	WMP12	with	Media	Server	or	MediaMonkey	server	playing	over	DLNA	to	Onkyo	network	receiver	NR-709.	My	phone	is	Samsung	Captivate	running	Android	2.2	I	have	two	issues:	1.	Bubble	UPNP	erratically	fails	to	play	the	next	file	on	queue	on	the	playlist.
I've	tried	checking	the	alternate	track	advance	but	still	doesn't	work.	This	can	happen	after	playing	the	1st	of	the	5th	track,	basically	random.	Also	happens	no	matter	what	media	server	I	use	(Windows,	MediaMonkey,	Twonky,	etc.).	This	makes	the	app	pretty	unusable	since	I	can't	finish	my	playlist	without	lifting	my	phone.	2.	When	accessing
Windows	Media	Server	on	my	desktop	PC,	it	gives	me	the	error	message:	Browse	error:	Current	state	of	service	prevents	invoking	that	action.	Connection	error	or	no	response	received.	Note	that	I'm	able	to	access	my	Media	Server	using	another	app	like	2play.	However,	I	can	access	my	desktop	PC	if	use	MediaMonkey	and	not	Windows	Media
Server.	I	also	can	access	Windows	Media	Server	on	my	laptop	which	has	significantly	fewer	files	(My	desktop	server	has	over	80Gb	of	music).	This	leads	me	to	believe	that	this	is	a	problem	with	how	the	app	interacts	with	large	Windows	media	servers.	Sorry	for	the	long	post.	Anyway,	I'll	be	happy	to	send	you	a	log	file.	Thanks,	Mark	1.	Bubble	UPNP
erratically	fails	to	play	the	next	file	on	queue	on	the	playlist.	I've	tried	checking	the	alternate	track	advance	but	still	doesn't	work.	This	can	happen	after	playing	the	1st	of	the	5th	track,	basically	random.	Also	happens	no	matter	what	media	server	I	use	(Windows,	MediaMonkey,	Twonky,	etc.).	This	makes	the	app	pretty	unusable	since	I	can't	finish	my
playlist	without	lifting	my	phone.	2.	When	accessing	Windows	Media	Server	on	my	desktop	PC,	it	gives	me	the	error	message:	Browse	error:	Current	state	of	service	prevents	invoking	that	action.	Connection	error	or	no	response	received.	Note	that	I'm	able	to	access	my	Media	Server	using	another	app	like	2play.	However,	I	can	access	my	desktop	PC
if	use	MediaMonkey	and	not	Windows	Media	Server.	I	also	can	access	Windows	Media	Server	on	my	laptop	which	has	significantly	fewer	files	(My	desktop	server	has	over	80Gb	of	music).	This	leads	me	to	believe	that	this	is	a	problem	with	how	the	app	interacts	with	large	Windows	media	servers.	1.	PM'ed.	short	version:	next	version	of	BubbleUPnP
has	workarounds	for	Onkyo	bugs	messing	track	advance	2.	Semi-known	problem	although	I'm	not	sure	of	the	exact	cause.	It	looks	like	WMP	is	slow	on	first	request	with	a	large	library.	I'll	investigate	and	probably	increase	the	timeout.	Support	for	playing	media	from	phone	storage	to	renderer?	Love	the	app	and	was	able	to	uninstall	all	the	others	I
was	playing	with	as	a	result.	One	question	however	before	I	shell	out	for	the	unlocker.	Are	there	plans	to	support	playing	media	from	phone/device	storage	directly	to	renderer?	Essentially	allowing	the	device	which	Bubble	UPnP	is	installed	on	to	act	as	a	media	server	like	some	of	the	other	similar	apps	do?	(i.e.	2Player,	Skifta	etc..)	Thanks.	Mike	Love
the	app	and	was	able	to	uninstall	all	the	others	I	was	playing	with	as	a	result.	One	question	however	before	I	shell	out	for	the	unlocker.	Are	there	plans	to	support	playing	media	from	phone/device	storage	directly	to	renderer?	Essentially	allowing	the	device	which	Bubble	UPnP	is	installed	on	to	act	as	a	media	server	like	some	of	the	other	similar	apps
do?	(i.e.	2Player,	Skifta	etc..)	Thanks.	Mike	Try	installing	a	third	party	Upnp	server.	Scan	should	detect	it	like	any	other	server.	IMHO	Bubble	Upnp	should	be	left	as	a	DMC,	a	device	which	routes	media	on	Upnp	servers	to	DMR's.	Most	DMR's	deal	with	generic	ISO	codecs,	not	the	tweaked	version	used	on	phones.	That's	why	so	much	phone	media
converting	software	exists.	You	would	be	streaming	unplayable	media	most	of	the	time.	Last	edited:	Oct	18,	2011	Hi,	I	really	want	to	buy	this	license,	but	because	of	Google's	policy	can	not	do	it	on	the	market.	Is	there	any	place	where	I	can	buy	a	license	other	than	Google	Market?	So	far	streaming	to	my	xtreamer	sidewinder	2	via	bubbleupnp	(great
app!!!)	does	not	work.	The	attempt	always	ends	with	the	timeout	message.	I	am	almost	sure	that	it	would	work	with	a	longer	timeout	as	already	mentioned	occasionally	before.	Is	it	possible	to	allow	the	user	to	change	the	timeout	setting	or	to	increase	it	in	general?	I've	read	great	things	about	your	app	and	would	like	to	test	it	on	our	Playbook	(i	know	I
know	most	people	here	are	android	fans).	The	playbook	now	has	an	android	app	player	and	I've	got	the	tools	to	convert	the	apk	to	a	bar	file	and	test	it	for	you	if	you'd	like.	You	can	check	our	info	here:	We	would	love	to	see	more	apps	work	between	platforms	let	me	know	if	you	want	to	have	us	test	the	apk	and	it	could	open	you	up	to	more	licenses	sold
through	app	world	(blackberrys	store).	Mediatomb	Hi	everybody,	I'm	using	BubbleUPnP	on	my	Nook	Color	(cm7)	to	access	a	mediatomb	upnp	server.	When	I	start	BubbleUPnP	I	get	the	attached	error	message.	This	happens	a	view	times	and	then	BubbleUPnP	works	just	fine.	This	did	not	happen	with	older	versions	of	BubbleUPnP.	Other	DMC	don't
have	that	problem.	Any	idea	for	a	solution	of	this	problem?	regards	rom169	Are	there	plans	to	support	playing	media	from	phone/device	storage	directly	to	renderer?	Essentially	allowing	the	device	which	Bubble	UPnP	is	installed	on	to	act	as	a	media	server	like	some	of	the	other	similar	apps	do?	(i.e.	2Player,	Skifta	etc..)	Yes	it	will	be	possible	in	a
future	version,	although	keep	in	mind	that	streaming	from	phone	will	drain	the	battery	quick.	Hi,	I	really	want	to	buy	this	license,	but	because	of	Google's	policy	can	not	do	it	on	the	market.	Is	there	any	place	where	I	can	buy	a	license	other	than	Google	Market?	Not	possible	at	the	moment.	If	your	device	does	not	have	the	Market	I'd	try	to	install	it,
googling	around.	Or	is	it	that	Google	will	not	sell	in	your	country	?	So	far	streaming	to	my	xtreamer	sidewinder	2	via	bubbleupnp	(great	app!!!)	does	not	work.	The	attempt	always	ends	with	the	timeout	message.	I	am	almost	sure	that	it	would	work	with	a	longer	timeout	as	already	mentioned	occasionally	before.	Is	it	possible	to	allow	the	user	to
change	the	timeout	setting	or	to	increase	it	in	general?	Timeout	is	greatly	increased	in	the	next	version	coming	next	week.	It	should	solve	the	problem.	If	the	issue	persist	with	some	devices	I	will	make	it	configurable.	Note	that	it	will	also	fix	the	same	problem	appearing	intermittently	with	WMP,	and	possibly	other	slower	Media	Servers.	Hi	everybody,
I'm	using	BubbleUPnP	on	my	Nook	Color	(cm7)	to	access	a	mediatomb	upnp	server.	When	I	start	BubbleUPnP	I	get	the	attached	error	message.	This	happens	a	view	times	and	then	BubbleUPnP	works	just	fine.	This	did	not	happen	with	older	versions	of	BubbleUPnP.	Other	DMC	don't	have	that	problem.	Any	idea	for	a	solution	of	this	problem?	regards
rom169	Will	be	fixed	in	next	update,	see	answer	above	Not	possible	at	the	moment.	If	your	device	does	not	have	the	Market	I'd	try	to	install	it,	googling	around.	Or	is	it	that	Google	will	not	sell	in	your	country	?	Unfortunately	Google	does	not	want	to	sell	your	license	in	my	country.	Honestly	do	not	know	why	but	...	I'm	really	pleased	with	this
application	and	I	would	like	to	buy	a	license	as	a	support	for	your	work	and	effort.	Is	there	another	market	that	has	nothing	to	do	with	Google	and	selling	your	license?	Great	app!	I	have	An	htc	desire,	An	asus	transformer	and	a	popcorn	hour	a110.	Tried	several	upnp	players,	but	they	lost	touch	with	the	popcorn	hour.	Timeouts,	repeats	of	he	same
song,	different	song	on	he	screen	and	the	player....	Yours	does	not	lose	sync,	andere	plays	it	all.	I	even	tried	connecting	my	fedora	server	wit	ushare	and	it	was	found	and	functioning	immediately.	One	thing,	it	does	not	count	play	times.	Last	edited:	Oct	23,	2011	Widgets	Love	the	app,	bought	a	license	within	minutes	of	seeing	the	smooth	UI.	I	mainly
use	DLNA	clients	for	streaming	music	from	my	QNAP	NAS	to	local	renderer	or	sometimes	remote	clients.	The	one	thing	I	miss	is	a	couple	simple	Widgets	for	skip,pause,play.	Any	chance	of	widgets	in	the	future?	WDTV/mediatomb	issues	I	am	using	a	WD	TV	live	as	renderer,	and	mediatomb	on	my	linux	server	as	media	server.	I	am	having	the	same
problems	with	playback	stopping	after	each	track	as	others	described	here.	I	am	not	sure	what	the	source	of	this	problem	is	-	the	renderer	or	the	server?	If	this	is	an	issue	with	the	WD	TV	live,	which	DMR	is	fully	supported	and	can	be	recommended?	Likewise,	if	this	is	a	problem	with	mediatomb,	which	DMS	should	I	try	(under	linux)?	Thanks	in
advance	K.	Hide	icon	"BubbleUPnP	license"	from	drawer	please.	@bubbleguuum:	(I	am	not	allowed	to	quote	your	post	due	to	forum	rules	regarding	URLs...)	Hehe,	yes,	that´s	the	one.	If	you	buy	one	and	fix	the	problem,	I	promise	to	donate	10	Euros	However,	if	it´s	so	inefficient	to	constantly	poll	the	device	I´d	still	be	interested	in	a	similar	device	(in	a
similar	price	range)	which	works	flawlessly.	Any	hint?	Thanks	a	lot	for	your	efforts!	P.S.	I	like	your	app	so	much	I	already	bought	it	(without	a	fully	functioning	DMR),	and	I	am	thinking	about	buying	a	device	which	cooperates	fully	with	your	app..	somewhat	strange	Hi,	I'm	also	one	of	the	happy	Bubble	UPNP	users	and	I	also	own	the	WDTV	Live
mentioned.	Advancing	to	next	track	problem	behaves	like	this	(in	my	case):	Once	a	track	is	finished	the	playback	is	stopped	at	current	track.	I	then	can	just	push	"next	track"	followed	by	"play".	This	usually	does	it	for	me.	Is	this	something	BubbleUPNP	could	do	(e.g.	as	workaround	once	WDTV	Live	is	detected)?	The	alternate	track	advance	option	is
not	working	for	me:	here	it	seems	I	end	up	in	an	endless	loop	changing	tracks.	Sebastian	P.S.	I	like	your	app	so	much	I	already	bought	it	(without	a	fully	functioning	DMR),	and	I	am	thinking	about	buying	a	device	which	cooperates	fully	with	your	app..	somewhat	strange	Thanks	for	the	support.	It	looks	like	your	WDTV	will	be	useful	for	music	finally.	I
got	one	today	and	found	the	bug	in	the	WDTV.	In	fact	is	is	an	old	bug	that	I	reported	on	the	WDTV	forums	early	2010	and	that	is	still	not	fixed	today:	Now	for	some	reason	I	*totally	forgot*	about	this	bug	which	I	just	rediscovered.	The	good	news	is	that	playlist	advance	will	work	fine	in	the	next	version.	As	a	side	note,	the	WDTV	supports	FLAC
playback	but	does	not	claim	to	support	it	(another	bug).	To	play	FLAC,	"Mime-type	check"	option	must	be	disabled	in	the	advanced	properties.	Reactions:	kuminamoya	Page	11	Great	news,	bubble!	Looking	forward	to	the	new	release.	Thanks	for	your	help!	thanks	great	news	Some	other	minor	stuff	1.	Cover	stretching	"Scale	Cover	to	fit"	option	should
have	in	addition:	keep	aspect	ratio.	Usually	streching	works	fine	for	CD	Covers	(since	they	have	square	format).	But	e.g.	movie	covers	(something	like	3:2)	they	are	streched	to	square	format	too.	2.	Musik	download	directory	option:	Would	be	nice	to	be	able	to	specify	it	by	wildcards	like:	Music/%AlbumArtist%/%Album%	3.	Star	rating:	I	don't	know	if
this	is	technically	possible	with	upnp:	It	would	be	nice	to	be	able	to	rate	songs	(=change	star	rating	in	mp3	tag)	via	BubbleUpnp.	4.	Streaming	to	Philips	NP	3900:	When	having	selected	in	options	"Show	playing	track	time"	=	Remaining	time:	In	"now	playing"	on	the	left	of	the	slider	the	elapsed	time	is	displayed	correctly.	On	the	right	hand	side	(that
usually	displays	remaining	time)	nothing	is	displayed.	The	slider	is	always	in	start	position.	In	"playlist"	elapsed	time	is	shown	(instead	of	time	remaining)	The	rest	(e.g.	track	advance)	is	working	fine,	so	there's	only	this	small	cosmetic	problem.	Works	fine	on	WDTV	Live	and	Local	renderer.	Seems	to	be	an	issue	with	the	Philips	NP	3900.	But	with	the
available	information	(track	length	and	elapsed	time)	it	should	be	possible	to	show	remaining	time.	thanks	great	news	Some	other	minor	stuff	1.	Cover	stretching	"Scale	Cover	to	fit"	option	should	have	in	addition:	keep	aspect	ratio.	Usually	streching	works	fine	for	CD	Covers	(since	they	have	square	format).	But	e.g.	movie	covers	(something	like	3:2)
they	are	streched	to	square	format	too.	2.	Musik	download	directory	option:	Would	be	nice	to	be	able	to	specify	it	by	wildcards	like:	Music/%AlbumArtist%/%Album%	3.	Star	rating:	I	don't	know	if	this	is	technically	possible	with	upnp:	It	would	be	nice	to	be	able	to	rate	songs	(=change	star	rating	in	mp3	tag)	via	BubbleUpnp.	4.	Streaming	to	Philips	NP
3900:	When	having	selected	in	options	"Show	playing	track	time"	=	Remaining	time:	In	"now	playing"	on	the	left	of	the	slider	the	elapsed	time	is	displayed	correctly.	On	the	right	hand	side	(that	usually	displays	remaining	time)	nothing	is	displayed.	The	slider	is	always	in	start	position.	In	"playlist"	elapsed	time	is	shown	(instead	of	time	remaining)	The
rest	(e.g.	track	advance)	is	working	fine,	so	there's	only	this	small	cosmetic	problem.	Works	fine	on	WDTV	Live	and	Local	renderer.	Seems	to	be	an	issue	with	the	Philips	NP	3900.	But	with	the	available	information	(track	length	and	elapsed	time)	it	should	be	possible	to	show	remaining	time.	1.	Good	catch.	Now	"Scale	Cover	to	fit"	computes	the	image
ratio	and	if	it	is	not	near	square	it	will	scale	the	cover	to	fit	width,	preserving	aspect	ratio.	This	obviously	works	better	for	video	covers	2.	This	would	be	ok	for	a	desktop	app	but	really	too	complex	for	a	phone	app	3.	Not	possible	with	upnp	as	there	is	no	way	to	alter	the	files	4.	This	indeed	a	bug	of	the	NP	3900	reporting	wrong	duration	for	the	track,
probably	0,	which	is	interpreted	as	"infinite	length",	for	example	for	web	streams.	In	that	mode	duration	is	not	displayed	nor	can	be	used.	This	probably	could	be	workarounded	using	the	track	length	from	the	Media	Server	which	is	usually	known.	It's	in	the	todo	list	although	not	high	priority	It's	the	WDTV	live.	It	doesn't	transmit	its	playing	state
reliably	when	pushing	notifications	to	the	app.	It	must	be	polled	to	work	which	is	super	battery	inneficient...	Is	your	model	this	one?	:	I	might	pick	up	one	to	fix	it	and	never	hear	about	it	anymore	.	hi,	bubbleguuum,	yes	thats	the	one,	usually	it	should	be	priced	around	75USD/EUR	(see	also	amazon).	aah,	just	see	that	you	already	got	one	and	are
coming	forward	to	fix	this	issue	-	great	news!	Last	edited:	Oct	25,	2011	Play	a	folder	Hi,	I	have	my	music	organized	in	artist	folders.	When	I	press	"Play"	on	the	root	folder	(e.g	containing	multiple	artists/albums/song.mp3),	nothing	happens.	No	songs	are	queued/played.	This	works	fine	with	other	uPnP	renderers	(like	Philips	WAK3300,	where	I	usually
play	shuffle	on	my	whole	collection).	Is	this	mode	not	supported?	I	am	using	uShare	as	uPnP	server.	File	serving	question	Let	me	say	I	have	tried	all	the	players	out	there	and	for	my	Xoom,	this	is	by	far	the	best	player	and	Im	sure	to	tell	everyone.	I	have	had	no	issues	but	have	noticed	something	I	thought	you	may	could	explain.	I	have	four	upnp
compatible	devices	on	my	network.	1.	Windows	home	server	with	all	my	music	,	2.	Windows	7	machine,	3.	2	xbox	360s.	my	windows	home	server	is	a	HP	mediasmart	server	so	access	is	via	remote	desktop.	I	have	noticed	when	i	select	the	home	server	as	the	library	and	serve	music	to	either	xbox	or	local	renderer	that	the	cover	art	does	not	display.	But
I	was	very	surprised	that	when	i	select	my	windows	7	machine,	all	my	music	from	by	windows	home	server	shows	up	there	also	and	the	cover	art	works.	does	this	mean	the	windows	7	machine	is	serving	the	music	on	the	server?	Hows	does	that	work	and	why	would	the	cover	art	only	come	up	when	the	music	is	passed	through	windows	7	and	doesn't
show	up	when	i	go	to	the	server	direct?	excellent	app.	I	hope	you	add	photo	capability.	thanks	for	any	help	with	my	question	Let	me	say	I	have	tried	all	the	players	out	there	and	for	my	Xoom,	this	is	by	far	the	best	player	and	Im	sure	to	tell	everyone.	I	have	had	no	issues	but	have	noticed	something	I	thought	you	may	could	explain.	I	have	four	upnp
compatible	devices	on	my	network.	1.	Windows	home	server	with	all	my	music	,	2.	Windows	7	machine,	3.	2	xbox	360s.	my	windows	home	server	is	a	HP	mediasmart	server	so	access	is	via	remote	desktop.	I	have	noticed	when	i	select	the	home	server	as	the	library	and	serve	music	to	either	xbox	or	local	renderer	that	the	cover	art	does	not	display.	But
I	was	very	surprised	that	when	i	select	my	windows	7	machine,	all	my	music	from	by	windows	home	server	shows	up	there	also	and	the	cover	art	works.	does	this	mean	the	windows	7	machine	is	serving	the	music	on	the	server?	Hows	does	that	work	and	why	would	the	cover	art	only	come	up	when	the	music	is	passed	through	windows	7	and	doesn't
show	up	when	i	go	to	the	server	direct?	excellent	app.	I	hope	you	add	photo	capability.	thanks	for	any	help	with	my	question	Thanks	for	the	feedback.	The	Media	server	on	your	Windows	7	machine	is	WMP,	serving	music	stored	on	your	WHS,	right	?	It	is	the	responsability	of	the	Media	Server	to	detect	album	art	and	expose	it	to	the	BubbleUPnP	(in	the
form	of	a	URL).	Media	servers	have	varying	capabilities	in	this	regard.	Some	expect	external	images	with	a	fixed	name	(example:	folder.jpg),	some	others	will	use	embedded	covers,	and	others	both.	You	did	not	mention	what	the	Media	Server	on	your	WHS	box	is.	I	love	how	it	shows	my	episode	images	next	to	the	titles,	but	how	about	for	season
folders	and	show	folders.	Could	we	get	options	for	backdrop/cover/fanart/folder	in	a	fallback	priority	order?	That's	the	last	thing	I	see	missing	to	make	this	a	top	notch	media/dlna	browser	outside	of	being	something	like	xmbc	or	media	browser	in	wmc.	Also,	I	believe	I	remember	reading	that	if	you	don't	have	a	startup/main	activity	in	your	manifest	file
it	won't	show	up	in	the	app	launcher.	Should	hide	the	license	apk.	I'm	experiencing	a	considerable	delay	when	starting	the	app,	(between	20	and	30	seconds)	from	tapping	the	icon,	getting	the	status	message	-	'BubbleUPnp	is	running',	then	a	blank	screen	until	the	Now	Playing	screen.	Sometimes	the	'Searching	for	Devices'	dialog	displays,	other	times
not...	Is	this	normal	for	most	phones?	Simply	the	Best	I	have	spent	the	last	5	days	searching	the	internet	for	an	android	audio	player	to	stream	from	my	nas	drive.	I	have	downloaded	several	and	found	this	one	to	be	by	far	the	best.	It	worked	straight	out	of	the	box.	1	problem....	No	album	art	1	request	Play	videos	and	photos.	As	soon	as	the	album	art	is
sorted	I	will	buy	the	License.	epic	app	First	off	this	app	is	amazing.	It	is	apps	like	this	that	make	you	wonder	where	all	the	other	real	devs	are.	With	this	app	I	can	toss	music	to\from	my	PC	to	receiver,	phone	to	receiver,	whatever	to	whatever	using	my	Asus	tablet.	I	can't	describe	enough	what	this	can	do.	The	only	limitation	so	far	has	been	the	device	I
use	the	app	on	can't	serve	up	its	own	music.	If	I	could	access	local	music	I'd	buy	the	full	app.	This	is	one	of	apps	those	if	it	had	the	right	name	(	like	including	DLNA	or	something)	would	be	the	next	Facebook	or	winamp.	This	app	should	be	apart	of	everything	today.	Playing	video	is	working,	but	I	can't	play	any	mp3	!	Hello	everybody.	I	just	receive	my
new	phone,	a	galaxy	S2.	And	i	Just	install	BubbleUpnp	maybe	one	hour	ago.	So,	well,	Maybe	I	just	miss	the	right	button	I'm	using	ps3	media	server	1.40	on	debian.	BubbleUpnp	found	it	without	any	problem.	using	Moboplayer,	I	can	play	all	videos.	Really	I	was	impressed	by	how	perfect	it	was.	(BubbleUpnp	is	incredibly	quick	!).	But,	when	I'm	trying	to
play	an	mp3	file,	it	just	don't	work.	On	the	"playing	now"	screen,	I	can	see	the	name	of	the	song,	the	format	(mp3)	and	the	frequency	(44.1	khz).	But,	one	thing	is	strange.	The	total	time	of	the	song	is	always	negative.	(	-4:03	).	Any	mp3	I	choose	give	me	a	negative	time.	And	nothing	happen	when	I	push	the	"play"	button.	Any	help	will	be	greatly
appreciated.	And	a	big	thanks	for	this	app	!	I	love	how	it	shows	my	episode	images	next	to	the	titles,	but	how	about	for	season	folders	and	show	folders.	Could	we	get	options	for	backdrop/cover/fanart/folder	in	a	fallback	priority	order?	That's	the	last	thing	I	see	missing	to	make	this	a	top	notch	media/dlna	browser	outside	of	being	something	like	xmbc
or	media	browser	in	wmc.	This	can	only	be	configured	it	on	the	Media	Server's	end.	I	doubt	you	will	find	one	that	allow	this	level	of	control	though.	The	app	has	no	control	over	this.	Also,	I	believe	I	remember	reading	that	if	you	don't	have	a	startup/main	activity	in	your	manifest	file	it	won't	show	up	in	the	app	launcher.	Should	hide	the	license	apk.
Noted.	But	if	I	hide	the	license	app	I	will	probably	get	tons	of	mails	that	it	has	disappeared...I'd	prefer	have	a	manual	toggle	in	the	license	app	itelf	but	it	is	probably	not	possible.	I'm	experiencing	a	considerable	delay	when	starting	the	app,	(between	20	and	30	seconds)	from	tapping	the	icon,	getting	the	status	message	-	'BubbleUPnp	is	running',	then
a	blank	screen	until	the	Now	Playing	screen.	Sometimes	the	'Searching	for	Devices'	dialog	displays,	other	times	not...	Is	this	normal	for	most	phones?	This	is	a	symptom	of	an	issue	between	certain	versions	of	Android	and	WiFi	routers.	With	some	combinations,	reverse	DNS	on	LAN	IP	addresses	fails	(timeouts)	and	requests	take	a	lot	more	time	to
execute,	and	stuff	do	not	work	as	expected.	It's	rather	rare	but	when	it	happens	it	is	annoying	and	there's	nothing	I	can	do	at	the	app	level	(I	tried).	What	you	can	try:	-	make	sure	your	WiFi	router	is	connected	to	the	Internet	-	reboot	your	phone	and	WiFi	router	-	use	another	router	-	update	your	version	of	Android	(you're	unlikely	to	have	this	issue
with	CyanogenMod	7.1)	-	try	fiddling	with	DNS	using	a	DNS	app:	I	have	spent	the	last	5	days	searching	the	internet	for	an	android	audio	player	to	stream	from	my	nas	drive.	I	have	downloaded	several	and	found	this	one	to	be	by	far	the	best.	It	worked	straight	out	of	the	box.	1	problem....	No	album	art	1	request	Play	videos	and	photos.	As	soon	as	the
album	art	is	sorted	I	will	buy	the	License.	1.	Album	art	is	dependent	on	your	Media	Server.	It	must	recognize	it	and	expose	it	to	the	app	(as	a	http	URL).	2.	Video	playback	is	delegated	to	your	favorite	external	video	player:	MoboPlayer,	VPLayer,	DicePlayer,	etc...	Hello	everybody.	I	just	receive	my	new	phone,	a	galaxy	S2.	And	i	Just	install	BubbleUpnp
maybe	one	hour	ago.	So,	well,	Maybe	I	just	miss	the	right	button	I'm	using	ps3	media	server	1.40	on	debian.	BubbleUpnp	found	it	without	any	problem.	using	Moboplayer,	I	can	play	all	videos.	Really	I	was	impressed	by	how	perfect	it	was.	(BubbleUpnp	is	incredibly	quick	!).	But,	when	I'm	trying	to	play	an	mp3	file,	it	just	don't	work.	On	the	"playing
now"	screen,	I	can	see	the	name	of	the	song,	the	format	(mp3)	and	the	frequency	(44.1	khz).	But,	one	thing	is	strange.	The	total	time	of	the	song	is	always	negative.	(	-4:03	).	Any	mp3	I	choose	give	me	a	negative	time.	And	nothing	happen	when	I	push	the	"play"	button.	This	really	looks	like	a	ps3	media	server	problem.	My	guess	is	that	it	doesn't	serve
the	mp3	properly.	You	can	record	and	send	me	a	log	as	explained	in	the	first	post	of	this	topic	if	you	wish.	Reactions:	drhill	small	hiccup	when	trying	to	use	this	with	my	Logitech	Revue	(GoogleTV).	when	I	try	to	load	bubble,	it	gives	me	an	error	that	my	WiFi	needs	to	be	turned	on	to	use	the	app,	with	the	only	other	option	being	Exit.	I	have	my	Revue
connected	by	Ethernet,	if	I	turn	on	WiFi,	it	shuts	the	Ethernet	off.	that's	a	silly	problem.	is	there	a	way	for	the	app	to	check	what	type	of	device	it's	running	on,	besides	via	the	display	DPI?	small	hiccup	when	trying	to	use	this	with	my	Logitech	Revue	(GoogleTV).	when	I	try	to	load	bubble,	it	gives	me	an	error	that	my	WiFi	needs	to	be	turned	on	to	use
the	app,	with	the	only	other	option	being	Exit.	I	have	my	Revue	connected	by	Ethernet,	if	I	turn	on	WiFi,	it	shuts	the	Ethernet	off.	that's	a	silly	problem.	is	there	a	way	for	the	app	to	check	what	type	of	device	it's	running	on,	besides	via	the	display	DPI?	Next	version	of	the	app	does	not	require	Wifi	anymore	and	will	work	with	Ethernet	Page	12	I've	got
a	feature	request,	but	the	implementation	will	be	a	bit	involved.	Should	be	an	interesting	problem	to	solve	if	you're	interested,	though.	What	I'm	looking	for	is	the	ability	to	use	an	ACTION_SEND	intent	like	that	used	by	the	Gallery	app	for	sharing	and	have	it	send	it	to	a	GoogleTV	device.	The	best	I	can	figure	it,	UPnP/DLNA	is	the	best	chance	for
getting	this	to	work,	so	your	app	has	already	done	most	of	the	hard	part	already.	The	remaining	work	would	be	to	pair	the	devices	(this	step	is	well	documented,	and	the	GoogleTV	Remote	app	is	open	source),	send	a	custom	URI	from	the	sending	device	to	the	GoogleTV	device	(using	their	IP-to-IP	protocol,	again	fairly	well	documented),	translating
that	URI	into	a	file	on	the	sending	device	(this	part	will	be	the	tricky	bit,	I	think,	and	depends	on	how	your	code	is	structured),	and	playing	the	media	via	UPnP/DLNA	(which	you've	already	done).	I'd	love	to	help	in	any	way	possible	should	you	decide	to	take	this	on.	I've	done	a	decent	amount	of	development	both	on	my	own	and	professionally.	I've	also
briefly	familiarized	with	the	GoogleTV	protocols	involved	(just	at	a	high	level,	but	they're	fairly	straightforward).	The	main	reason	I	don't	do	this	myself	is	because	most	of	the	work	is	in	creating	the	UPnP/DLNA	portion.	It	seems	silly	to	duplicate	efforts	here.	Hi,	I	just	tried	to	play	Windows	Media	Server	song	on	XB360	thru	the	app	(I'm	using	Nexus	S)
However	if	I	tap	Next	twice	(or	more),	sometimes	the	XBox	only	play	next	song	but	the	app	shows	the	third	one	Also	when	I'm	in	Playlist	tab,	pause	a	song	and	then	choose	another,	XB	side	will	just	resume	the	playback	(the	Now	playing	metadata	is	not	sync).	Is	it	the	MS	issue???	This	is	a	symptom	of	an	issue	between	certain	versions	of	Android	and
WiFi	routers.	With	some	combinations,	reverse	DNS	on	LAN	IP	addresses	fails	(timeouts)	and	requests	take	a	lot	more	time	to	execute,	and	stuff	do	not	work	as	expected.	It's	rather	rare	but	when	it	happens	it	is	annoying	and	there's	nothing	I	can	do	at	the	app	level	(I	tried).	What	you	can	try:	-	make	sure	your	WiFi	router	is	connected	to	the	Internet	-
reboot	your	phone	and	WiFi	router	-	use	another	router	-	update	your	version	of	Android	(you're	unlikely	to	have	this	issue	with	CyanogenMod	7.1)	-	try	fiddling	with	DNS	using	a	DNS	app:	Thanks	for	the	info	and	suggestions.	This	is	not	a	serious	concern	for	me	and	I	don't	mind	waiting	for	the	app	to	start,	its	more	important	it	works	reliably	once	up
and	running.	I'll	investigate	further	and	report	back...	Have	just	stumbled	across	this	app	-	looks	brilliant!	But...	Have	set	it	up	to	stream	from	an	Asus	router	running	mediatomb,	and	does	that	better	than	the	other	apps	I	have	tried,	but	also	trying	to	control	an	internet/media	player	radio,	which	I	am	having	less	success	with.	The	app	detects	it	as:
Jupiter	6.2.	It	is	a	Frontier	Silicon	chipset.	Is	this	controllable	remotely,	or	am	I	trying	to	do	something	that	is	not	possible?	Thanks,	John.	Additional	insight	on	track	advance	problem	Still	having	trouble	with	track	advance	where	Bubble	does	not	play	the	next	track	on	the	playlist.	I've	tried	it	on	different	media	servers	and	renderers.	However,	it	has
been	pretty	consistent	that	when	my	phone	is	plugged	into	power	this	problem	does	not	occur.	I	do	not	even	know	if	that	would	make	sense,	but	would	this	have	to	do	with	the	phone	going	to	sleep	mode?	My	wifi	is	set	to	never	turn	off.	Phone:	Samsung	Captivate;	Android	2.2,	unrooted	Renderers:	Onkyo	709,	Sony	S-580	Media	Servers:	Foobar	UPNP,
Twonky,	Windows	Media	Server	Last	edited:	Nov	10,	2011	Little	help	please.	I`m	running	bubbleupnp	on	a	asus	tf101	in	combination	with	vplayer.	files	are	on	a	qnap	running	twonky.	For	some	reason	I	can`t	resume	playback.	This	used	to	work	but	for	few	days	now	it	stopped.	Also	i	notice	that	bubbleupnp	after	reboot	shows	some	old	played	file	in	its
playlist.	This	files	comes	up	even	if	I	remove	it,	next	time	I	reboot.	on	this	file	only	it	resumes	playback.	what	i`m	doing	wrong?	also	any	way	to	play	srt	subtitle	files	through	twonky?	Limited	nr	of	genres	and	albums	(max	16)	in	library	I	found	a	way	to	have	Shoutcast	radio	as	library	listed	in	the	bubbleUpnp	player	using	Skifta.	However,	when	I	open
the	library	tab,	the	maximum	number	of	radio	stations	or	genres	is	limited	to	16	!	So	the	list	of	Top20	stations	only	contain	16	stations!	I	thought	this	had	to	do	with	the	non	licensed	version	but	installing	the	license	did	not	help.	I	was	very	happy	with	internet	radio	streaming	capability	but	this	limitation	is	really	annoying.	I	have	no	problems	with
UPnpPlay	but	I	find	BubbleUPnP	much	nicer	to	work	with!	I	found	a	way	to	have	Shoutcast	radio	as	library	listed	in	the	bubbleUpnp	player	using	Skifta.	However,	when	I	open	the	library	tab,	the	maximum	number	of	radio	stations	or	genres	is	limited	to	16	!	So	the	list	of	Top20	stations	only	contain	16	stations!	I	thought	this	had	to	do	with	the	non
licensed	version	but	installing	the	license	did	not	help.	I	was	very	happy	with	internet	radio	streaming	capability	but	this	limitation	is	really	annoying.	I	have	no	problems	with	UPnpPlay	but	I	find	BubbleUPnP	much	nicer	to	work	with!	Thanks	for	reporting	this	issue	Only	the	playlist	is	limited	to	16	tracks	in	the	free	version,	there's	no	such	limitation
when	browsing	(it	would	be	silly).	So	this	is	another	problem.	I	suspect	that	only	the	first	folder	browse	request	getting	the	first	16	items	is	successful	(this	number	here	is	unrelated	to	the	playlist	limitation	although	by	coincidence	it	is	the	same,	after	the	first	request	items	are	retrieved	by	batches	of	50).	How	did	you	setup	Skifta	to	be	able	to	browse
shoutcast,	so	I	can	try	to	reproduce	the	problem	?	Did	you	get	any	error	when	browsing	the	"top	20	stations"	folder	?	Thanks!	Little	help	please.	I`m	running	bubbleupnp	on	a	asus	tf101	in	combination	with	vplayer.	files	are	on	a	qnap	running	twonky.	For	some	reason	I	can`t	resume	playback.	This	used	to	work	but	for	few	days	now	it	stopped.	Also	i
notice	that	bubbleupnp	after	reboot	shows	some	old	played	file	in	its	playlist.	This	files	comes	up	even	if	I	remove	it,	next	time	I	reboot.	on	this	file	only	it	resumes	playback.	what	i`m	doing	wrong?	The	playlist	is	saved	only	when	you	exit	the	app	with	Now	Playing	>	Exit.	I'll	improve	that	though	as	I	can	see	how	it	can	be	confusing.	As	for	resuming,
what	do	you	mean	by	resuming	?	Still	having	trouble	with	track	advance	where	Bubble	does	not	play	the	next	track	on	the	playlist.	I've	tried	it	on	different	media	servers	and	renderers.	However,	it	has	been	pretty	consistent	that	when	my	phone	is	plugged	into	power	this	problem	does	not	occur.	I	do	not	even	know	if	that	would	make	sense,	but	would
this	have	to	do	with	the	phone	going	to	sleep	mode?	My	wifi	is	set	to	never	turn	off.	Phone:	Samsung	Captivate;	Android	2.2,	unrooted	Renderers:	Onkyo	709,	Sony	S-580	Media	Servers:	Foobar	UPNP,	Twonky,	Windows	Media	Server	When	your	phone	is	plugged,	is	the	screen	always	on	?	The	playlist	is	saved	only	when	you	exit	the	app	with	Now
Playing	>	Exit.	I'll	improve	that	though	as	I	can	see	how	it	can	be	confusing.	As	for	resuming,	what	do	you	mean	by	resuming	?	I	mean	to	remember	the	last	viewing	position	and	resume	playback	from	that	position	next	time	I	run	the	application.	this	was	working	but	not	anymore.	Error:	current	state	of	server	prevents	invoking	that	action	Hi	When
using	this	app,	it	finds	my	media	server	and	finds	the	media	server	folders,	but	then	fails	to	find	any	media	(error	current	state	of	server	prevents	invoking	that	action).	Conection	error	or	no	response	received.	The	setup	I	am	using	is	not	actually	officially	UPNP.	I	have	a	USB	harddrive	connected	to	my	network	using	a	USB/LAN/NAS	adaptor.	The
media	server	is	being	served	up	to	the	network,	and	I	can	see	the	server	and	all	media	files	on	computers	connected	to	the	network.	Does	anyone	have	any	advice	on	any	soft	solutions	to	turn	my	setup	into	one	that	is	UPNP	compliant,	and	hence	works	with	BubbleUPNP	and	Twonky	etc?	Thanks	Andy	Hi	Further	to	my	post	above,	I've	attached	the	log
file.	Thanks	Andy	Last	edited:	Nov	14,	2011	Thanks	for	reporting	this	issue	Only	the	playlist	is	limited	to	16	tracks	in	the	free	version,	there's	no	such	limitation	when	browsing	(it	would	be	silly).	So	this	is	another	problem.	I	suspect	that	only	the	first	folder	browse	request	getting	the	first	16	items	is	successful	(this	number	here	is	unrelated	to	the
playlist	limitation	although	by	coincidence	it	is	the	same,	after	the	first	request	items	are	retrieved	by	batches	of	50).	How	did	you	setup	Skifta	to	be	able	to	browse	shoutcast,	so	I	can	try	to	reproduce	the	problem	?	Did	you	get	any	error	when	browsing	the	"top	20	stations"	folder	?	Thanks!	I	installed	Skifta	on	my	android	tablet	and	one	then	has	the
option	to	activate	several	channels/plugins	among	which	Shoutcast	channels.	Once	skifta	has	started	up	shoutcast	is	activated	as	some	kind	of	server	and	in	Bubble	you	have	then	the	option	to	choose	Shoutcast	as	a	device.	Any	way	to	remember	the	last	played	file	and	remember	the	last	viewing	position?	Any	way	to	remember	the	last	played	file	and
remember	the	last	viewing	position?	That's	the	case	already:	if	you	exit	the	app	with	the	"Exit"	menu	action	in	the	Now	Playing	tab,	the	playlist	and	current	track	are	saved.	When	you	launch	the	app	again,	that	track	will	be	displayed.	If	you	mean	to	restore	the	playing	position	(elapsed	time)	in	the	track	itself,	it	is	not	possible.	That's	the	case	already:
if	you	exit	the	app	with	the	"Exit"	menu	action	in	the	Now	Playing	tab,	the	playlist	and	current	track	are	saved.	When	you	launch	the	app	again,	that	track	will	be	displayed.	If	you	mean	to	restore	the	playing	position	(elapsed	time)	in	the	track	itself,	it	is	not	possible.	I'm	having	problems	with	this	in	my	TF101.	I	can't	seem	to	make	it	work	as	I	want	it.
When	I	click	on	a	movie	the	external	player	kicks	in.	If	the	player	exits	for	any	reason	(movie	finished,	I	pressed	back	or	player	crashed)	I've	been	returned	to	bubbleupnp	but	no	movie	is	selected.	In	other	words,	bubbleupnp	does	not	save	state	when	a	movie	is	selected.	While	writing	this,	I've	selected	a	movie	and	it	plays	on	the	external	player.	I	used
task	manager	to	return	to	bubbleupnp	and	the	"now	playing"	is	empty,	but	movie	plays	on	the	background.	From	what	you	say,	I	have	to	add	the	movie	in	the	play	list,	exit	bubbleupnp	to	be	saved,	then	enter	again	and	then	play	the	movie,	so	to	remember	it	(next	time	I	run	it).	BTW	do	you	know	of	any	player	that	can	save	the	elapsed	time?	I	would
like	to	buy	a	license,	however	not	through	Google.	Google	has	no	business	knowing	my	private	data	as	they	are	essentially	a	marketing	company.	If	you	offer	other	means	to	acquire	a	license,	like	PowerAmp	does,	for	example,	I'd	gladly	get	one.	Thanks!	On	another	note,	I'm	looking	forward	to	this	app	being	able	to	call	the	external	player	of	my	choice.
Persistent	server?	I'm	having	a	problem	with	bubbleupnp.	I	use	twonky	server	as	well	as	various	upnp	android	servers,	bubbleupnp	on	a	xoom	as	the	control	point,	and	bubbleupnp	on	a	moto	droid	as	the	renderer.	It	works	great	immediately	after	I	start	the	process.	However,	if	I	leave	the	phone	over	night	(plugged	in	or	not	plugged	in)	and	try	to
queue	something	up	in	the	morning,	I	get	an	error	about	the	server	status.	If	I	pick	up	the	moto	droid	renderer	and	open	bubbleupnp,	the	service	is	still	running,	but	it	will	only	show	"Local	Renderer"	and	no	servers.	If	i	exit	and	restart,	things	start	working	again.	I	have	configured	the	droids	to	not	stop	wifi	when	it	goes	to	sleep	or	I	disconnect	it	from
power.	My	goal	is	to	have	multiple	droids	hooked	up	in	my	basement	attached	to	an	amp	and	wired	to	various	rooms.	Then	i	could	use	many	different	control	points	to	play	music	to	any	room	in	the	house.	However,	it	will	obviously	be	a	pain	to	walk	into	the	basement	to	restart	all	the	droids	every	day.	Any	ideas?	Thanks!	Page	13	I	have	the	pleasure	to
announce	the	release	of	BubbleUPnP	1.1.1.	Thanks	to	anyone	who	sent	debug	logs	to	troubleshoot	particular	device	issues,	this	was	very	useful.	The	major	new	feature	is	easy	and	optimized	Internet	streaming	from	your	exisiting	Media	Servers	using	a	mobile	or	WiFi	connection.	For	that	you	will	need	to	install	BubbleUPnP	Server	on	your	LAN.	It	can
run	on	any	platform	where	Java	is	available	which	means	Windows,	MacOS,	Linux	or	a	NAS	supporting	Java.	Internet	streaming	is	limited	to	30	minutes	per	app	launch	in	the	free	version	of	the	app.	BubbleUPnP	Server	also	make	UPnP	tethering	possible,	which	consists	of	making	the	Media	Servers	of	a	LAN	visible	on	another	LAN	with	a	mobile	or
WiFi	connection.	For	a	complete	description	of	BubbleUPnP	Server	go	here.	1.1.1	changelog	Internet	streaming	and	tethering	with	BubbleUPnP	Server	over	WiFi	or	mobile	connections	Ethernet	support	(Google	TV)	support	for	playing	images	(only	tested	with	WMP	and	XMBC)	Ice	Cream	Sandwich	initial	support	workarounded	various	Media	Servers
and	renderers	bugs:	WDTV	Live	(track	advance),	Philips	NP2XXX,	Onkyo	TX-NRXXX,	minidlna,	iMediaShare,	Motorola	DCX3600M,	PS3	Media	Server	fixed	Library	browse	errors	due	to	too	low	timeouts	(WMP	in	particular)	fixed	downloaded	files	sometimes	failing	to	be	written	on	SD	card	fixed	WMA	files	that	could	not	be	downloaded	fixed	landscape
not	displaying	properly	in	320x240	resolution	(Xperia	mini)	added	option	to	show/hide	technical	info	(codec,	bitrate,	bitdepth)	in	Now	Playing	added	advanced	option	to	kill	app	after	inactivity	(to	save	battery	on	WiFi	connection)	"Scale	cover	to	fit"	preserve	aspect	ratio	if	image	is	not	near	square	(movie	covers)	removed	permissions
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION	and	READ_PHONE_STATE	other	fixes	and	improvements	Last	edited:	Nov	17,	2011	Wow,	that´s	an	impressive	new	feature,	looking	forward	to	that!	I	tried	to	test	the	remote	streaming.	Setup	went	fine,	connection	test	is	ok.	However,	at	the	"Active	on	connection"	setting	I	can	only	choose	between	"Disabled"	and	"Wifi	/
Ethernet".	I	do	not	have	the	other	choices	described	in	the	description	on	your	homepage	("Mobile"	and	"Mobile	/	Wifi	/	Ethernet").	Any	idea?	Some	infos:	-	My	mobile	data	connection	works	without	problems	for	everything	else	-	Tested	on	a	Galaxy	Tab	10	with	Overcome	ROM	10.1	2.0.0	(Android	3.2)	Thanks	K.	P.S.	I´ll	test	if	my	problems	with	the
WDTV	live	are	gone	when	I´m	home	-	I´m	gonna	need	a	donate	button	then	EDIT:	It	works	from	my	phone	(Cyanogenmod	7.0.1)	-	maybe	an	Android	3.2	or	ROM	specific	problem?	Last	edited:	Nov	17,	2011	Hi,	Thanks	for	the	great	app!	Is	anyone	else	having	trouble	with	the	changes	screen	(and	wizard)	showing	every	time	the	app	starts?	Also,	setting
the	name	of	the	renderer	and	allowing	remote	control	isn't	persisting,	so	has	to	be	reset	every	time	the	app	is	restarted?	Any	ideas?	I	have	this	problem	with	1.0.1	and	1.1.0.	Problem	on	both	Nexus	One	running	CM7	and	a	Transformer	running	stock.	I	tried	to	test	the	remote	streaming.	Setup	went	fine,	connection	test	is	ok.	However,	at	the	"Active
on	connection"	setting	I	can	only	choose	between	"Disabled"	and	"Wifi	/	Ethernet".	I	do	not	have	the	other	choices	described	in	the	description	on	your	homepage	("Mobile"	and	"Mobile	/	Wifi	/	Ethernet").	Any	idea?	Some	infos:	-	My	mobile	data	connection	works	without	problems	for	everything	else	-	Tested	on	a	Galaxy	Tab	10	with	Overcome	ROM
10.1	2.0.0	(Android	3.2)	Thanks	for	reporting	This	is	fixed	in	1.1.1	that	I	just	uploaded	to	the	Market	(will	be	available	soon).	the	Mobile	choice	was	only	present	if	telephony	was	detected,	which	was	wrong.	1.1.1	also	fixes	critical	crashes	on	Android	<	2.3.	Hi,	Thanks	for	the	great	app!	Is	anyone	else	having	trouble	with	the	changes	screen	(and
wizard)	showing	every	time	the	app	starts?	Also,	setting	the	name	of	the	renderer	and	allowing	remote	control	isn't	persisting,	so	has	to	be	reset	every	time	the	app	is	restarted?	Any	ideas?	I	have	this	problem	with	1.0.1	and	1.1.0.	Problem	on	both	Nexus	One	running	CM7	and	a	Transformer	running	stock.	Uninstall	the	app	and	reinstall.	If	you	used
the	pre-1.0	versions	there	was	an	issue	with	settings	file	permissions	preventing	them	to	be	saved.	Reactions:	incongruousm	NullPointerException	with	Server	Hi,	Just	tried	to	install	and	run	the	server.	This	is	what	is	shown	in	the	log:	[info]	Module	Name:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\BubbleUPnPServer.exe	[info]	Module	INI:	C:\Program
Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\BubbleUPnPServer.ini	[info]	Module	Dir:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\	[info]	INI	Dir:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\	[info]	Registering	Service...	[info]	Service	startup	mode:	SERVICE_AUTO_START	[info]	Module	Name:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\BubbleUPnPServer.exe	[info]	Module	INI:
C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\BubbleUPnPServer.ini	[info]	Module	Dir:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\	[info]	INI	Dir:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\	[info]	Working	directory	set	to:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server	[info]	Found	VM:	C:\Program	Files\Java\jre6\bin\client\jvm.dll	[info]	Expanding	Classpath:
BubbleUPnPServer.jar	[info]	Generated	Classpath:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\BubbleUPnPServer.jar	[info]	VM	Args:	[info]	vmarg.0=-Djava.class.path=C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server\BubbleUPnPServer.jar	[info]	Main	Class:	com/bubblesoft/upnp/bridge/server/Main	[info]	Registering	natives	for	Native	class	[info]	Registering	natives
for	FFI	class	[info]	Service	startup	initiated	with	0	INI	args	and	0	Ctrl	Manager	args	[info]	Service	method	starting...	17.11.2011	16:44:31	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main	serviceMain	INFO:	starting	service...	17.11.2011	16:44:31	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main	INFO:	starting	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.1...	17.11.2011	16:44:31
com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Options	save	INFO:	saved	configuration	file	configuration.xml	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:00.16	-	Main	:	user	app	directory:	C:\Program	Files\BubbleUPnP	Server	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:00.110	-	UpnpServiceImpl	:	>>>	Starting	UPnP	service...	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:00.110	-	UpnpServiceImpl	:	Using
configuration:	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.p	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:00.203	-	RouterImpl	:	Creating	Router:	org.teleal.cling.transport.RouterImpl	[info]	ServiceCtrlHandler:	4	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:09.17	-	NetworkAddressFactoryImpl	:	Display	name:	Broadcom	4313	802.11b/g/n	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:09.17	-
NetworkAddressFactoryImpl	:	Parent	Info:null	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:09.33	-	NetworkAddressFactoryImpl	:	Name:	net4	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:09.33	-	NetworkAddressFactoryImpl	:	InetAddress:	/192.168.1.3	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:09.33	-	NetworkAddressFactoryImpl	:	Interface	Address	[Thread-2	]	SEVERE	-	01:00:09.33	-	ACRA$a	:	Stack
trace:	java.lang.NullPointerException	at	org.teleal.cling.transport.impl.NetworkAddressFactoryImpl.displayInterfaceInformation(SourceFile:435)	at	org.teleal.cling.transport.impl.NetworkAddressFactoryImpl.(SourceFile:112)	at	org.teleal.cling.DefaultUpnpServiceConfiguration.createNetworkAddressFactory(SourceFile:237)	at
org.teleal.cling.DefaultUpnpServiceConfiguration.createNetworkAddressFactory(SourceFile:226)	at	org.teleal.cling.transport.RouterImpl.(SourceFile:93)	at	org.teleal.cling.UpnpServiceImpl.createRouter(SourceFile:99)	at	org.teleal.cling.UpnpServiceImpl.(SourceFile:83)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.r.(SourceFile:174)	at
com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.(SourceFile:174)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.main(SourceFile:103)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.serviceMain(SourceFile:441)	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:09.314	-	GoogleFormSender	:	Sending	crash	report...	[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:09.314	-	GoogleFormSender	:	Connect	to
[Thread-2	]	INFO	-	01:00:12.356	-	GoogleFormSender	:	crash	report	sent	[info]	Service	method	completed.	org.boris.winrun4j.ServiceException:	java.lang.NullPointerException	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.serviceMain(SourceFile:458)	Caused	by:	java.lang.NullPointerException	at
org.teleal.cling.transport.impl.NetworkAddressFactoryImpl.displayInterfaceInformation(SourceFile:435)	at	org.teleal.cling.transport.impl.NetworkAddressFactoryImpl.(SourceFile:112)	at	org.teleal.cling.DefaultUpnpServiceConfiguration.createNetworkAddressFactory(SourceFile:237)	at
org.teleal.cling.DefaultUpnpServiceConfiguration.createNetworkAddressFactory(SourceFile:226)	at	org.teleal.cling.transport.RouterImpl.(SourceFile:93)	at	org.teleal.cling.UpnpServiceImpl.createRouter(SourceFile:99)	at	org.teleal.cling.UpnpServiceImpl.(SourceFile:83)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.r.(SourceFile:174)	at
com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.(SourceFile:174)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.main(SourceFile:103)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.serviceMain(SourceFile:441)	[info]	ServiceCtrlHandler:	4	[info]	ServiceCtrlHandler:	4	[info]	ServiceCtrlHandler:	1	I	was	not	able	to	configure	the	server	as	it	is	impossible	to	open	the
website	in	the	browser.	Any	ideas?	Nice	upgrade	and	VERY	happy	to	see	support	for	images	however	it's	not	working	for	me.	All	images	(jpg,	png,	etc)	show	up	with	a	music	icon	and	don't	display	the	image.	Looking	forward	to	video	transcoding!	Keep	up	the	great	work!!	Good	job,	I	am	really	impressed.	Even	without	transcoding	I	am	able	to	stream
audio	and	video	in	a	really	good	quality	to	my	tab	-	your	fix	for	the	missing	mobile	connection	option	worked.	Transcoding	will	make	this	even	more	useful	of	course.	I	use	transcoding	with	mencoder	for	live	tv	with	my	VDR	-	if	you	are	not	familiar	with	this,	the	mencoder	transcoding	configurations	from	this	might	be	useful	as	a	starting	point.	Let	me
know	if	this	could	help	(my	apologies	if	you	know	this	already).	Also,	the	track	advance	bug	with	my	WDTV	live	is	gone.	Thanks	for	that!	Is	there	a	way	to	donate	to	this	wonderful	project?	K.	something	is	wrong	with	today	update,	everytime	i	click	on	a	video	it	launchs	the	first	one	in	list	have	to	push	3	second	on	the	one	i	want	to	play	so	it	shows	the



menu	"play	now"	Nice	upgrade	and	VERY	happy	to	see	support	for	images	however	it's	not	working	for	me.	All	images	(jpg,	png,	etc)	show	up	with	a	music	icon	and	don't	display	the	image.	Is	that	in	Library	when	browsing	you	do	not	see	the	images	?	or	when	playing	them	to	a	renderer	(which	one	?).	What	is	your	Media	Server	?	Transcoding	will
make	this	even	more	useful	of	course.	I	use	transcoding	with	mencoder	for	live	tv	with	my	VDR	-	if	you	are	not	familiar	with	this,	the	mencoder	transcoding	configurations	from	this	might	be	useful	as	a	starting	point.	Let	me	know	if	this	could	help	(my	apologies	if	you	know	this	already).	I	already	have	video	transcoding	working	with	ffmpeg	although
it	is	not	very	configurable	yet.	It	will	come	in	handy	to	transcode	those	1080p	MKV	to	something	more	sensible	for	a	phone	/	tablet	=)	something	is	wrong	with	today	update,	everytime	i	click	on	a	video	it	launchs	the	first	one	in	list	have	to	push	3	second	on	the	one	i	want	to	play	so	it	shows	the	menu	"play	now"	Indeed,	thanks	for	reporting.	It	is	very
likely	I	will	make	an	update	in	a	few	days	fixing	possible	issues	introduced	in	this	version.	Last	edited:	Nov	17,	2011	at	first	i	thought	it	was	dice	update	problem,	cuz	it	said	"can't	be	play	in	hw"	but	indeed	it	couldn't,	first	file	in	my	list	was	1080p...	at	first	i	thought	it	was	dice	update	problem,	cuz	it	said	"can't	be	play	in	hw"	but	indeed	it	couldn't,	first
file	in	my	list	was	1080p...	Until	I	fix	the	problem,	you	can	easily	revert	to	the	previous	behaviour	by	setting	"Track	tap	action"	to	"Play	tapped	track"	in	the	settings.	Hi,	here	some	info	on	the	update	from	my	side:	1.	WDTV	Live	(track	advance)	Seems	to	work	for	me	now	after	some	first	tests	2.	"Scale	cover	to	fit"	preserve	aspect	ratio	if	image	is	not
near	square	(movie	covers)	Still	scaled	to	square	for	the	movie	covers	I've	tested	3.	I've	set:	"Track	tap	action"	=	Enqueue	tapped	track	Now	for	music	it	behaves	like	"play	tapped	track"	option.	Movies	are	enqueued.	This	was	working	fine	on	previous	version	4.	support	for	playing	images	(only	tested	with	WMP	and	XMBC)	Works	from	me	via	twonky
server	on	Qnap	NAS	to	WD	Live.	In	library/playlist/now	playing	no	image	preview	is	shown:	it	shows	the	icon	for	a	music	note	also	used	for	music	files	without	album	art.	5.	Internet	streaming	and	tethering	with	BubbleUPnP	Server:	This	sounds	great.	Will	try	to	get	this	work	on	QNAP	NAS	+	Twonky	server.	Hi,	here	some	info	on	the	update	from	my
side:	1.	WDTV	Live	(track	advance)	Seems	to	work	for	me	now	after	some	first	tests	2.	"Scale	cover	to	fit"	preserve	aspect	ratio	if	image	is	not	near	square	(movie	covers)	Still	scaled	to	square	for	the	movie	covers	I've	tested	3.	I've	set:	"Track	tap	action"	=	Enqueue	tapped	track	Now	for	music	it	behaves	like	"play	tapped	track"	option.	Movies	are
enqueued.	This	was	working	fine	on	previous	version	4.	support	for	playing	images	(only	tested	with	WMP	and	XMBC)	Works	from	me	via	twonky	server	on	Qnap	NAS	to	WD	Live.	In	library/playlist/now	playing	no	image	preview	is	shown:	it	shows	the	icon	for	a	music	note	also	used	for	music	files	without	album	art.	5.	Internet	streaming	and	tethering
with	BubbleUPnP	Server:	This	sounds	great.	Will	try	to	get	this	work	on	QNAP	NAS	+	Twonky	server.	Thanks	for	the	feedback	2.	Cover	is	considered	"near	square"	if	the	width	/	height	ratio	is	<	1.3.	It	is	probable	your	covers	are	below	this	ratio.	I'll	make	it	lower	like	1.1	or	1.15.	3.	Indeed.	"Track	tap	action"	doesn't	work	for	anything	other	than	video.
A	silly	regression,	my	bad.	Will	be	fixed	in	next	update.	4.	This	would	happen	for	a	Media	Server	that	do	not	expose	a	preview	thumbnail	URL	for	images,	which	I	wouldn't	be	surprised	is	the	majority	of	them.	This	can	be	fixed	at	the	app	level	and	I'll	look	into	it.	Also	I	guess	a	specifc	image	and	video	"no	cover"	images	would	make	sense	besides	the
music	"no	cover"	which	is	used	for	everything.	Last	edited:	Nov	17,	2011	Thanks	for	the	feedback	2.	Cover	is	considered	"near	square"	if	the	width	/	height	ratio	is	<	1.3.	It	is	probable	your	covers	are	below	this	ratio.	I'll	make	it	lower	like	1.1	or	1.15.	Just	did	a	quick	check:	most	of	the	covers	have	something	around	1.25	-	1.30	So	it	should	do	fine	with
a	setting	like	<	1.15	You	could	also	consider	to	put	this	as	an	advanced	setting	to	be	configured	by	the	user.	----------	Post	added	at	08:16	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	07:45	PM	----------	5.	Internet	streaming	and	tethering	with	BubbleUPnP	Server:	This	sounds	great.	Will	try	to	get	this	work	on	QNAP	NAS	+	Twonky	server.	Just	managed	to	get	this
work	on	QNAP	419p+	This	is	really	awesome!	You	made	my	day	I	just	had	to	install	Java	as	described	here:	forum.qnap.com/viewtopic.php?f=163&t=45963	A	minor	thing:	cover	Arts	are	in	really	bad	quality	=	small	size.	I	guess	it's	the	old	Twonky	problem	where	I	have	to	change	the	Media	Receiver	to	"Linn	Kinsky..."	device.	But	in	Twonky	no	new
Media	Receiver	showed	up.	Maybe	because	the	Bubble	UPnP	server	uses	same	IP	as	the	Twonky	server?	Now	I've	read,	that	we	can	hear	to	web	radio	stations?	Is	that	correct?	How	can	we?	Sent	from	my	Transformer	TF101	using	Tapatalk	Images	seem	to	be	working	now.	Not	sure	what	the	problem	was...	Could	you	please	make	the	images	scale	to
full-screen	so	it's	like	a	picture	frame?	I	think	it's	important	to	keep	the	aspect	ratio	of	a	image	so	it	should	be	scaled	evenly	until	the	width	or	height	meets	the	edge	of	the	screen.	Thanks!	Just	managed	to	get	this	work	on	QNAP	419p+	This	is	really	awesome!	You	made	my	day	I	just	had	to	install	Java	as	described	here:
forum.qnap.com/viewtopic.php?f=163&t=45963	This	is	great	news!	I	expected	it	to	work	but	it's	better	to	have	confirmation	A	minor	thing:	cover	Arts	are	in	really	bad	quality	=	small	size.	I	guess	it's	the	old	Twonky	problem	where	I	have	to	change	the	Media	Receiver	to	"Linn	Kinsky..."	device.	But	in	Twonky	no	new	Media	Receiver	showed	up.
Maybe	because	the	Bubble	UPnP	server	uses	same	IP	as	the	Twonky	server?	Twonky	identify	devices	by	MAC	and	IP	address	it	seems.	So	when	BubbleUPnP	Server	accesses	Twonky	it	will	see	the	MAC	and	IP	of	the	machine	on	which	BubbleUPnP	Server	is	running,	in	your	case	your	QNAP.	Page	14	Images	seem	to	be	working	now.	Not	sure	what	the
problem	was...	Could	you	please	make	the	images	scale	to	full-screen	so	it's	like	a	picture	frame?	I	think	it's	important	to	keep	the	aspect	ratio	of	a	image	so	it	should	be	scaled	evenly	until	the	width	or	height	meets	the	edge	of	the	screen.	Thanks!	The	Now	Playing	UI	is	not	ideal	for	viewing	images	on	the	phone.	However	it	is	fine	for	showing	them	on
another	device	(TV,	XMBC,	WMP,	etc).	Following	your	suggestion	I	will	always	keep	aspect	ratio	for	image	items,	when	scaling	to	fit.	When	your	phone	is	plugged,	is	the	screen	always	on	?	I	have	the	same	problem	with	MediaMonkey	4.	When	song	is	finished	the	next	song	in	a	playlist	won't	start	to	play.	I	tried	with	a	display	turned	on	and	also	off	but
without	a	luck.	What	the	strange	is	that	with	a	concurrent	app	UPnPlay	it	work	without	problem	(BubbleUPnP	is	much	better	than	UPnPlay	).	So	it	definitely	must	be	problem	somewhere	in	BubbleUPnP.	Last	edited:	Nov	17,	2011	I	have	the	same	problem	with	MediaMonkey	4.	When	song	is	finished	the	next	song	in	a	playlist	won't	start	to	play.	I	tried
with	a	display	turned	on	and	also	off	but	without	a	luck.	What	the	strange	is	that	with	a	concurrent	app	UPnPlay	it	work	without	problem	(BubbleUPnP	is	much	better	than	UPnPlay	).	So	it	definitely	must	be	problem	somewhere	in	BubbleUPnP.	That	doesn't	totally	rule	out	a	bug	in	MM4	that	is	not	triggered	by	UPnPlay	.	That	was	the	case	for	the
WDTV	live.	You	can	record	and	send	me	a	log	as	explained	in	the	first	post	of	this	topic	Java-Error	on	Synology	DS210j	for	UPnPserver	Hi,	I	am	big	fan	of	BubbleUPnP	as	it	is	the	first	control	point	software	that	works	satisfactorily	on	my	Milestone	2	with	a	Synology	DS210j	as	server	and	a	Popcornhour	NMT	A-110	as	client.	I'd	like	to	thank	the
developers	for	this	work.	I	just	tried	to	install	and	run	the	UPnP	server	on	the	DS210j	but	I	got	the	following	java	errors	which	I	do	not	know	how	to	interpret:	Kruscht-Kiste>	jamvm	-jar	BubbleUPnPServer.jar	Nov	17,	2011	9:52:33	p.m.	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main	INFO:	starting	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.1...	Nov	17,	2011	9:52:37	p.m.
com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Options	load	INFO:	cannot	load	configuration	file,	returning	defaults:	javax.xml.stream.XMLSt	reamException:	no	root	element:	U+ffffffff	java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException	at	java.lang.reflect.VMMethod.invoke(Native	Method)	at	java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:327)	at
jamvm.java.lang.JarLauncher.main(JarLauncher.java:50)	Caused	by:	java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkError:	getAnnotation	at	java.lang.reflect.VMField.getAnnotation(Native	Method)	at	java.lang.reflect.Field.getAnnotation(Field.java:715)	at	org.kohsuke.args4j.CmdLineParser.(SourceFile:108)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.(SourceFile:146)	at
com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.main(SourceFile:103)	at	java.lang.reflect.VMMethod.invoke(Native	Method)	...2	more	Is	there	a	simple	fix	to	get	the	server	running?	What	can	be	the	reason?	Thanks.	Hi,	I	am	big	fan	of	BubbleUPnP	as	it	is	the	first	control	point	software	that	works	satisfactorily	on	my	Milestone	2	with	a	Synology	DS210j	as
server	and	a	Popcornhour	NMT	A-110	as	client.	I'd	like	to	thank	the	developers	for	this	work.	I	just	tried	to	install	and	run	the	UPnP	server	on	the	DS210j	but	I	got	the	following	java	errors	which	I	do	not	know	how	to	interpret:	Kruscht-Kiste>	jamvm	-jar	BubbleUPnPServer.jar	Nov	17,	2011	9:52:33	p.m.	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main	INFO:
starting	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.1...	Nov	17,	2011	9:52:37	p.m.	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Options	load	INFO:	cannot	load	configuration	file,	returning	defaults:	javax.xml.stream.XMLSt	reamException:	no	root	element:	U+ffffffff	java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException	at	java.lang.reflect.VMMethod.invoke(Native	Method)	at
java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:327)	at	jamvm.java.lang.JarLauncher.main(JarLauncher.java:50)	Caused	by:	java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkError:	getAnnotation	at	java.lang.reflect.VMField.getAnnotation(Native	Method)	at	java.lang.reflect.Field.getAnnotation(Field.java:715)	at	org.kohsuke.args4j.CmdLineParser.(SourceFile:108)	at
com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.(SourceFile:146)	at	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.Main.main(SourceFile:103)	at	java.lang.reflect.VMMethod.invoke(Native	Method)	...2	more	Is	there	a	simple	fix	to	get	the	server	running?	What	can	be	the	reason?	Thanks.	From	very	quick	googling	it	looks	like	jamvm	is	not	Java	1.6	compliant	hence	the
failure.	You	can	try	to	install	it	on	a	PC	on	your	LAN	or	look	if	there	is	a	Java	1.6	JRE	for	this	NAS	(doubtful).	This	app	rules...	Just	so	you	know	I've	been	using	the	free	version	of	BubbleUPnP	for	a	while	now	and	it	rules.	Long	story	short,	I	had	3	separate	apps	to	play	or	control	my	music.	One	did	internet	media	streaming	(subsonic),	BubbleUPnP	did
local	network	streaming,	and	foobar2000	controller	was	a	nice	little	app	I	stumbled	onto	before	BubbleUPnP	that	automatically	pauses	the	player	when	a	call	comes	in	and	otherwise	acts	like	a	remote	control	for	foobar.	Anyway,	dumb	luck,	I	decided	today	to	see	if	there	was	an	app	that	would	do	all	three	combined.	What	do	you	know,	google
revealed	that	you	can	use	BubbleUPnP	to	stream	over	the	internet	with	BubbleUPnP	server	installed	on	the	pc!!!	Also,	wouldn't	you	know	that	the	BubbleUPnP	free	app	was	updated	today	as	well!!!	After	about	2	seconds	of	installing	and	a	few	more	minutes	playtesting...	I	decided	that	I	had	to	have	the	licensed	version	of	the	app	and	unlock	all	the
goodies...	The	free	version	of	BubbleUPnP	has	all	the	features	listed	below	with	the	following	limitations	that	can	be	removed	by	purchasing	the	BubbleUPnP	License	app:	-	ads	-	Internet	streaming	with	BubbleUPnP	Server	is	limited	to	30	minutes	per	app	launch	-	the	Playlist	is	limited	to	16	tracks	-	Library	Shuffle	is	limited	to	16	shuffled	tracks	-
downloads	are	limited	to	batches	of	maximum	40	tracks	-	the	local	renderer	is	not	remotely	controllable	by	external	Control	Points	So	I	paid	for	the	BubbleUPnP	License	a	little	while	ago	(first	app	I	bought,	pat	yourselves	on	the	back!!),	and	the	payment	seemed	to	have	gone	through	since	I	received	my	email	receipt.	However,	the	android	market	is
stuck	on	"Starting	download..."	which	has	been	stuck	for	some	time	now.	Also,	on	that	page	I	can	see	that	the	last	update	for	the	license	says	October	6,	2011	and	I	know	that	the	free	version	of	BubbleUPnP	was	updated	today	(November	17,	2011).	I	would	like	to	know	if	I	should	wait	for	it	to	go	through	(like	I	said	it	is	my	first	purchase)	but	I	also
thought	that	I	should	let	you	all	know	in	case	something	needs	to	be	updated	also	with	the	licensed	version	of	the	app.	Thanks	and	keep	up	the	good	work	Some	more	things	/	ideas:	1.	Bubble	UPnP	Server	and	Playlists:	When	setting	up	the	BubbleUpnp	server	you	will	have	the	libraries	you	configure	here	usually	twice,	e.g.:	TwonkyMedia
TwonkyMedia	[Home]	Both	are	links	to	the	same	library,	one	is	internal	LAN	only,	the	other	one	via	WAN.	Now	the	idea	I	have	(not	sure	if	that's	a	good	one	there	might	be	technical	showstoppers):	Couldn't	BubbleUpnp	treat	them	internally	as	one	library?	Especially	when	it	comes	to	playlists.	Not	sure	if	there's	a	smart	way	for	BubbleUpnp	to	detect
that	-	in	this	example	-	TwonkyMedia	=	TwonkyMedia	[Home].	E.g.	a	setup	could	be:	I	have	a	local	Playlist	on	TwonkyMedia.	When	this	one	is	loaded	BubbleUpnp	it	checks	if	TwonkyMedia	library	is	available.	In	case	it's	not	available	it	will	try	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]".	Same	of	course	the	other	way	around	for	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]"	playlists.	This	way
all	the	playlists	only	working	locally	could	also	work	via	BubbleUpnp	Server.	2.	Playlists	in	general:	When	opening	saved	playlists	it	would	be	great	to	have	them	grouped	by	library	(with	option	to	hide	/	grey	out	playlists	to	libraries	that	are	offline).	Not	sure	how	to	handle	this	for	playlists	containing	several	libraries,	maybe	do	a	something	like	a	mixed
group	for	those...	3.	Bubble	Upnp	CPU	usage	via	BubbleUpnp	Server:	while	Playing	tracks	via	Internet	/	BubbleUpnp	Server	the	CPU	usage	of	my	phone	(BubbleUpnp	process)	is	100%	It	even	stays	at	100%	when	playback	is	paused	/	stopped	I	would	like	to	know	if	I	should	wait	for	it	to	go	through	(like	I	said	it	is	my	first	purchase)	but	I	also	thought
that	I	should	let	you	all	know	in	case	something	needs	to	be	updated	also	with	the	licensed	version	of	the	app.	Thanks	and	keep	up	the	good	work	Thanks	for	the	feedback!	The	license	app	is	independent	of	the	main	app,	so	when	you	are	able	to	download	it	(market	issue?)	it	will	work.	Some	more	things	/	ideas:	1.	Bubble	UPnP	Server	and	Playlists:
When	setting	up	the	BubbleUpnp	server	you	will	have	the	libraries	you	configure	here	usually	twice,	e.g.:	TwonkyMedia	TwonkyMedia	[Home]	Both	are	links	to	the	same	library,	one	is	internal	LAN	only,	the	other	one	via	WAN.	Now	the	idea	I	have	(not	sure	if	that's	a	good	one	there	might	be	technical	showstoppers):	Couldn't	BubbleUpnp	treat	them
internally	as	one	library?	Especially	when	it	comes	to	playlists.	Not	sure	if	there's	a	smart	way	for	BubbleUpnp	to	detect	that	-	in	this	example	-	TwonkyMedia	=	TwonkyMedia	[Home].	E.g.	a	setup	could	be:	I	have	a	local	Playlist	on	TwonkyMedia.	When	this	one	is	loaded	BubbleUpnp	it	checks	if	TwonkyMedia	library	is	available.	In	case	it's	not
available	it	will	try	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]".	Same	of	course	the	other	way	around	for	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]"	playlists.	This	way	all	the	playlists	only	working	locally	could	also	work	via	BubbleUpnp	Server.	2.	Playlists	in	general:	When	opening	saved	playlists	it	would	be	great	to	have	them	grouped	by	library	(with	option	to	hide	/	grey	out	playlists	to
libraries	that	are	offline).	Not	sure	how	to	handle	this	for	playlists	containing	several	libraries,	maybe	do	a	something	like	a	mixed	group	for	those...	3.	Bubble	Upnp	CPU	usage	via	BubbleUpnp	Server:	while	Playing	tracks	via	Internet	/	BubbleUpnp	Server	the	CPU	usage	of	my	phone	(BubbleUpnp	process)	is	100%	It	even	stays	at	100%	when	playback
is	paused	/	stopped	1.	Not	really	possible.	Even	if	both	servers	appear	to	work	the	same,	internally	they	are	managed	very	differently.	Ideally	playlists	should	be	stored	on	the	Media	Server	itself	but	it	cannot	be	done	from	the	app.	It	can	still	be	useful	to	have	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]	"	when	you	are	on	to	your	home	LAN	in	the	case	you	would	want	to
download	to	your	phone	(or	play)	a	transcoded	version	of	your	lossless	files.	Another	possible	advantage	of	using	the	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]	"	on	the	LAN	is	to	reduce	the	size	of	the	XML	to	parse	when	browsing	the	library.	With	most	Media	Servers	the	difference	in	speed	will	be	negligible	but	for	example	when	browsing	WMP	the	XML	size	is	reduced
by	75%	!	2.	Noted	but	not	a	priority	3.	That's	very	surprising	and	I	cannot	reproduce	it.	On	my	SGS	it	takes	about	5%	playing	a	transcoded	mp3	over	3G...	Last	edited:	Nov	18,	2011	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.1.1	is	available.	It	fixes	a	crash	on	start	with	some	network	configurations.	See	the	first	post	of	this	topic	for	the	download	link.	1.	Not	really
possible.	Even	if	both	servers	appear	to	work	the	same,	internally	they	are	managed	very	differently.	Ideally	playlists	should	be	stored	on	the	Media	Server	itself	but	it	cannot	be	done	from	the	app.	It	can	still	be	useful	to	have	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]	"	when	you	are	on	to	your	home	LAN	in	the	case	you	would	want	to	download	to	your	phone	(or	play)	a
transcoded	version	of	your	lossless	files.	Another	possible	advantage	of	using	the	"TwonkyMedia	[Home]	"	on	the	LAN	is	to	reduce	the	size	of	the	XML	to	parse	when	browsing	the	library.	With	most	Media	Servers	the	difference	in	speed	will	be	negligible	but	for	example	when	browsing	WMP	the	XML	size	is	reduced	by	75%	!	2.	Noted	but	not	a
priority	3.	That's	very	surprising	and	I	cannot	reproduce	it.	On	my	SGS	it	takes	about	5%	playing	a	transcoded	mp3	over	3G...	1.	Ok,	was	worth	a	try	asking	2.	Ok,	thanks	3.	I	can	reproduce	this	issue	everytime.	Streaming	from	QNAP	419p+	with	TwonkyMedia	6.0.34	and	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.1.1.	Mobile	is	HTC	Desire	HD.	In	Network	settings	of
BubbleUPnP	I've	tried	both	"No	transcoding"	and	"128KBps".	Each	time	100%	CPU	(anyway	I	think	the	transcode	is	done	by	the	server,	right?)	When	I	play	a	flac	it	even	does	not	manage	to	play	it	without	gaps.	On	BubbleUPnP	Server	I	see	this	message	(not	sure	if	this	is	realted):	Audio	Transcoding	supported:	no	(ffmpeg	has	not	libmp3lame	support)
Additional	note:	Didn't	find	anything	in	the	BubbleUPnP	log	I've	redirected	the	output	of	BubbleUPnP	server	to	a	file	and	this	one	is	full	of	those	entries	(logfile	is	5.3MB	for	ca.	2min	playback):	[qtp15658901-53	]	WARNING	-	24:01:58.571	-	JDK14LoggerAdapter	:	com.bubblesoft.upnp.bridge.server.servlets.d-20027851:	Error	terminating	response
org.eclipse.jetty.io.EofException	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.HttpOutput.write(SourceFile:149)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.HttpOutput.write(SourceFile:96)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.deflate.Deflater.sendBuffered(SourceFile:1439)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.deflate.Deflater.endBlock(SourceFile:1648)	at
net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.deflate.Deflater.flushSync(SourceFile:1953)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.deflate.DeflaterOutputStream.flush(SourceFile:99)	at	sun.nio.cs.StreamEncoder.implFlush(StreamEncoder.java:297)	at	sun.nio.cs.StreamEncoder.flush(StreamEncoder.java:141)	at
java.io.OutputStreamWriter.flush(OutputStreamWriter.java:229)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.impl.CometServletResponseImpl.flush(SourceFile:366)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.impl.CometServletResponseImpl.terminate(SourceFile:290)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.impl.CometServletResponseImpl.tryTerminate(SourceFile:300)	at
net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.impl.CometServletResponseImpl.initiate(SourceFile:227)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.CometServlet.doCometImpl(SourceFile:137)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.CometServlet.doGet(SourceFile:108)	at	javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet.service(SourceFile:707)	at	javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet.service(SourceFile:820)
at	org.eclipse.jetty.servlet.ServletHolder.handle(SourceFile:547)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.servlet.ServletHandler.doHandle(SourceFile:481)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ScopedHandler.handle(SourceFile:119)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.security.SecurityHandler.handle(SourceFile:471)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.session.SessionHandler.doHandle(SourceFile:227)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ContextHandler.doHandle(SourceFile:940)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.servlet.ServletHandler.doScope(SourceFile:409)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.session.SessionHandler.doScope(SourceFile:186)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ContextHandler.doScope(SourceFile:874)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ScopedHandler.handle(SourceFile:117)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.HandlerCollection.handle(SourceFile:149)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.HandlerWrapper.handle(SourceFile:110)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.Server.handle(SourceFile:349)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.HttpConnection.handleRequest(SourceFile:441)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.HttpConnection$a.headerComplete(SourceFile:904)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.http.HttpParser.parseNext(SourceFile:565)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.http.HttpParser.parseAvailable(SourceFile:217)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.BlockingHttpConnection.handle(SourceFile:50)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.bio.SocketConnector$ConnectorEndPoint.run(SourceFile:245)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.util.thread.QueuedThreadPool.runJob(SourceFile:598)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.util.thread.c.run(SourceFile:533)	at	java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:722)	[qtp15658901-53	]
WARNING	-	24:01:58.575	-	JDK14LoggerAdapter	:	/comet	java.lang.IllegalStateException	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.session.AbstractSession.checkValid(SourceFile:89)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.session.HashedSession.checkValid(SourceFile:55)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.session.AbstractSession.getMaxInactiveInterval(SourceFile:188)	at
net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.impl.CometSessionImpl.getKeepAliveScheduleTime(SourceFile:187)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.impl.BlockingAsyncServlet.suspend(SourceFile:76)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.impl.CometServletResponseImpl.suspend(SourceFile:269)	at
net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.CometServlet.doCometImpl(SourceFile:157)	at	net.zschech.gwt.comet.server.CometServlet.doGet(SourceFile:108)	at	javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet.service(SourceFile:707)	at	javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet.service(SourceFile:820)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.servlet.ServletHolder.handle(SourceFile:547)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.servlet.ServletHandler.doHandle(SourceFile:481)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ScopedHandler.handle(SourceFile:119)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.security.SecurityHandler.handle(SourceFile:471)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.session.SessionHandler.doHandle(SourceFile:227)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ContextHandler.doHandle(SourceFile:940)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.servlet.ServletHandler.doScope(SourceFile:409)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.session.SessionHandler.doScope(SourceFile:186)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ContextHandler.doScope(SourceFile:874)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.ScopedHandler.handle(SourceFile:117)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.HandlerCollection.handle(SourceFile:149)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.HandlerWrapper.handle(SourceFile:110)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.Server.handle(SourceFile:349)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.HttpConnection.handleRequest(SourceFile:441)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.HttpConnection$a.headerComplete(SourceFile:904)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.http.HttpParser.parseNext(SourceFile:565)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.http.HttpParser.parseAvailable(SourceFile:217)	at
org.eclipse.jetty.server.BlockingHttpConnection.handle(SourceFile:50)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.server.bio.SocketConnector$ConnectorEndPoint.run(SourceFile:245)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.util.thread.QueuedThreadPool.runJob(SourceFile:598)	at	org.eclipse.jetty.util.thread.c.run(SourceFile:533)	at	java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:722)	At	the	very	beginning
of	the	log	(right	after	started	message	with),	Is	this	scanning	for	UPnP	servers	or	a	problem?:	[cling-6	]	WARNING	-	24:00:08.715	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Service	descriptor	retrieval	failed:	404	Not	Found	[cling-6	]	WARNING	-	24:00:08.717	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Device	service	description	failed:	(RemoteDevice)	Identity:
(RemoteDeviceIdentity)	UDN:	uuid:087b94f1-ca71-4957-baf5-6d90fb3e0fd1,	Descriptor:	Root:	true	[cling-7	]	WARNING	-	24:00:08.938	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Service	descriptor	retrieval	failed:	404	Not	Found	[cling-7	]	WARNING	-	24:00:08.939	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Device	service	description	failed:	(RemoteDevice)	Identity:
(RemoteDeviceIdentity)	UDN:	uuid:087b94f1-ca71-4957-baf5-6d90fb3e0fd1,	Descriptor:	Root:	true	[cling-6	]	WARNING	-	24:00:10.50	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Service	descriptor	retrieval	failed:	404	Not	Found	...	...	Last	edited:	Nov	18,	2011	3.	I	can	reproduce	this	issue	everytime.	Streaming	from	QNAP	419p+	with	TwonkyMedia	6.0.34	and
BubbleUPnP	Server	0.1.1.	Mobile	is	HTC	Desire	HD.	In	Network	settings	of	BubbleUPnP	I've	tried	both	"No	transcoding"	and	"128KBps".	Each	time	100%	CPU	(anyway	I	think	the	transcode	is	done	by	the	server,	right?)	When	I	play	a	flac	it	even	does	not	manage	to	play	it	without	gaps.	On	BubbleUPnP	Server	I	see	this	message	(not	sure	if	this	is
realted):	Audio	Transcoding	supported:	no	(ffmpeg	has	not	libmp3lame	support)	"Audio	Transcoding	supported:	no	(ffmpeg	has	not	libmp3lame	support)"	=>	BubbleUPnP	Server	doesn't	transcode	your	FLAC	(it	found	the	ffmpeg	binary	on	your	QNAP	but	without	libmp3lame	support	which	is	required	to	transcode	to	mp3),	thus	i'm	99%	certain	the
gaps	are	due	to	not	enough	network	bandwidth	when	streaming	FLAC	over	mobile	(I	tried	it	over	3G+	and	have	gaps	too).	The	BubbleUPnP	Server	doc	give	you	a	command	to	see	if	ffmpeg	has	libmp3lame	support.	I'm	not	sure	how	you	install	stuff	on	the	QNAP,	but	on	debian	derivatives	there's	a	separate	package	to	add	libmp3lame	support	to
ffmpeg.	Can	you	send	me	([email	protected])	the	output	of	ffmpeg	-codecs	on	your	QNAP,	so	I	can	check	that	libmp3lame	detection	is	done	correclty.	For	CPU	usage,	on	my	Samsung	Galaxy	S,	it	takes	40%	streaming	a	FLAC	over	3G	which	is	the	same	that	on	the	LAN.	But	that's	40%	with	the	CPU	being	throttled	at	400Mhz,	so	much	less	than	that	if
you	measure	it	against	the	max	CPU	frequency.	What	app/tools	are	you	using	to	see	CPU	usage	?	Last	edited:	Nov	18,	2011	Additional	note:	Didn't	find	anything	in	the	BubbleUPnP	log	I've	redirected	the	output	of	BubbleUPnP	server	to	a	file	and	this	one	is	full	of	those	entries	(logfile	is	5.3MB	for	ca.	2min	playback):	It's	some	non	essential
communication	between	your	web	browser	connected	to	the	configuration	interface	and	the	server	that	is	failing.	For	now	it	can	be	ignored	and	it	will	stop	spamming	if	you	close	that	page.	Still	I'll	fix	that	spam	=)	At	the	very	beginning	of	the	log	(right	after	started	message	with),	Is	this	scanning	for	UPnP	servers	or	a	problem?:	[cling-6	]	WARNING	-
24:00:08.715	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Service	descriptor	retrieval	failed:	404	Not	Found	[cling-6	]	WARNING	-	24:00:08.717	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Device	service	description	failed:	(RemoteDevice)	Identity:	(RemoteDeviceIdentity)	UDN:	uuid:087b94f1-ca71-4957-baf5-6d90fb3e0fd1,	Descriptor:	Root:	true	[cling-7	]	WARNING	-
24:00:08.938	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Service	descriptor	retrieval	failed:	404	Not	Found	[cling-7	]	WARNING	-	24:00:08.939	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Device	service	description	failed:	(RemoteDevice)	Identity:	(RemoteDeviceIdentity)	UDN:	uuid:087b94f1-ca71-4957-baf5-6d90fb3e0fd1,	Descriptor:	Root:	true	[cling-6	]	WARNING	-
24:00:10.50	-	RetrieveRemoteDescriptors	:	Service	descriptor	retrieval	failed:	404	Not	Found	...	...	Do	you	have	a	Media	Server	running	on	192.168.178.21	?	What	happens	if	you	open	in	your	browser	(most	likely,	a	404	not	found	error)	Hi,	I've	now	done	some	more	testing:	on	HTC	Desire	HD	always	100%	CPU.	Tested	with	Sony	Ericsson	XPERIA	Neo:
not	really	much	CPU	usage.	Seems	to	be	a	problem	with	my	HTC	Desire	HD.	What	app/tools	are	you	using	to	see	CPU	usage	?	I'm	using	Android	System	info.	Is	there	a	better	alternative?	Do	you	have	a	Media	Server	running	on	192.168.178.21	?	What	happens	if	you	open	in	your	browser	(most	likely,	a	404	not	found	error)	No,	this	one	returns	the
XML	file	in	the	browser.	This	file	reports	404	error	also	in	the	browser	(I	didn't	find	that	one	on	my	NAS	at	all):	Regarding	the	ffmpeg	version:	Looks	like	0.5	is	the	latest	available	ipkg,	but	I	will	check	if	this	can	be	updated	in	a	different	way.	ffmpeg	-codecs	|	grep	libmp3lame	Doesn't	work,	because	-codecs	option	is	not	known.	only	this	works:	Hi,
dear	developer	Look	at	this	thread	please.	Can	you	add	feature	to	input	address	different	from	this	http://:/?	E.g.	like	this	http://:/DeviceDescription.xml	Hi,	I	use	the	actual	version	of	BubbleUPnP	on	my	Motorola	Defy	(Android	2.2),	and	on	a	Debian	6.0	Linux	server	BubbleUPnPServer	0.1.1	and	Twonky	Media	Server	6.0.37.	The	Smartphone	and	the
server	are	in	the	same	IP	range.	The	problem	is	that	the	Twonky	media	server	is	not	visible	in	the	tab	"Media	Servers"	on	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	web	interface.	I	am	able	to	access	Twonky	directly	with	BubbleUPnP	on	my	phone	and	also	by	my	Philipps	NP2900.	In	the	configuration	of	Twonky	the	option	is	set	that	all	clients	get	access	to	Twonky.	Any
idea	how	to	fix	this	problem?	Thanks	and	best	regards	Flo	Thanks	for	the	update.	Its	good	to	see	the	WDTV	Live	track	advance	working	more	reliably.	I'm	still	noticing	long	start	up	times	but	can	live	with	this...	Here's	an	issue	I've	noticed.	When	I	select	the	Track	tap	action	to	'Enqueue	tapped	track',	the	outcome	is	the	same	as	if	I'd	set	'Play	tapped
track'.	The	currently	playing	track	is	stopped	and	the	tapped	track	starts.	When	I	look	at	the	playlist	I	notice	the	tapped	track	hasn't	been	added	but	has	replaced	the	earlier	playlist.	Another	issue	is	the	app	doesn't	restore	earlier	device	preferences	when	the	phone	is	rebooted	(and	sometimes	when	restarting	the	app)	-	I	had	thought	the	earlier
version	did	this	but	may	be	mistaken.	My	previously	selected	server	library	is	restored	as	the	default	library	(MiniDLNA)	however	the	previously	used	renderer	(a	WDTV	Live)	is	not,	instead	the	local	renderer	becomes	the	default.	Perhaps	the	app	could	prompt	for	the	preferred	renderer	when	playing	starts	if	the	previous	renderer	status	isn't	saved.
Last	edited:	Nov	19,	2011	Page	15	Another	issue	is	the	app	doesn't	restore	earlier	device	preferences	when	the	phone	is	rebooted	(and	sometimes	when	restarting	the	app)	-	I	had	thought	the	earlier	version	did	this	but	may	be	mistaken.	My	previously	selected	server	library	is	restored	as	the	default	library	(MiniDLNA)	however	the	previously	used
renderer	(a	WDTV	Live)	is	not,	instead	the	local	renderer	becomes	the	default.	Perhaps	the	app	could	prompt	for	the	preferred	renderer	when	playing	starts	if	the	previous	renderer	status	isn't	saved.	The	previous	renderer	is	restored	if	it	is	discovered	within	10s	after	startup.	If	not,	the	default	renderer	is	made	active.	I	suppose	is	is	the	consequence
of	the	long	startup	time	(still	a	mystery,	from	the	log	you	sent	me	the	app	is	freezed	for	17s	at	some	point,	this	is	very	unusual	and	have	no	explanation	at	this	point)	Here's	an	issue	I've	noticed.	When	I	select	the	Track	tap	action	to	'Enqueue	tapped	track',	the	outcome	is	the	same	as	if	I'd	set	'Play	tapped	track'.	The	currently	playing	track	is	stopped
and	the	tapped	track	starts.	When	I	look	at	the	playlist	I	notice	the	tapped	track	hasn't	been	added	but	has	replaced	the	earlier	playlist.	v1.1.2	released	on	the	Market	yesterday	should	fix	this.	Hi,	I	use	the	actual	version	of	BubbleUPnP	on	my	Motorola	Defy	(Android	2.2),	and	on	a	Debian	6.0	Linux	server	BubbleUPnPServer	0.1.1	and	Twonky	Media
Server	6.0.37.	The	Smartphone	and	the	server	are	in	the	same	IP	range.	The	problem	is	that	the	Twonky	media	server	is	not	visible	in	the	tab	"Media	Servers"	on	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	web	interface.	I	am	able	to	access	Twonky	directly	with	BubbleUPnP	on	my	phone	and	also	by	my	Philipps	NP2900.	In	the	configuration	of	Twonky	the	option	is	set
that	all	clients	get	access	to	Twonky.	Any	idea	how	to	fix	this	problem?	Thanks	and	best	regards	Flo	Can	you	redirect	the	output	log	of	the	server	to	a	file,	let	it	run	for	2mins	and	send	me	the	resulting	log	to	[email	protected]	?	BubbleUPnPServer	doesn't	stream	to	PCH	NMT	A-110	Hi	again!	No	that	I've	got	the	server	running	on	my	DS210j,	I	have	an
issue	with	my	DMA	(Popcornhour	NMT	A-110):	I	cannot	stream	mp3	via	my	mobile	and	BubbleUPnP	when	using	this	server.	The	app	shows	a	popup	saying	"Renderer	only	supports	...."	and	then	list	of	video	and	other	formats.	The	server	outputs	tons	of	warnings	(every	10	secs	five	lines),	see	attached	log.	When	going	directly	on	the	dma	(i.e.	no
control	point	software)	and	selecting	the	BubblerServer	as	source,	all	mp3s	are	played	without	problems.	Do	you	have	an	idea	what's	going	on?	Thanks.	Track	time	not	working	When	streaming	music	via	BubbleUPnP	from	my	DS210j	to	a	PCH	NMT	A-110	as	DMA,	the	track	time	is	not	working,	i.e.	it	is	not	counting	up	or	down.	When	streaming	to	the
mobile	directly	it	is	working.	When	looking	at	the	display	of	the	A-110,	the	track	time	is	also	working.	It	is	simply	not	showing	on	the	app.	I	have	no	idea	whether	this	is	related	to	an	issue	with	the	A-110	or	with	the	app.	Any	hints	are	appreciated.	Thanks.	Hi	again!	No	that	I've	got	the	server	running	on	my	DS210j,	I	have	an	issue	with	my	DMA
(Popcornhour	NMT	A-110):	I	cannot	stream	mp3	via	my	mobile	and	BubbleUPnP	when	using	this	server.	The	app	shows	a	popup	saying	"Renderer	only	supports	...."	and	then	list	of	video	and	other	formats.	The	server	outputs	tons	of	warnings	(every	10	secs	five	lines),	see	attached	log.	When	going	directly	on	the	dma	(i.e.	no	control	point	software)
and	selecting	the	BubblerServer	as	source,	all	mp3s	are	played	without	problems.	Do	you	have	an	idea	what's	going	on?	Thanks.	I	do	not	understand	clearly	what	you	are	doing,	could	you	reformulate	stating	precisely	what	you	want	to	do	with	BubbleUPnP	Server?	Also	could	you	give	me	the	precise	wording	of	the	"Renderer	only	supports	..."	message
as	I	do	not	see	to	what	it	refers.	Thanks!	When	streaming	music	via	BubbleUPnP	from	my	DS210j	to	a	PCH	NMT	A-110	as	DMA,	the	track	time	is	not	working,	i.e.	it	is	not	counting	up	or	down.	When	streaming	to	the	mobile	directly	it	is	working.	When	looking	at	the	display	of	the	A-110,	the	track	time	is	also	working.	It	is	simply	not	showing	on	the
app.	I	have	no	idea	whether	this	is	related	to	an	issue	with	the	A-110	or	with	the	app.	Any	hints	are	appreciated.	Thanks.	It	is	probable	that	the	NMT	send	bogus	(unparsable)	time	data.	Please	record	and	send	me	a	log	as	explained	in	the	first	post	of	this	topic	Thanks!	I	do	not	understand	clearly	what	you	are	doing,	could	you	reformulate	stating
precisely	what	you	want	to	do	with	BubbleUPnP	Server?	Also	could	you	give	me	the	precise	wording	of	the	"Renderer	only	supports	..."	message	as	I	do	not	see	to	what	it	refers.	Thanks!	Now	that	I	got	the	server	running,	my	first	try	was	just	to	use	it	try	to	stream	my	music	wiith	it	instead	of	using	the	standard	server	only	which	is	supplied	with	the
DS210j	(I	guess	the	hope	was	also	that	it	might	be	able	to	parse	the	time	data	correctly,	see	other	post).	When	pointing	BubbleUPnP	to	the	server,	I	can	browse	and	assess	my	collection,	load	the	playlist,	etc.,	but	NMT	does	not	play	a	single	track	and	the	app	pops	up	the	message	window	as	shown	in	the	attached	screenshot.	Now	that	I	got	the	server
running,	my	first	try	was	just	to	use	it	try	to	stream	my	music	wiith	it	instead	of	using	the	standard	server	only	which	is	supplied	with	the	DS210j	(I	guess	the	hope	was	also	that	it	might	be	able	to	parse	the	time	data	correctly,	see	other	post).	When	pointing	BubbleUPnP	to	the	server,	I	can	browse	and	assess	my	collection,	load	the	playlist,	etc.,	but
NMT	does	not	play	a	single	track	and	the	app	pops	up	the	message	window	as	shown	in	the	attached	screenshot.	What	is	the	provenance	of	the	displayed	track	in	the	screenshot	?	1.	directly	from	your	DS210	(your	Twonky	server)	2.	from	a	configured	remote	network	with	BubbleUPnP	Server	(ie	your	Twonky	server	accessed	through	BubbleUPnP
Server,	would	appear	as	in	the	Device	list)	?	3.	your	Twonky	server,	LAN	proxyfied	by	BubbleUPnP	Server	(would	appear	as	in	the	Devices	list)	?	2.	is	not	very	useful	on	your	home	LAN	(except	very	specific	cases)	as	you	can	do	1.	3.	is	mostly	useful	to	fix	bad	XML	sent	by	some	Media	Servers	when	they	are	browsed	Last	edited:	Nov	20,	2011
BubbleUPnPServer	doesn't	stream	to	PCH	NMT	A-110	What	is	the	provenance	of	the	displayed	track	in	the	screenshot	?	1.	directly	from	your	DS210	(your	Twonky	server)	2.	from	a	configured	remote	network	with	BubbleUPnP	Server	(ie	your	Twonky	server	accessed	through	BubbleUPnP	Server,	would	appear	as	in	the	Device	list)	?	3.	your	Twonky
server,	LAN	proxyfied	by	BubbleUPnP	Server	(would	appear	as	in	the	Devices	list)	?	2.	is	not	very	useful	on	your	home	LAN	(except	very	specific	cases)	as	you	can	do	1.	3.	is	mostly	useful	to	fix	bad	XML	sent	by	some	Media	Servers	when	they	are	browsed	If	a	track	is	coming	directly	from	my	DS210j:	BubbleUPnP	does	its	control	point	job	and	my
Poppy	(A-110)	plays	the	tracks	(configuration	1.)	If	the	same	track	is	streamed	using	configuration	2.	or	3.),	i.e.	as	"DS210j	[Home]"	or	as	"DS210j	[proxy]",	it	is	not	played	at	all	but	the	message	box	pops	up.	This	behaviour	is	somehow	strange,	as	the	message	explicitly	states	that	the	renderer	does	support	mp3,	but	obviously	the	stream	is	not
recognizable	as	mp3	stream	to	the	poppy???	If	you	need	more	information	or	logs	in	order	trace	down	the	bug,	just	let	me	know.	Thanks.	Maybe	some	more	information:	Accessing	the	"DS210j	[proxy]"	server	directly	from	the	UI	of	the	NMT	(i.e.	without	a	control	point)	and	selecting	the	same	track	again,	it	will	play	without	problems.	It	appears	that
the	BubbleUPnP	app	is	doing	something	weird	to	the	stream.	Last	edited:	Nov	21,	2011	Hi	I	am	the	user	that	purchased	full	license.	May	I	change	the	useragent	ID	in	bubbleupnp?	Hi,	i	just	installed	the	BubbleUPnP	server	on	my	Synology	DJ211.	It	is	able	to	run	successfully	and	stream	music	and	video	to	my	android	via	internet.	Currently	I	am
accessing	my	NAS	thru	putty	on	my	PC.	If	I	close	the	putty	session	on	my	PC,	BubbleUPnP	server	will	shut	down	too.	Now	I	need	some	help	to	allow	me	to	auto	run	the	BubbleUPnP	server	when	I	start	up	my	NAS	server.	Or	anyway	to	run	a	script	to	let	BubbleUPnP	to	run	in	background.	Anyone	can	teach	me	how	to	fix	this?	Thanks!	Hi,	Would	you
mind	to	post	a	step-by-step	guide	how	you	managed	to	install	the	server	on	your	NAS?	Pretty	please?	In	order	to	keep	it	running,	I	think	it's	necessary	to	run	it	as	a	daemon.	This	is	what	I	used	to	run	pyLoad	on	my	Synology	DS209.	It	keeps	running	when	you	logoff	with	putty,	but	you	have	to	restart	it	in	case	your	NAS	is	restarted.	Maybe	there	is	a
way	to	include	it	in	an	autostart	script,	but	I	unfortunately	have	no	idea	how	to	achieve	that.	This	is	what	starts	pyLoad	as	a	daemon,	I	guess	you	can	adapt	it:	screen	-dmS	python	/opt/pyload/pyLoadCore.py	As	a	starting	point,	maybe	you	can	use	anything	of	a	guide	for	pyLoad	(I	know	this	is	a	python	script,	but	I	guess	you	can	achieve	similar	things
with	a	java	application...).	Unfortunately,	it's	in	german	language,	but	the	code	remains	the	same,	and	in	case	you're	a	Linux	pro,	maybe	you	can	do	anything	with	it...	Google	for	the	Synology	wiki	and	pyLoad,	there	are	instructions	on	Autostart/Stop!	(Sorry	for	not	linking	the	URL	-	not	allowed	to	post	links	yet...)	Tks	juangonzalez2,	I'll	try	it	out
tomorrow	on	your	tips.	I	actually	followed	a	the	guide	here	to	get	java	1.6	installed	onto	the	NAS.	I	stopped	at	the	step	just	before	-	Now	we	are	going	to	install	MPlayer.	We	can	only	install	this	(as	far	as	I	know)	through	SVN:	Once	you	successfully	installed	BubbleUPnP	server,	maybe	you	can	figure	out	to	run	as	service	or	start	up	service.	Then	u	can
teach	me	how	u	do	it,	Thanks.	Hi,	Now	I	need	some	help	to	allow	me	to	auto	run	the	BubbleUPnP	server	when	I	start	up	my	NAS	server.	Or	anyway	to	run	a	script	to	let	BubbleUPnP	to	run	in	background.	Anyone	can	teach	me	how	to	fix	this?	Thanks!	I	have	a	QNAP	NAS,	but	it	may	work	the	same	way	on	yours.	This	is	what	I	have	added	to	my
autostart	(the	&	at	the	end	will	send	it	into	background,	so	you	can	also	use	that	command	in	a	putty	session):	This	will	log	all	output	to	BubbleUPnPServer.log.	If	this	is	not	wanted	replace	with	/dev/null.	And	I	guess	you	have	to	adjust	the	path	to	java	too:	#remove	old	logfile	rm	/BubbleUPnPServer.log	#Change	directory	is	needed,	otherwise
BubbleUPnPServer	will	use	configuration.xml	in	root	director	(/).	Config	is	lost	after	reboot	because	QNAP	cleares	this	dir	on	every	startup.	cd	#Start	the	BubbleUPnPServer	/share/MD0_DATA/.qpkg/JRE/jre/bin/java	-jar	/BubbleUPnPServer.jar	>>	/BubbleUPnPServer.log	2>>	/BubbleUPnPServer.log	&	hyde,	thanks	for	sharing!	I'm	not	sure	how	long
it'll	take	me	to	try	this,	but	I	will	post	here	if	I	succeed...	Page	16	bubbleguuum,	I'm	still	trying	to	run	the	server	on	a	Windows	PC	at	the	moment.	It	works	for	some	time	now,	but	after	a	while,	all	UPnP	servers	which	should	be	managed	through	BubbleUPnP	Server	disappear.	My	server	log	is	attached.	There	are	a	few	errors,	as	you	can	see	-	now	it's
your	turn	I	love	the	app,	I	bought	it	almost	directly	and	in	my	house	it	makes	me	enjoy	music	from	my	server	whilst	running	around.	I	have	one	question	though:	I	have	a	windows	home	server	v1.	How	can	i	get	bubble	UPNP	to	connect	to	it	over	the	internet?	I	was	thinking	of	installing	a	VPN	on	the	server,	or	is	there	another	way?	Preferably	without
installing	too	much	software!	Thanks	for	help!	I	have	a	QNAP	NAS,	but	it	may	work	the	same	way	on	yours.	This	is	what	I	have	added	to	my	autostart	(the	&	at	the	end	will	send	it	into	background,	so	you	can	also	use	that	command	in	a	putty	session):	This	will	log	all	output	to	BubbleUPnPServer.log.	If	this	is	not	wanted	replace	with	/dev/null.	And	I
guess	you	have	to	adjust	the	path	to	java	too:	#remove	old	logfile	rm	/BubbleUPnPServer.log	#Change	directory	is	needed,	otherwise	BubbleUPnPServer	will	use	configuration.xml	in	root	director	(/).	Config	is	lost	after	reboot	because	QNAP	cleares	this	dir	on	every	startup.	cd	#Start	the	BubbleUPnPServer	/share/MD0_DATA/.qpkg/JRE/jre/bin/java	-
jar	/BubbleUPnPServer.jar	>>	/BubbleUPnPServer.log	2>>	/BubbleUPnPServer.log	&	Hi,	Tks	for	your	help.	Actually	I	had	tried	running	"java	-jar	BubbleUPnPServer.jar	&"	from	my	putty	to	get	the	program	in	background.	It	able	to	run	but	once	I	close	putty,	it	also	closes	the	Bubble	server.	So	I	trying	to	get	this	command	to	auto	run	when	my	NAS
server	started.	But	here	the	problem,	I	am	quite	noob	on	linux.	I	wrote	a	script	and	put	onto	init.d	folder.	But	I	don't	think	it	is	working	and	I	dunno	how	to	do	it	correctly	to	run/write	a	start	up	script	properly.	Hi,	Tks	for	your	help.	But	here	the	problem,	I	am	quite	noob	on	linux.	I	wrote	a	script	and	put	onto	init.d	folder.	But	I	don't	think	it	is	working
and	I	dunno	how	to	do	it	correctly	to	run/write	a	start	up	script	properly.	I	think	this	autostart	should	be	different	for	each	NAS.	On	QNAP	there's	a	autorun.sh	on	the	flash	drive	and	there's	a	special	docu	from	QNAP	for	adjusting	this	one.	I	would	expect	something	similar	on	your	Synology.	The	best	would	be	to	consult	the	special	forums	/	docus	for
your	NAS.	I	think	this	autostart	should	be	different	for	each	NAS.	On	QNAP	there's	a	autorun.sh	on	the	flash	drive	and	there's	a	special	docu	from	QNAP	for	adjusting	this	one.	I	would	expect	something	similar	on	your	Synology.	The	best	would	be	to	consult	the	special	forums	/	docus	for	your	NAS.	Noted,	tks.	Finally	got	it	working	by	installing	screen
to	let	the	server	run	even	I	exist	my	Putty	session.	Still	unable	to	get	the	auto	start	working	but	this	work	fine	for	me	now	as	I	rarely	restart	my	NAS.	----------	Post	added	at	12:14	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	11:59	AM	----------	Just	to	check,	is	srt	subtitle	supported	using	BubbleUPnP	on	Android?	Or	is	it	the	job	of	the	video	player?	You	are	one	lucky
guy	-	BubbleUPnP	Server	was	released	a	few	days	ago,	which	allows	for	exactly	this!	See	the	first	post	of	this	thread...	I	had	actually	read	it,	but	I	don't	see	support	for	windows	server	2003	and,	no	offense	ment,	but	there	are	also	personal	documents	on	the	server	and	how	can	i	know	that	software	in	such	early	state	is	safe	for	outside	attacks?	Hence
my	question	if	anyone	knows	a	method	to	do	it	with	what	is	already	built	in	windows	home	server	v1.	Many	thanks	I	had	actually	read	it,	but	I	don't	see	support	for	windows	server	2003	and,	no	offense	ment,	but	there	are	also	personal	documents	on	the	server	and	how	can	i	know	that	software	in	such	early	state	is	safe	for	outside	attacks?	Hence	my
question	if	anyone	knows	a	method	to	do	it	with	what	is	already	built	in	windows	home	server	v1.	Many	thanks	Ok	so	i	managed	to	install	it	on	the	windows	home	server,	but	i	guess	i	kinda	expected	a	wrong	thing...	I	thought	it	would	turn	my	windows	home	server	into	an	internet	connected	upnp	server.	But	it	doesn't	show	up	in	the	list	Only	my	other
pc's.	So	I'm	still	having	the	same	problem	Ok	so	i	managed	to	install	it	on	the	windows	home	server,	but	i	guess	i	kinda	expected	a	wrong	thing...	I	thought	it	would	turn	my	windows	home	server	into	an	internet	connected	upnp	server.	But	it	doesn't	show	up	in	the	list	Only	my	other	pc's.	So	I'm	still	having	the	same	problem	You	mean	you	have	a	WHS
with	an	upnp	server	running	on	it,	and	you	do	not	see	that	server	appearing	in	the	Media	Server	tab	of	BubbleUPnP	Server	?	Hi	bubbleguuum	,	May	I	change	the	Useragent	ID	in	BubbleUPnP?	Furthermore....are	you	the	developer	of	foo_upnp.dll	also?	When	I	render	to	my	TV	it	says	something	to	the	effect	of	"Playing	media	from	unknown	device"	is
there	a	way	to	have	BubbleUPNP	set	that	name	or	is	it	something	on	my	TV?	BubbleUPnP	1.1.3	is	available	on	the	Market,	mostly	a	bugfix	release:	1.1.3	fix:	high	CPU	usage	on	some	HTC	models	(thanks	Sebastian!)	fix:	crash	on	app	start	if	device's	language	is	Arabic	fix:	crash	on	Android	2.1	when	connecting	to	Internet	remote	UPnP	network	fix:
could	not	change	the	download	directory	anymore	fix:	"Kill	on	inactivity"	setting	not	working	properly	added	"Lossless	Only"	settings	in	Remote	UPnP	configuration.	If	enabled,	only	Lossless	audio	is	transcoded	faster	album	art	fetching	over	mobile	connections	(requires	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.2+)	other	fixes	I	also	released	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.2
which	speed	up	album	art	retrieval	a	lot	over	slow	connections	(mobile):	optimize	album	art	size	for	faster	download	speed	over	mobile	connections	kill	ffmpeg	process	when	client	stops	playback	reduced	exception	spam	in	log	various	fixes	If	a	track	is	coming	directly	from	my	DS210j:	BubbleUPnP	does	its	control	point	job	and	my	Poppy	(A-110)	plays
the	tracks	(configuration	1.)	If	the	same	track	is	streamed	using	configuration	2.	or	3.),	i.e.	as	"DS210j	[Home]"	or	as	"DS210j	[proxy]",	it	is	not	played	at	all	but	the	message	box	pops	up.	This	behaviour	is	somehow	strange,	as	the	message	explicitly	states	that	the	renderer	does	support	mp3,	but	obviously	the	stream	is	not	recognizable	as	mp3	stream
to	the	poppy???	If	you	need	more	information	or	logs	in	order	trace	down	the	bug,	just	let	me	know.	Thanks.	Maybe	some	more	information:	Accessing	the	"DS210j	[proxy]"	server	directly	from	the	UI	of	the	NMT	(i.e.	without	a	control	point)	and	selecting	the	same	track	again,	it	will	play	without	problems.	It	appears	that	the	BubbleUPnP	app	is	doing
something	weird	to	the	stream.	Hi	Bubbleguuum,	just	an	update:	I've	just	installed	the	latest	release	and	checked	again.	The	behaviour	is	still	the	same	as	with	the	previous	version.	Are	you	planning	on	looking	into	that	issue	or	is	it	for	you	on	the	low	priority	list?	If	the	former,	do	you	need	more	information?	Thanks.	Hi	Bubbleguuum,	just	an	update:
I've	just	installed	the	latest	release	and	checked	again.	The	behaviour	is	still	the	same	as	with	the	previous	version.	Are	you	planning	on	looking	into	that	issue	or	is	it	for	you	on	the	low	priority	list?	If	the	former,	do	you	need	more	information?	Thanks.	I	tried	to	reproduce	it	with	my	renderers	but	everything	seems	fine.	Could	you	record	and	send	me
an	app	log	(see	first	post	of	this	topic	for	instructions).	What	happens	when	using	"DS210j	[Home]"	and	forcing	transcode	to	a	low	bitrate	of	64Kbps	(Settings	>	Networks	and	settings	>	Wifi	/	Eth	Max	bitrate),	does	the	DS210j	play	it	with	playback	triggered	from	BubbleUPnP?	Expected	result	is	that	it	should	play	a	64Kbps	transcode	of	your	file.	Can't
fast	forward	some	mp3s.	I	love	your	program	BubbleUPNP,	I've	bought	it	last	week.	There's	a	small	problem	with	some	mp3	(for	example:	podcasts	from	lbc.audioagain.com)	-	I	can't	fast	forward	or	rewind	them.	The	same	operation	on	the	same	file	works	with	other	upnp	players	(Windows	Media	Player	in	UPnP	mode,	renderer	in	Samsung	TV	with
control	by	BubbleUPnP).	What	kind	of	information	can	I	provide	you	to	try	to	debug	the	problem?	Is	there	any	setting	I	can	change?	The	app	is	running	on	Motorola	Milestone	with	Android	2.2.	The	server	is	NAS:	Iomega	1TB	Home	Media	Network	Hard	Last	edited:	Nov	24,	2011	Hi,	I	installed	ver.	0.2	of	the	server,	but	still	have	the	same	problem	as
before:	After	some	time,	the	servers	managed	through	BubbleUPnP	do	not	show	up	anymore.	After	restarting	the	server,	it	works	again	for	some	time.	Anyone	experiencing	the	same?	Regards	Sent	from	my	Sensation	using	Tapatalk	Hi,	I	installed	ver.	0.2	of	the	server,	but	still	have	the	same	problem	as	before:	After	some	time,	the	servers	managed
through	BubbleUPnP	do	not	show	up	anymore.	After	restarting	the	server,	it	works	again	for	some	time.	From	the	logs	you	posted	it	looks	like	your	servers	appear/disappear	intermittently	on	your	network:	[cling-70	]	INFO	-	01:20:56.568	-	i	:	client	device	removed:	TIM-PC:	Tim:	[cling-78	]	INFO	-	01:50:13.740	-	i	:	TIM-PC:	Tim::	added	interceptor
[cling-79	]	INFO	-	02:01:50.858	-	i	:	client	device	removed:	ds209	[cling-80	]	INFO	-	02:05:19.743	-	i	:	client	device	removed:	TIM-PC:	Tim:	[cling-85	]	SEVERE	-	02:16:09.251	-	i	:	ds209:	can't	find	action	Search	[cling-85	]	INFO	-	02:16:09.251	-	i	:	ds209:	added	interceptor	[cling-92	]	INFO	-	03:03:10.687	-	i	:	client	device	removed:	ds209	[cling-93	]
INFO	-	03:11:37.641	-	i	:	TIM-PC:	Tim::	added	interceptor	Last	edited:	Nov	25,	2011	Thanks	for	the	answer!	This	means	that	they	get	for	example	disconnected	and	reconnected	from	time	to	time,	right?	If	so,	would	it	be	possible	to	implement	a	possibility	to	rescan	the	network	for	servers?	Maybe	in	the	server	config	page,	but	also	in	the	app,	the	latter
triggering	a	server	rescan	too?	Regards	Sent	from	my	Sensation	using	Tapatalk	Page	17	I	love	your	program	BubbleUPNP,	I've	bought	it	last	week.	There's	a	small	problem	with	some	mp3	(for	example:	podcasts	from	lbc.audioagain.com)	-	I	can't	fast	forward	or	rewind	them.	The	same	operation	on	the	same	file	works	with	other	upnp	players
(Windows	Media	Player	in	UPnP	mode,	renderer	in	Samsung	TV	with	control	by	BubbleUPnP).	What	kind	of	information	can	I	provide	you	to	try	to	debug	the	problem?	Is	there	any	setting	I	can	change?	The	app	is	running	on	Motorola	Milestone	with	Android	2.2.	The	server	is	NAS:	Iomega	1TB	Home	Media	Network	Hard	Seeking	in	http	streams	is	a
complicated	topic	and	there	are	many	reasons	why	it	may	not	work.	The	first	reason	is	that	the	streaming	server	may	not	support	seeking	at	all.	WMP	buffers	the	whole	file,	that's	why	you	can	seek,	even	if	the	remote	http	server	does	not	support	it.	Android	does	not	buffer	the	whole	file	but	read	ahead	by	chunk	of	1mins.	Add	to	that,	the	Android	http
streaming	framework	has	poor	and	buggy	support	for	seeking	on	controller	->	renderer?	Or	does	the	controller	just	prompt	a	direct	server	->	renderer	connection?	(I	am	assuming	the	latter	case	in	the	following	questions.)	2.	What	would	happen,	if	the	controller	was	to	be	switched	off	while	the	audio	is	streaming?	Would	the	current	song	still	be
finished,	but	afterwards	not	advance	to	the	next	song	in	the	playlist?	3.	I	saw	on	some	sites	that	servers	can	also	provide	playlists,	e.g.	foobar	and	readynas.	Is	this	usable	with	BubbleUPnP?	If	yes,	what	happens	if	I	disconnect	the	controller	while	a	playlist	is	playing:	Do	all	songs	in	the	playlist	still	finish?	Thanks	for	taking	the	time	that	all	the
responses	in	this	thread	must	cost!	Frank	Page	18	Hi	Bubble,	I	want	to	use	BubbleUPnP	on	a	phone/tablet	as	a	controller	for	streaming	from	a	DLNA	server	(e.g.	NAS)	to	a	remote	renderer	(e.g.	some	little	hardware	device	connected	to	my	stereo).	From	a	statement	earlier	in	this	thread	I	understand	that	it	is	not	really	possible	to	disconnect
BubbleUPnP	while	the	music	is	streaming	between	server	and	renderer.	In	that	regards	I	have	a	few	questions	(some	due	to	my	limited	understanding	of	the	DLNA	standard):	1.	Does	the	streaming	actually	"physically"	involve	the	controller,	i.e.	is	the	audio	data	transferred	from	server	->	controller	->	renderer?	Or	does	the	controller	just	prompt	a
direct	server	->	renderer	connection?	(I	am	assuming	the	latter	case	in	the	following	questions.)	2.	What	would	happen,	if	the	controller	was	to	be	switched	off	while	the	audio	is	streaming?	Would	the	current	song	still	be	finished,	but	afterwards	not	advance	to	the	next	song	in	the	playlist?	3.	I	saw	on	some	sites	that	servers	can	also	provide	playlists,
e.g.	foobar	and	readynas.	Is	this	usable	with	BubbleUPnP?	If	yes,	what	happens	if	I	disconnect	the	controller	while	a	playlist	is	playing:	Do	all	songs	in	the	playlist	still	finish?	Thanks	for	taking	the	time	that	all	the	responses	in	this	thread	must	cost!	Frank	1.	The	latter:	the	controller	just	initiate	server->renderer	http	streaming.	2.	Yes,	exactly.
BubbleUPnP	perform	track	advance	in	the	most	battery	efficient	way	possible	in	the	background	(there's	no	polling	of	the	renderer	but	the	renderer	signal	its	playing	state	when	it	changes	instead).	3.	What	you	describe	are	playlists	for	storage.	For	playback	you	still	need	the	Controller	to	be	running	to	do	track	advance.	Linn	DS	streamers	can	store
the	playback	playlist	on	the	renderer	itself,	not	requiring	the	Controller	to	be	running	for	track	advance,	and	it	requires	a	specific	control	point	like	BubbleDS.	Last	edited:	Nov	30,	2011	1.	hickups	when	streaming	over	a	mobile	connection	really	looks	like	a	symptom	of	bandwidth	not	being	sufficient.	Are	you	sure	you	were	not	in	2G	(some	mobile
operators	automatically	switch	from	3G	to	2G	when	the	data	plan	limit	is	reached)	?	When	you	say	you	tried	WiFi,	was	it	your	home	WiFi	?	Also	could	you	check	if	CPU	usage	is	normal	while	streaming	with	a	tool	like	Android	System	Info	?	2.	Not	sure	what	cause	this	as	it	shouldn't	happen,	but	in	the	meantime	you	can	try	setting	"Kill	On	inactivty"	to
"disabled"	in	the	advanced	preferences	to	see	if	it	make	a	difference.	Does	this	happen	as	soon	as	the	lock	screen	is	enabled	or	some	time	later	?	I'm	sure	having	a	4G	connection.	Now	I	also	tested	at	home	trough	Wifi	and	with	transcoding	128Kbps.	Also	hicks	during	playing	songs.	Is	there	a	way	to	optimize	the	ffd	transcoding?	Better	quality	instead
of	faster	transcoding?	Andoid	System	Info	indicates	92%	cpu	load.	Strange	way	ASI	consumes	most	of	the	cpu	(60%).	Other	strange	thing	happens	when	using	transcoding:	Often	the	track	ends	to	soon	or	will	repeat	for	some	time.	Seems	a	problem	with	using	the	right	lenght	of	tracks.	Bubble	UPNP	trough	3G/4G	needs	some	improvements	but	would
be	a	great	feature	I	would	like	to	use.	I	hope	solutions	are	coming	my	way	Allready	done	the	Kill	On	inactivity.	Without	result.	Not	easy	to	say	when	it	exactly	happen.	I'm	only	for	sure	when	my	screen	locks	Bubble	UPNP	never	auto	advance	to	the	next	track	on	the	playlist.	I'm	sure	having	a	4G	connection.	Now	I	also	tested	at	home	trough	Wifi	and
with	transcoding	128Kbps.	Also	hicks	during	playing	songs.	Is	there	a	way	to	optimize	the	ffd	transcoding?	Better	quality	instead	of	faster	transcoding?	Andoid	System	Info	indicates	92%	cpu	load.	Strange	way	ASI	consumes	most	of	the	cpu	(60%).	Other	strange	thing	happens	when	using	transcoding:	Often	the	track	ends	to	soon	or	will	repeat	for
some	time.	Seems	a	problem	with	using	the	right	lenght	of	tracks.	Bubble	UPNP	trough	3G/4G	needs	some	improvements	but	would	be	a	great	feature	I	would	like	to	use.	I	hope	solutions	are	coming	my	way	Allready	done	the	Kill	On	inactivity.	Without	result.	Not	easy	to	say	when	it	exactly	happen.	I'm	only	for	sure	when	my	screen	locks	Bubble
UPNP	never	auto	advance	to	the	next	track	on	the	playlist.	1.	transcoding	is	done	by	the	server	(your	Win7	PC)	so	it	is	fast	enough	for	sure.	CPU	usage	is	very	weird.	ASI	takes	3-4%	on	my	Galaxy	S,	BubbleUPnP	a	few	%	while	streaming.	Track	ending	before	the	end	might	be	caused	by	a	bug	that	I	fixed	in	the	upcoming	version	of	BubbleUPnP	Server.
In	my	tests	I	do	not	experience	hickups	over	3G	/	Wifi...	2.	I	wonder	if	your	HTC	Desire	is	not	affected	by	this	bug	which	makes	background	WiFi	unreliable	when	the	screen	is	off	on	some	older	models.	Which	version	of	Android	is	it	running	?	1.	Once	the	folder	is	fully	loaded,	there	is	a	fast	scroller	handler	to	the	right	of	the	list	+	alphabetic	indexer	so
you	shouldn't	have	to	sweep	sweep	and	sweep	to	get	where	you	want	fast...	I	had	overlooked	that.	It's	just	what	I	need,	thanks!	Also	nice	is	the	fact	that	on	return	to	the	same	page	the	list	does	not	have	to	be	reloaded,	as	it	does	in	some	apps.	I	found	what	appears	to	be	a	bug,	though.	First	I	went	to	the	Artists	listing.	After	the	list	had	loaded	the	slider
appeared.	Then	I	backed	out	and	went	to	the	"Artist	/	Album"	listing	(which	is	the	same	length).	The	slider	was	immediately	present,	and	when	I	dragged	it	to	the	bottom	the	letters	A	through	Z	appeared;	but	only	the	artist	names	up	to	"B"	had	been	loaded	so	far.	And	sometimes	when	I	did	this	I	got	an	error	message	saying	that	"Current	state	of
service	prevents	invoking	that	action.	Connection	error	or	no	response	received".	Later	the	whole	list	got	loaded	and	all	was	well	again;	the	slider	worked	correctly	again.	However	if	you	are	trying	to	load	a	folder	with	thousands	of	items	it	will	take	time	to	load,	no	matter	what.	In	that	case	it	is	better	to	browse	your	media	server	with	smaller	folders
(by	genre,	year,	artist,	etc),	or	to	use	Search	in	the	app	if	your	NAS	supports	it.	How	many	items	are	there	in	the	folder	which	take	1min	to	load	and	what	is	your	phone	(it	takes	about	10s	to	load	1000	items	on	my	Samsung	Galaxy	S)	?	I	have	the	same	phone.	I	just	timed	it:	32	seconds	to	load	900	artist	names.	And	I	timed	UPnPlay	again.	10	seconds.
Guess	I	exaggerated	a	bit.	But	still,	it's	a	significant	difference.	2.	This	is	by	design.	Volume	is	applied	when	you	release	the	volume	button.	Re-testing	today,	I	don't	encounter	the	same	delay.	The	NP3900	always	behaves	erratically,	so	the	fault	probably	lies	there.	I	found	what	appears	to	be	a	bug,	though.	First	I	went	to	the	Artists	listing.	After	the	list
had	loaded	the	slider	appeared.	Then	I	backed	out	and	went	to	the	"Artist	/	Album"	listing	(which	is	the	same	length).	The	slider	was	immediately	present,	and	when	I	dragged	it	to	the	bottom	the	letters	A	through	Z	appeared;	but	only	the	artist	names	up	to	"B"	had	been	loaded	so	far.	And	sometimes	when	I	did	this	I	got	an	error	message	saying	that
"Current	state	of	service	prevents	invoking	that	action.	Connection	error	or	no	response	received".	Later	the	whole	list	got	loaded	and	all	was	well	again;	the	slider	worked	correctly	again.	"Current	state	of	service	prevents	invoking	that	action..."	message	is	a	symptom	of	a	server	being	slow	to	respond.	How	many	tracks	does	it	handle	?	I	have	the
same	phone.	I	just	timed	it:	32	seconds	to	load	900	artist	names.	And	I	timed	UPnPlay	again.	10	seconds.	This	is	indeed	anormally	high	and	probably	can	be	fixed.	What	media	server	is	running	on	your	NAS	?	It	is	very	likely	that	the	difference	of	timing	between	my	test	and	yours	is	the	performance	of	the	server	(mine	runs	on	a	fast	Win7	PC).	It	is
probable	the	way	the	app	request	data	from	your	NAS	triggers	the	performance	problem	while	the	way	UPnPlay	does	it	do	not.	"Current	state	of	service	prevents	invoking	that	action..."	message	is	a	symptom	of	a	server	being	slow	to	respond.	How	many	tracks	does	it	handle	?	The	bug	here	is	that	when	loading	the	second	list	the	slider	appears	right
away,	not	only	after	the	list	has	been	fully	loaded,	as	is	the	case	with	the	first	list.	When	this	happens,	the	list	is	loading	and	has	loaded,	say,	names	up	to	those	beginning	with	'B';	I	scroll	down	to	'Z'	and	get	an	error	message.	Not	surprising,	since	the	Z-names	haven't	been	loaded	into	the	list	yet.	This	is	indeed	abnormally	high	and	probably	can	be
fixed.	What	media	server	is	running	on	your	NAS	?	Synology	DS111	running	Audio	Station.	It	is	very	likely	that	the	difference	of	timing	between	my	test	and	yours	is	the	performance	of	the	server	(mine	runs	on	a	fast	Win7	PC).	It	is	probable	the	way	the	app	request	data	from	your	NAS	triggers	the	performance	problem	while	the	way	UPnPlay	does	it
do	not.	Any	idea	what	UPnPlay's	trick	is?	UPNP	bug	-	only	plays	file	if	repeating	the	PLAY	command	after	timeout	message	Hi,	First	of	all	Great	app!!	I	want	to	buy	it	because	you	do	DESERVE	it!	However	there	is	a	problem	that	is	really	making	it	hard	to	use	it.	The	app	worked	perfectly	fine	up	till	the	release	of	version	1.0	(approximately).	From	that
point	on,	if	I	want	to	watch	a	movie	I	have	to	repeat	the	Play	command	and	I	have	to	do	it	exactly	on	the	right	time..	If	I	take	too	long	to	click	PLAY	again	or	if	I	click	it	too	soon	it	still	doesn’t	play.	I	posted	on	youtube	a	video	of	the	problem	so	that	you	can	visualize	what	I	see	when	dealing	with	the	problem.	Thank	you!!	Pedro	YOUTUBE:	watch?v=Vt-
CrBpr0u0	The	bug	here	is	that	when	loading	the	second	list	the	slider	appears	right	away,	not	only	after	the	list	has	been	fully	loaded,	as	is	the	case	with	the	first	list.	When	this	happens,	the	list	is	loading	and	has	loaded,	say,	names	up	to	those	beginning	with	'B';	I	scroll	down	to	'Z'	and	get	an	error	message.	Not	surprising,	since	the	Z-names	haven't
been	loaded	into	the	list	yet.	I	could	somewhat	reproduce	the	slider	issue	(whithout	the	error	message).	Any	idea	what	UPnPlay's	trick	is?	Yes,	it	loads	the	folder	the	first	time	from	the	Server	then	it	save	the	result	on	the	SD	Card	and	use	it	afterwards	for	loading	which	is	probably	faster,	especially	if	the	server	is	slow	in	the	first	place.	Could	you
disable	temporarily	caching	to	SD	card	in	UPnPlay	(in	Settings	>	UPnP	Control	>	Cache	UPnP	Data)	and	load	the	same	folder	again	and	report	the	loading	time	?	Hi	bubbleguuum,	I	had	encountered	some	problem	when	using	bubbleupnp	with	J-river	media	center	as	renderer	.	When	the	song	is	end,	the	bubbleupnp	wait	a	while	and	do	not	play	next
song.	Finally	the	bubbleupnp	will	stop	playing	any	songs	with	the	renderer.	I	had	tested	without	this	problem	if	I	using	another	upnp	agent	with	J-River	media	center.	Please	help	me	to	find	the	solution	or	fix	it...thanks.	Hi	bubbleguuum,	I	had	encountered	some	problem	when	using	bubbleupnp	with	J-river	media	center	as	renderer	.	When	the	song	is
end,	the	bubbleupnp	wait	a	while	and	do	not	play	next	song.	Finally	the	bubbleupnp	will	stop	playing	any	songs	with	the	renderer.	I	had	tested	without	this	problem	if	I	using	another	upnp	agent	with	J-River	media	center.	Please	help	me	to	find	the	solution	or	fix	it...thanks.	Problem	identified	and	fixed	for	the	next	release.	I'm	egerly	waiting	for	it	to
become	my	ultimative	music	streaming	/	access	solution	Me	too!	I	really	like	the	app!	Hi	Bubble,	remember	the	issue	with	the	NMT	not	sending	the	track	time?	I've	reported	this	"feature"	and	also	posted	it	with	the	popcornhour	site	already	two	weeks	ago:	>200	views	but	no	response	yet	:-(	But	I	saw	that	UPnPplay	in	that	case	simply	creates	its	own
track	time	and	shows	it	in	the	display.	The	realization	there	is	not	satisfactory	but	it	is	at	least	an	idea.	So	I	was	wondering	whether	you	could	come	up	with	something	more	clever	(I	think	that	Bubble	is	the	superior	concept,	anyway).	I	guess	the	control	point	gets	to	know	when	a	track	is	started	and	stopped,	right?	So	maybe	you	could	also	just	start
some	counting	in	Bubble	as	a	workaround	for	uncommunicative	renderers?	On	the	other	NMT	topic:	Do	you	know	when	you	will	have	the	additional	logging	available,	in	order	to	find	out	why	the	NMT	is	not	playing	from	the	BubbleUPnP	server?	Thanks.	Yes,	UPnPlay	loads	the	folder	the	first	time	from	the	Server	then	it	save	the	result	on	the	SD	Card
and	use	it	afterwards	for	loading	which	is	probably	faster,	especially	if	the	server	is	slow	in	the	first	place.	Could	you	disable	temporarily	caching	to	SD	card	in	UPnPlay	(in	Settings	>	UPnP	Control	>	Cache	UPnP	Data)	and	load	the	same	folder	again	and	report	the	loading	time	?	Just	called	up	Settings	>	UPnP	Control	and	found	that	Cache	UPnP
Data	was	switched	off.	Interestingly,	testing	today	the	app	again	only	takes	3	seconds	to	load	the	list	of	artist	names.	Here	is	the	full	list	of	possibly	relevant	settings:	Browser	Page	Size:	0	(means	"no	restriction")	Nearly	Gapless	Play:	on	Start	Renderer:	on	Inhibit	Server:	off	Cache	UPnP	Data:	off	Mime	Type	Matching:	on	MX	Value:	3
ConnectionTimeout:	5	Read	Timeout:	30	Album	Art:	on	Album	Art	Thumbs:	on	Cache	Thumbnails:	on	Album	Art	Buttons:	on	Font	Size:	small	Two	Columns:	off	Animation:	on	Crop	Album	Art:	0	Playlists:	on	Local	Media:	on	MP3tunes:	off	UPnP	Media	Server:	on	WAN	Server:	off	Download	Subdirectory:	(not	set)	Album	Art:	off	Web	Artist	Info:	AllMusic
Refresh:	off	Browser	state:	off	Wakelock:	periodic	wake	Filter	Viewers:	on	Skip	Scheme:	off	protocolInfo:	(not	set)	Download	protocolInfos:	(not	set)	Cover	Cache:	500	Render	Protocol	Info:	off	Transform	URL:	off	3rd	Party	Audio:	off	Hi	bubbleguuum,	I	have	problems	with	BubbleUPnPServer	on	my	Linux	Server.	This	Linux	has	two	assigned	local	IP
adresses,	one	of	the	physical	and	one	of	the	virtual	vServer	instance.	Nevertheless	I	run	BubbleUPnPServer	on	the	physical	instance,	the	software	binds	to	the	IP	adress	of	the	virtual	instance.	As	a	result	the	web	app	shows	the	wrong	IP	adress	and	I	cannot	access	my	local	Twonky	library.	Would	it	be	possible	to	make	it	configurable	to	which	IP
adresses	BubbleUPnPServer	binds	to	(options:	any,	or	to	a	specific)?	That	would	be	great!	Thanks	for	your	great	apps!	Florian	Last	edited:	Dec	2,	2011	Hi	bubbleguuum,	Would	it	be	possible	to	make	it	configurable	to	which	IP	adresses	BubbleUPnPServer	binds	to	(options:	any,	or	to	a	specific)?	Noted.	Next	version	will	use	the	network	interface	used
for	the	default	route	(ie	the	interface	connected	to	the	Internet)	and	this	will	be	overridable	in	the	case	it	gets	it	wrong.	Reactions:	flotux	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.3	is	available.	Let	me	know	if	it	fixes	reported	issues.	fixed	Media	Servers	possibly	disappearing/reappearing	after	some	time	added	the	ability	to	specify	manually	public	hostname,	for
networks	using	dynamic	DNS	detect	and	use	network	interface	connected	to	the	Internet	instead	of	the	first	network	interface	found	(overridable	with	-lanIp)	improved	reliability	of	streaming	and	downloading	(fixed	tracks	possibly	truncated	before	the	end)	updated	documentation	and	FAQ	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.3	is	available.	Let	me	know	if	it	fixes
reported	issues.	added	the	ability	to	specify	manually	public	hostname,	for	networks	using	dynamic	DNS	Hi,	thanks	a	lot	for	the	update!	I	did	a	short	test:	Configured	dyndns	name	in	BubbleUPnP	Server	Restarted	BubbleUPnP	Server	Connected	via	BubbleUPnP,	created	playlist	and	played	item	successfully	Renewed	IP	of	my	Router	Checked	dyndns
entry	is	resolved	to	new	IP	Play	Track	from	existing	Playlist	->	Works	Also	alogcat	shows	dyndns	entry	is	now	used	for	communication	between	BubbleUPnP	and	BubbleUPnP	Server.	Page	19	Hi	bubbleguuum,	thanks	a	lot	for	your	fast	answer	and	especially	that	my	feature	request	is	now	in	the	new	release	0.3.	But	how	can	I	use	the	new	option	"-
lanIp"	?	Do	I	have	to	add	it	to	the	file	configuration.xml	or	is	it	an	option	for	the	start	script	launch.sh?	Could	you	please	provide	an	example	how	to	use	it.	Thanks	and	kind	regards	Florian	Last	edited:	Dec	2,	2011	Hi	bubbleguuum,	thanks	a	lot	for	your	fast	answer	and	especially	that	my	feature	request	is	now	in	the	new	release	0.3.	But	how	can	I	use
the	new	option	"-lanIp"	?	Do	I	have	to	add	it	to	the	file	configuration.xml	or	is	it	an	option	for	the	start	script	launch.sh?	Could	you	please	provide	an	example	how	to	use	it.	sh	./launch.sh	-lanIp	But	before	specifying	an	ip,	please	try	to	launch	it	without	parameter:	it	should	pickup	the	correct	interface	(you	can	check	the	ip	in	the	status	tab).	Let	me
know	if	it	doesn't	and	still	pickup	your	virtual	interface.	Last	edited:	Dec	2,	2011	Hi,	thanks	a	lot	for	the	update!	I	did	a	short	test:	Configured	dyndns	name	in	BubbleUPnP	Server	Restarted	BubbleUPnP	Server	Connected	via	BubbleUPnP,	created	playlist	and	played	item	successfully	Renewed	IP	of	my	Router	Checked	dyndns	entry	is	resolved	to	new
IP	Play	Track	from	existing	Playlist	->	Works	Also	alogcat	shows	dyndns	entry	is	now	used	for	communication	between	BubbleUPnP	and	BubbleUPnP	Server.	Good	test,	I	guess	it	works	then	=)	Hi	bubbleguuum,	when	I	use	the	parameter	-lanIp	it	picks	now	the	right	IP	adress.	Without	the	parameter	I	still	get	the	wrong	one.	Kind	regards	Florian
Thanks	for	server	0.3,	everything	working	flawlessly	now!	And	now:	donation	link,	please!	;-)	Sent	from	my	Sensation	using	Tapatalk	I	know	PS3MediaServer	is	not	the	best	server	out	there,	but	I	still	would	like	to	get	it	to	work	with	my	Phone.	I'm	getting	this	error	though:	[AsyncTask	#1	]	WARNING	-	06:35:19,961	-
bblesoft.android.bubbleupnp.fo#m:	error	connecting	to	:	org.e.a.e:	org.xmlpull.v1.XmlPullParserException:	unexpected	type	(position:END_DOCUMENT	[email	protected]:0	in	[email	protected])	Is	there	any	hope	for	me	at	all?	Hi	bubbleguuum,	when	I	use	the	parameter	-lanIp	it	picks	now	the	right	IP	adress.	Without	the	parameter	I	still	get	the	wrong
one.	Kind	regards	Florian	Can	you	mail	me	([email	protected])	the	output	of	command	"netstat	-rn"	as	well	as	the	begining	of	the	output	of	BubbleUPnP	Server	from	a	fresh	start	(remove	or	rename	configuration.xml	before	starting	it).	Thanks!	Thanks	for	server	0.3,	everything	working	flawlessly	now!	And	now:	donation	link,	please!	;-)	Sent	from	my
Sensation	using	Tapatalk	Great!	I'll	think	of	a	donation	link,	in	the	meantime	enjoy	streaming	=)	I	know	PS3MediaServer	is	not	the	best	server	out	there,	but	I	still	would	like	to	get	it	to	work	with	my	Phone.	I'm	getting	this	error	though:	[AsyncTask	#1	]	WARNING	-	06:35:19,961	-	bblesoft.android.bubbleupnp.fo#m:	error	connecting	to	:	org.e.a.e:
org.xmlpull.v1.XmlPullParserException:	unexpected	type	(position:END_DOCUMENT	[email	protected]:0	in	[email	protected])	Is	there	any	hope	for	me	at	all?	Can	you	describe	in	more	details	what	you	were	doing	?	I	cannot	see	the	server	(ps3mediaserver)	at	all,	so	i	turned	on	logging,	exited	your	app,	launched	it	again	and	exited.	Then	i	looked	in	the
log	and	found	the	error.	I	have	attached	the	complete	log	I	cannot	see	the	server	(ps3mediaserver)	at	all,	so	i	turned	on	logging,	exited	your	app,	launched	it	again	and	exited.	Then	i	looked	in	the	log	and	found	the	error.	I	have	attached	the	complete	log	Make	sure	you	have	the	latest	version	of	ps3mediaserver	version	installed.	Some	older	versions
are	problematic.	Also	IIRC,	ps3mediaserver	is	one	of	those	servers	that	is	not	always	discovered	straight	away,	but	may	appear	after	a	minute	or	two	(don't	ask	me	why).	Just	called	up	Settings	>	UPnP	Control	and	found	that	Cache	UPnP	Data	was	switched	off.	Interestingly,	testing	today	the	app	again	only	takes	3	seconds	to	load	the	list	of	artist
names.	It	turns	out	that	UPnPlay	is	super	fast	at	parsing	XML.	I	may	write	a	faster	parser	but	it	is	not	for	the	immediate	future.	In	any	case	it	shouldn't	be	10x	slower	(unless	the	Media	Server	is	really	ineficient	at	serving	items	by	batch	of	50).	Make	sure	you	have	the	latest	version	of	ps3mediaserver	version	installed.	Some	older	versions	are
problematic.	Also	IIRC,	ps3mediaserver	is	one	of	those	servers	that	is	not	always	discovered	straight	away,	but	may	appear	after	a	minute	or	two	(don't	ask	me	why).	I	did	try	to	update	to	the	latest	version	with	no	luck	before	I	created	the	log	file.	I	think	I	got	it	working	now	with	your	server	though.	Thanks	EDIT:	I	get	this	error	in	the	app	when	trying
to	test	the	ps3mediaserver	in	the	network	setup:	"The	server	could	be	joined	but	required	additional	information	could	not	be	retrieved"	I	can	only	access	my	server	and	see/play	my	files	like	this	on	my	phone:	BubbleUPnP	client	-->	BubbleUPnP	server	-->	PS3MediaServer	-->	Files	on	my	linux	server	What	do	I	need	to	change/log/post	to	change	it	to:
BubbleUPnP	client	-->	PS3MediaServer	-->	Files	on	my	linux	server	There	is	no	login	required	on	the	server	so	I	don't	get	what	the	"required	additional	information"	is	Last	edited:	Dec	4,	2011	Time	slider	and	NP3900	Issue	when	playing	a	track	on	the	Philips	NP3900.	BubbleUPnP	shows	a	slider	for	the	time	position	in	the	track.	If	I	move	the	slider,



this	results	in	jumping	to	the	next	track,	which	is	not	what	I	would	expect	(especially	if	I	move	the	slider	to	the	left).	If	there	is	no	next	track	in	the	playlist	then	the	player	exits	Media	Library	mode	and	shows	the	home	screen.	I	think	it	would	be	better	to	do	as	UPnPlay	does	and	display	a	"Device	cannot	seek"	message.	Long	clicking	on	NP3900	brings
up	an	information	panel	with	the	following:	*	Manufacturer:	Royal	Philips	Electronics	*	Manufacturer	URL:	*	Model	name:	NP	*	Model	description:	Philips	Streamium	HiFi	Player	*	Model	number:	3900	*	Model	URL:	*	Presentation	URL:	*	Serial	number:	188ED536D387	*	Audio:	AAC,	FLAC,	LPCM,	M4A,	MP3,	Vorbis,	WAV,	WMA	*	Other:
application/asx,	application/octet-stream,	application/sdp,	application/vnd.ms.wms-hdr.asfv1,	application/x-mms-framed,	application/x-msmetafile,	audio/aacp,	audio/asf,	audio/x-mpegurl,	audio/x-ms-wax	--	Thomas	----------	Post	added	at	10:28	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	10:04	PM	----------	Another	issue:	BubbleUPnP	can't	play	a	.m4a	file	from	my
NAS	to	my	Samsung	UE32D6530	DLNA-capable	television,	but	other	control	points,	including	UPnPlay,	can.	The	TV	supports	MP3	and	LPCM.	The	NAS	supports	AAC,	AIFF,	LPCM,	M4A,	MP3,	Vorbis,	Wav,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr.	When	playing	a	.m4a	file	to	the	TV	using	UPnPlay	the	latter	reports	"x-wav"	as	the
type.	--	Thomas	Last	edited:	Dec	4,	2011	I	think	it	would	be	better	to	do	as	UPnPlay	does	and	display	a	"Device	cannot	seek"	message.	Not	really	possible.	If	I	take	into	account	what	the	renderer	reports	for	seekability	and	I	disable	seek	if	it	reports	it	cannot	seek,	I	may	prevent	other	renderers	from	seeking	that	forget	to	report	that	they	can.	Another
issue:	BubbleUPnP	can't	play	a	.m4a	file	from	my	NAS	to	my	Samsung	UE32D6530	DLNA-capable	television,	but	other	control	points,	including	UPnPlay,	can.	The	TV	supports	MP3	and	LPCM.	The	NAS	supports	AAC,	AIFF,	LPCM,	M4A,	MP3,	Vorbis,	Wav,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr.	When	playing	a	.m4a	file	to	the
TV	using	UPnPlay	the	latter	reports	"x-wav"	as	the	type.	Difficult	to	say	what	exactly	happens	without	a	log.	YOu	can	send	me	one	if	you	wish	(see	first	post	of	this	topic).	x-wav	doesn't	make	much	sense	if	the	TV	supports	only	MP3	or	LPCM	(unless	it	doesn't	refer	to	what	the	TV	is	playing,	or	LPCM	is	considered	as	WAV	for	display	purpose).	I	did	try
to	update	to	the	latest	version	with	no	luck	before	I	created	the	log	file.	I	think	I	got	it	working	now	with	your	server	though.	Thanks	EDIT:	I	get	this	error	in	the	app	when	trying	to	test	the	ps3mediaserver	in	the	network	setup:	"The	server	could	be	joined	but	required	additional	information	could	not	be	retrieved"	This	error	shouldn't	happen.	Try	to
restart	the	server.	Additional	information	is	a	check	to	see	if	the	app	and	the	server	are	compatible	and	if	audio	transcoding	is	supported.	Tks	juangonzalez2,	I'll	try	it	out	tomorrow	on	your	tips.	I	actually	followed	a	the	guide	here	to	get	java	1.6	installed	onto	the	NAS.	I	stopped	at	the	step	just	before	-	Now	we	are	going	to	install	MPlayer.	We	can	only
install	this	(as	far	as	I	know)	through	SVN:	Once	you	successfully	installed	BubbleUPnP	server,	maybe	you	can	figure	out	to	run	as	service	or	start	up	service.	Then	u	can	teach	me	how	u	do	it,	Thanks.	Hi,	In	the	meantime,	I	managed	to	get	everything	installed	and	running	-	yay!	You	need	to	do	the	following	in	order	to	run	BubbleUPnP	Server	on	a
Synology	NAS:	1.	Install	Java	(see	the	guide	above,	or	use	2.	Download	the	Linux	package	of	BubbleUPnP	Server	and	extract	it	3.	Modify	launch.sh	(thanks	to	abgestumpft,	the	following	code	is	courtesy	of	him	for	the	biggest	part):	#!/bin/sh	#remove	old	logfile	rm	/var/bubbleupnpserver/BubbleUPnPServer.log	#Change	directory	is	needed,	otherwise
BubbleUPnPServer	will	use	configuration.xml	in	root	director	(/).	cd	/var/bubbleupnpserver	#Start	the	BubbleUPnPServer	/opt/java/ejre1.7.0/bin/java	-jar	BubbleUPnPServer.jar	>>	/var/bubbleupnpserver/BubbleUPnPServer.log	2>>	/var/bubbleupnpserver/BubbleUPnPServer.log	&	Note	that	you	need	to	adjust	the	JAVA	path	according	to	your
version...	4.	Put	a	file	with	the	following	script	into	/usr/syno/etc/rc.d/	to	have	BubbleUPnP	Server	started	automatically	at	every	reboot:	#!/bin/sh	sh	/var/bubbleupnpserver/launch.sh	And	that's	it!	After	doing	these	steps,	go	to	http://:58050	to	config	your	BubbleUPnPServer...	One	thing:	if	you	create	the	scripts	above	on	a	Windows	PC,	pay	attention
to	use	Notepad++	and	to	adjust	the	settings:	new	files	need	to	be	created	with	UNIX	standards!	Not	really	possible.	If	I	take	into	account	what	the	renderer	reports	for	seekability	and	I	disable	seek	if	it	reports	it	cannot	seek,	I	may	prevent	other	renderers	from	seeking	that	forget	to	report	that	they	can.	It's	commendable	that	you	want	to	support
extra	features	on	renderers	that	incorrectly	report	their	capabilities.	But	should	you	do	this	at	the	expense	of	correct	functioning	with	renderers	that	do	report	their	capabilities	correctly?	Better	might	be	for	the	app	to	believe	the	renderer's	report	of	its	capabilities	but	also	to	override	settings	known	to	be	incorrect.	So	if	model	XYZ	can	seek	and
doesn't	mention	this,	the	app	detects	that	the	renderer	is	an	XYZ	and	turns	on	seekability.	Alternatively,	it	has	a	"force	seekability"	setting	so	that	owners	of	XYZs	can	enable	seeking	on	their	machines	until	the	latter's	firmware	gets	fixed.	Difficult	to	say	what	exactly	happens	without	a	log.	You	can	send	me	one	if	you	wish	(see	first	post	of	this	topic).
x-wav	doesn't	make	much	sense	if	the	TV	supports	only	MP3	or	LPCM	(unless	it	doesn't	refer	to	what	the	TV	is	playing,	or	LPCM	is	considered	as	WAV	for	display	purpose).	I	will	send	you	a	log.	This	error	shouldn't	happen.	Try	to	restart	the	server.	Additional	information	is	a	check	to	see	if	the	app	and	the	server	are	compatible	and	if	audio
transcoding	is	supported.	Restarting	doesn't	help.	Isn't	strange	that	it	works	with	your	server	between	the	client	and	PS3Mediasever,	but	not	directly?	I	have	no	knowledge	about	this	topic	at	all	so	I	might	be	wrong	Are	there	anything	I	can	do	to	give	you	a	look	into	what	is	happening?	If	it	is	a	PS3Mediasever	problem	then	I	can	take	it	up	with	them
Problem:	Bubbleupnp	(with	server)	does	not	continue	playlist	When	I	start	listening	to	a	playlist	it	does	not	continue.	It	did	with	the	previous	version.	I	use	a	playonHD2	and	the	0.3	upnpserver	(tvmobili)	on	linux.	The	playlist	is	on	my	android	and	when	I	select	play	it	never	continues	to	the	next	song.	I	don't	know	what	to	do	here...	its	disapointing	to
say	the	least	Here	is	BubbleUPnP	1.2.0	beta.	Download	APK	(updated	dec	8th,	v1.2.0p4)	This	version	improve	Library	folder	loading	speed	and	reduce	memory	usage	for	large	lists.	It	should	also	recover	much	better	broken	data	sent	by	renderers,	which	often	prevent	track	advance	from	working	properly.	Both	of	these	required	a	lot	of	under	the
hood	changes,	hence	this	beta.	Please	download	and	report	any	issues	with	it,	especially	if	something	that	used	to	work	do	not	anymore.	If	something	works	that	previously	didn't	you	can	also	report	it	too	!	Changelog	1.2.0	beta	reduced	the	number	of	screens	where	ads	are	shown	(in	free	version)	loading	Library	folders	is	3	to	5	times	faster	and	uses
less	memory	reduced	app	size	by	800Kb	small	UI	tweaks	better	at	recovering	broken/incomplete	data	sent	by	devices	second	attempt	at	fixing	rare	crash	when	entering	Library	tab	fixed	track	advance	not	working	for	many	renderers	fixed	elapsed	time	not	working	for	Freecom	MusicPal	and	PacketVideo	TMM	Player	renderers	fixed	possible	crashes
after	several	orientation	changes	other	bug	and	crash	fixes	Last	edited:	Dec	8,	2011	new	log	file...	here	is	the	file..	thnkx	Page	20	The	log	shows	that	there	is	a	reverse	DNS	timeout	of	10s	to	your	TV	(192.168.10.195).	This	happens	with	some	Android	/	WiFI	router	combos	and	the	app	has	little	control	over	that.	It	succeed	if	you	try	it	just	a	bit	later
because	failed	DNS	timeout	queries	are	cached	for	10s	(and	thus	you	don't	get	the	timeout).	Can	you	try	doing	the	same	actions	but	after	rebooting	your	WiFi	Router	and	your	TV	?	Does	it	work	as	expected	then	?	Alternatively	you	may	want	to	upgrade	your	router	firmware	to	the	latest	version	and	upgrade	to	Android	2.3.x	(if	you	are	using	an	earlier
version).	If	you	have	a	spare	router	you	can	also	try	it	in	replacement	of	the	current	one.	When	I	start	listening	to	a	playlist	it	does	not	continue.	It	did	with	the	previous	version.	I	use	a	playonHD2	and	the	0.3	upnpserver	(tvmobili)	on	linux.	The	playlist	is	on	my	android	and	when	I	select	play	it	never	continues	to	the	next	song.	I	don't	know	what	to	do
here...	its	disapointing	to	say	the	least	Please	try	BubbleUPnP	1.2.0	beta	(first	post	of	this	topic	for	download	link).	If	it	still	doesn't	work,	you	can	send	me	a	log	(as	explained	in	the	first	post	of	this	topic).	Thanks!	Reactions:	elwood1	This	version	improve	Library	folder	loading	speed	and	reduce	memory	usage	for	large	lists.	It	should	also	recover	much
better	broken	data	sent	by	renderers,	which	often	prevent	track	advance	from	working	properly.	Both	of	these	required	a	lot	of	under	the	hood	changes,	hence	this	beta	Results	of	some	testing:	*	The	library	list	does	indeed	load	faster	now:	it's	about	as	fast	as	UPnPlay.	*	Track	time	slider	works	properly,	at	least	with	a	Samsung	UE32D6500	television.
*	With	the	Philips	NP3900	the	volume	slider	cannot	be	used	to	increase	the	volume.	When	BubbleUPnP	connects	and	a	track	is	played	the	player	starts	playing	at	its	previously	selected	volume.	If	the	player	has	just	been	booted	then	BubbleUPnP	displays	the	volume	as	zero.	Otherwise	the	volume	is	correctly	displayed.	The	slider	can	be	moved	and
"Volume	NN"	is	displayed,	but	it	this	no	effect	if	the	slider	is	moved	to	the	right.	The	slider	jumps	back	to	the	starting	position.	Moving	the	slider	does	have	an	effect	if	the	slider	is	moved	to	the	left:	the	volume	is	decreased.	If	the	−/+	volume	control	buttons	on	the	phone	(Samsung	Galaxy	S	I9000)	are	used	then	the	volume	can	be	controlled	either
down	or	up.	*	As	with	all	other	UPnP	control	point	apps	other	than	Philips	MyRemote,	use	of	BubbleUPnP	causes	the	NP3900	to	be	unable	to	return	to	Internet	Radio	(until	the	NP3900	is	rebooted).	This	is,	of	course,	most	probably	a	bug	in	the	NP3900.	BubbleUPnP	can't	play	a	.m4a	file	from	my	NAS	to	my	Samsung	UE32D6530	DLNA-capable
television,	but	other	control	points,	including	UPnPlay,	can.	The	TV	supports	MP3	and	LPCM.	The	NAS	supports	AAC,	AIFF,	LPCM,	M4A,	MP3,	Vorbis,	Wav,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr.	When	playing	a	.m4a	file	to	the	TV	using	UPnPlay	the	latter	reports	"x-wav"	as	the	type.	Difficult	to	say	what	exactly	happens
without	a	log.	You	can	send	me	one	if	you	wish	(see	first	post	of	this	topic).	x-wav	doesn't	make	much	sense	if	the	TV	supports	only	MP3	or	LPCM	(unless	it	doesn't	refer	to	what	the	TV	is	playing,	or	LPCM	is	considered	as	WAV	for	display	purpose).	Here's	the	log	file.	I	started	the	app,	selected	the	TV	as	the	renderer	and	then	tried	to	play	the	.m4a
track.	Result	was	"Unsupported	format"	message	on	the	TV.	Last	edited:	Dec	8,	2011	Results	of	some	testing:	*	As	with	all	other	UPnP	control	point	apps	other	than	Philips	MyRemote,	use	of	BubbleUPnP	causes	the	NP3900	to	be	unable	to	return	to	Internet	Radio	(until	the	NP3900	is	rebooted).	This	is,	of	course,	most	probably	a	bug	in	the	NP3900.	I
have	the	same	issue.	This	is	definitely	a	bug	of	the	Philips	NP3900.	I've	tested	several	devices	and	apps	all	leading	to	the	same	result.	Currently	I	have	a	call	open	at	Philips	and	they	were	not	able	to	reproduce	it.	Conclusion	was	something	is	broken	in	my	device	(though	my	parents	also	own	one	with	same	behavior)	Now	when	reading	your	post	I
think	they	may	have	only	tested	the	"Philips	My	Remote"	software...	Here's	the	log	file.	I	started	the	app,	selected	the	TV	as	the	renderer	and	then	tried	to	play	the	.m4a	track.	Result	was	"Unsupported	format"	message	on	the	TV.	It	is	actually	trying	to	play	the	m4a	as	a	WAV	(your	Media	Server	declare	a	WAV	streaming	URL	for	this	item)	which
cannot	work	as	your	TV	only	supports	LPCM	and	MP3.	Can	you	try	again	after	enabling	"Mime-type	check"	found	in	the	advanced	option	(which	from	the	log	I	see	is	disabled.	This	option	disabled	will	push	whatever	the	first	streaming	URL	is	for	this	track,	even	if	not	compatible).	It	will	allow	to	find	a	possible	alternate	streaming	URL	compatible	with
your	TV	and	tell	it	to	play	that	instead.	If	it	doesn't	work	eventually	repost	a	log	so	I	can	tell	you	for	sure	why	it	will	not	play.	*	With	the	Philips	NP3900	the	volume	slider	cannot	be	used	to	increase	the	volume.	When	BubbleUPnP	connects	and	a	track	is	played	the	player	starts	playing	at	its	previously	selected	volume.	If	the	player	has	just	been	booted
then	BubbleUPnP	displays	the	volume	as	zero.	Otherwise	the	volume	is	correctly	displayed.	The	slider	can	be	moved	and	"Volume	NN"	is	displayed,	but	it	this	no	effect	if	the	slider	is	moved	to	the	right.	The	slider	jumps	back	to	the	starting	position.	Moving	the	slider	does	have	an	effect	if	the	slider	is	moved	to	the	left:	the	volume	is	decreased.	If	the
−/+	volume	control	buttons	on	the	phone	(Samsung	Galaxy	S	I9000)	are	used	then	the	volume	can	be	controlled	either	down	or	up.	What	you	describe	is	intended	to	prevent	accidental	massive	increase	of	volume,	possibly	destroying	your	ears	and	speakers	with	some	hardware.	To	understand	that,	keep	in	mind	volume	control	can	potentially	control
an	UPnP	renderer	which	is	also	a	regular	amplifier	and	for	which	you	never	ever	want	to	put	the	volume	to	certain	level	accidently.	To	prevent	this	you	cannot	click	the	volume	slider	anywhere	up	and	have	volume	change	applied	(however,	it	works	for	lowering	volume	as	it	is	safe).	To	increase	the	volume	with	the	slider	you	must	slide	the	thumb
continuously	to	the	new	position	and	volume	change	is	applied	when	releasing	the	thumb.	Reactions:	elwood1	Please	try	BubbleUPnP	1.2.0	beta	(first	post	of	this	topic	for	download	link).	If	it	still	doesn't	work,	you	can	send	me	a	log	(as	explained	in	the	first	post	of	this	topic).	Thanks!	It	stil	does	not	work	with	the	beta...	I	have	send	you	the	log	It	used
to	work	with	an	older	version	I	don't	get	it.	Hello	bubbleguuum,	i	have	installed	bubbleUPNP	on	my	xperia	x8	with	android	2.1.	First	i	installed	an	old	Version	(1.0	beta)	on	my	handy.	It	finds	automatically	my	Twonky	Media	Server	(Library)	and	my	WDTV	Live	(Renderer).	After	this	i	installed	the	new	Version	1.1.4	and	also	i	have	bought	the	license.
Now	my	problems:	-	after	License	installation	my	BubbleUPNP	App	shows	under	help:	No	license	found	-	my	Twonky	Media	Server	is	not	shown	under	Library	-	my	WDTV	Live	Renderer	is	not	shown	under	Renderer	I	don't	understand	this,	because	the	old	Version	have	done	this.	But	in	this	case,	i	can't	see	my	folder	on	NAS	(Incl.	twonky	Media
Server)	but	i	could	search	for	MP3	Files.	How	can	i	attache	my	logfile?	Can	you	help	me?	kind	regards	Heyho!	Everytime	i	try	to	connect	to	the	bubble	UPnP	Server	an	unexcpected	error	occurs.	I	just	try	to	connect	to	the	server	and	when	it	loads	the	twonky	library	it	crashes	(or	it	does	not	display	it).	Error	log	in	attachment.	Thank	you!	Heyho!
Everytime	i	try	to	connect	to	the	bubble	UPnP	Server	an	unexcpected	error	occurs.	I	just	try	to	connect	to	the	server	and	when	it	loads	the	twonky	library	it	crashes	(or	it	does	not	display	it).	Error	log	in	attachment.	Thank	you!	There	is	nothing	I	can	do	for	this	crash	as	it	happens	in	the	Java	Virtual	Machine	used	on	your	NAS	(a	build	of	OpenJDK).
See	if	there	is	a	newer	version	available,	or	submit	a	bug	on	with	the	crash	trace	and	steps	to	reproduce.	Reactions:	vHi	Worker	for	me!!	Thank	you!	Just	another	question.	Do	you	know	another	video	player	than	vplayer	which	is	free	to	use?	(no	trial).	EDIT:	And	how	do	I	run	the	server	the	server	as	daemon?	Last	edited:	Dec	11,	2011	Worker	for	me!!
Thank	you!	Just	another	question.	Do	you	know	another	video	player	than	vplayer	which	is	free	to	use?	(no	trial).	EDIT:	And	how	do	I	run	the	server	the	server	as	daemon?	Videoplayer:	try	MXPlayer,	available	in	the	market...	In	order	to	have	the	server	running	in	the	background,	the	only	way	that	was	successful	for	me	was	to	create	an	autostart
entry.	Depending	on	your	NAS	model,	there	are	instructions:	Synology:	see	QNAP:	see	official	server	wiki	(first	post)	Regards	I	am	loving	BubbleUPnP	so	far,	however	I	have	a	couple	of	questions	Can	the	icon	in	the	top	left	be	updated	for	a	more	Gingerbread	look	on	phones	running	Gingerbread?	Also,	can	we	lose	the	BubbleUPnP	Licence	launcher
icon?	Thanks	What	you	describe	is	intended	to	prevent	accidental	massive	increase	of	volume.	I	understand	and	agree	with	your	reasoning,	but	as	things	stand	the	UI	is	confusing	and	gives	the	impression	that	something	is	malfunctioning.	What	I	would	suggest	is	a	consistent	behavior:	pressing	anywhere	to	the	right	of	the	slider	causes	the	volume	to
increase	by	N	steps;	pressing	anywhere	to	the	left	of	the	slider	causes	the	volume	to	decrease	by	N	steps.	Can	you	try	again	after	enabling	"Mime-type	check"	[...]	If	it	doesn't	work	eventually	repost	a	log	so	I	can	tell	you	for	sure	why	it	will	not	play.	I	have	just	done	as	you	asked.	When	I	tried	to	play	a	track	a	message	appeared	on	the	phone:	Track
'foo.m4a'	is	not	playable:	no	compatible	decoder	found	(try	disabling	the	'mime-type	check'	advanced	setting)	Attached	is	the	log.	Cheers,	--	Thomas	P.S.	This	is	about	the	problem	that	BubbleUPnP	can't	play	a	.m4a	file	from	my	Synology	NAS	to	my	Samsung	UE32D6530	DLNA-capable	television,	but	other	control	points,	including	UPnPlay,	can	play
.m4a	files.	The	TV	supports	MP3	and	LPCM.	The	NAS	supports	AAC,	AIFF,	LPCM,	M4A,	MP3,	Vorbis,	Wav,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia,	application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr.	When	playing	a	.m4a	file	to	the	TV	using	UPnPlay	the	latter	reports	"x-wav"	as	the	type.	Last	edited:	Dec	16,	2011	BubbleUPnP	1.2.0	-	Library	no	longer	detected.	Hi,	I	just	updated
to	1.2.0	and	suddenly	my	media	library	is	no	longer	detected.	I'm	using	serviio	as	server	and	had	no	problems	with	the	previous	version.	Is	anyone	experiencing	similar	issues?	Greets	EDIT:	I	looked	at	the	logs	and	found	an:	"Device	descriptor	retrieval	failed,	no	response:	"	I	checked	the	URL	with	my	browser	and	got	a	valid	response.	Since	everything
worked	with	the	previous	version	and	I	did	not	change	anything	other	than	BubbleUPnP	I	assume	this	is	a	bug.	Last	edited:	Dec	13,	2011	Everything	working	fine	here,	but	not	using	Serviio	though...	@	Bubbleguuum:	How	about	integrating	the	step-by-step	guide	for	installing	the	Server	on	a	Synology	NAS	in	your	server	website?	hello,	after	update	to
1.2.0	everythings	looks	good.	Library,	renderer	and	all	folders	would	be	found.	Many	thx!!	Only	my	license	has	the	same	problem:	no	license	found.	Do	you	have	any	idea!	kind	regards	Hi,	I	just	updated	to	1.2.0	and	suddenly	my	media	library	is	no	longer	detected.	I'm	using	serviio	as	server	and	had	no	problems	with	the	previous	version.	Is	anyone
experiencing	similar	issues?	I	have	serviio	installed	on	my	QNAP	NAS	and	that	one	is	still	detected	after	1.2.0.	update.	Maybe	it	helps	to	do	a	restart	of	serviio	and	your	phone.	Page	21	I	understand	and	agree	with	your	reasoning,	but	as	things	stand	the	UI	is	confusing	and	gives	the	impression	that	something	is	malfunctioning.	What	I	would	suggest
is	a	consistent	behavior:	pressing	anywhere	to	the	right	of	the	slider	causes	the	volume	to	increase	by	N	steps;	pressing	anywhere	to	the	left	of	the	slider	causes	the	volume	to	decrease	by	N	steps.	Not	a	bad	idea,	will	probably	implement	it.	Hi,	I	just	updated	to	1.2.0	and	suddenly	my	media	library	is	no	longer	detected.	I'm	using	serviio	as	server	and
had	no	problems	with	the	previous	version.	Is	anyone	experiencing	similar	issues?	1.2.0	has	a	device	discovery	bug.	1.2.1	now	available	in	the	Market	fixes	it.	Last	edited:	Dec	15,	2011	Reactions:	shaidey	I	have	just	done	as	you	asked.	When	I	tried	to	play	a	track	a	message	appeared	on	the	phone:	Track	'foo.m4a'	is	not	playable:	no	compatible
decoder	found	(try	disabling	the	'mime-type	check'	advanced	setting)	Attached	is	the	log.	Cheers,	--	Thomas	Configure	your	Media	sever	to	serve	LPCM	instead	of	WAV	for	m4a,	and	it	will	probably	work.	That's	the	only	common	format	supported	by	both	your	TV	and	your	Media	Server.	Has	somthing	changed	since	the	last	couple	of	updates	to	the
search	feature?	Normally	searches	on	Minidlna	were	case	sensitive	but	now	its	not.	Very	nice!	But	I	must	have	missed	it	in	the	changlog	:what:	Sent	from	my	GT-I9100	using	Tapatalk	Hey	man...	would	love	to	use	this	to	play	video	on	my	kindle	fire,	but	the	kindle	fire	doesn't	really	like	the	android	market.	Any	plans	to	add	it	to	amazon?	Otherwise,	can
you	hook	me	up	with	a	direct	link?	Thanks!	Track	advance	Hi	bubbleguuum,	in	general	I'm	very	pleased	with	this	app.	But	since	version	1.2.0	I	have	the	old	track	advance	problem	with	my	WD	Live	device.	It	was	once	fixed	and	worked	fine	but	with	newer	versions	this	problem	reoccured.	Is	it	possible	that	you	accidently	removed	the	patch	for	WD
Live	devices?	It's	very	annoying	to	change	the	tracks	manually	.	Hi	bubbleguuum,	in	general	I'm	very	pleased	with	this	app.	But	since	version	1.2.0	I	have	the	old	track	advance	problem	with	my	WD	Live	device.	It	was	once	fixed	and	worked	fine	but	with	newer	versions	this	problem	reoccured.	Is	it	possible	that	you	accidently	removed	the	patch	for
WD	Live	devices?	It's	very	annoying	to	change	the	tracks	manually	.	Still	work	here	(on	1.3.1).	However	there	is	a	known	issue,	where	after	some	time	it	has	been	playing,	the	WDTV	Live	won't	notify	its	playing	state	anymore	to	the	app,	making	track	advance	not	functional.	It	could	happen	after	10mins	or	2h	or	not	at	all.	Generally,	restarting	the	app
is	sufficient	to	have	it	work	again.	This	problem	is	different	than	the	initial	issue	with	track	advance.	I'm	investigating	it	but	it	is	hard	to	reproduce	and	I	have	no	idea	why	it	happens.	You	may	also	want	to	reboot	your	WDTV.	Doing	some	tests	I	could	crash	it	by	sending	it	a	particular	string...	Has	somthing	changed	since	the	last	couple	of	updates	to
the	search	feature?	Normally	searches	on	Minidlna	were	case	sensitive	but	now	its	not.	Very	nice!	But	I	must	have	missed	it	in	the	changlog	:what:	Sent	from	my	GT-I9100	using	Tapatalk	Nothing	changed	in	the	search	department.	When	you	search,	the	server	is	searched	(and	handle	the	search	entirely)	and	the	current	folder	is	also	searched.
Searching	the	current	folder	is	done	by	the	app	and	is	case	insensitive.	Are	you	sure	you	didn't	get	search	results	just	for	the	current	folder	?	Last	edited:	Dec	16,	2011	Configure	your	Media	sever	to	serve	LPCM	instead	of	WAV	for	m4a,	and	it	will	probably	work.	That's	the	only	common	format	supported	by	both	your	TV	and	your	Media	Server.	(For
context:	This	is	about	the	problem	that	BubbleUPnP	can't	play	a	.m4a	file	from	my	NAS	to	my	TV,	even	though	other	control	points,	including	UPnPlay,	can	do	so.)	Synology	software	doesn't	offer	the	option	of	transcoding	to	LPCM.	I	examined	one	of	the	.m4a	files	in	question.	It	contains	an	(iTunes-created)	AAC-LC	stream.	The	NAS	(a	Synology	DS111
NAS	with	the	latest	firmware,	DSM	3.3-1955,	running	Audio	Station)	can	stream	many	formats	natively	and	can	also	transcode	the	following	formats	to	Wav:	AAC,	AIFF,	APE,	FLAC,	OGG,	WMA.	It	can't	transcode	to	LPCM.	When	playing	a	.m4a	file	to	the	TV,	the	UPnPlay	app	reports	"x-wav"	as	the	type.	The	TV	(a	Samsung	UE32D6530)	can	only
render	MP3	and	LPCM.	So	what	is	apparently	happening	is	that	the	NAS	is	transcoding	AAC-LC	to	WAV	and	the	TV	is	playing	the	stream	as	LPCM.	According	to	Wikipedia,	Though	a	WAV	file	can	hold	compressed	audio,	the	most	common	WAV	format	contains	uncompressed	audio	in	the	linear	pulse	code	modulation	(LPCM)	format.	The	WAV	data
output	by	the	NAS	must,	therefore,	contain	LPCM	data.	It	seems	that	UPnPlay	knows	this	(or	assumes	it	to	be	the	case)	whereas	BubbleUPnP	does	not.	Cheers,	--	Thomas	suggestion	for	bubbleupnp	server	hi!	really	begin	to	like	this	java-proxy...	imagine,	there's	a	silly	dumb	build-server	somewhere	in	the	endless	clouds	of	BogoMips.	Unfortunately	net-
segments	away	to	receive	upnp	broadcasts.	Wouldn't	it	be	a	great	feature	to	have	this	most	of	the	time	idle-machine	serve	in	the	name	of	sound?	BubbleGuuum,	let	us	manually	enter	server-presentation-urls	in	upnp-server...and	for	the	future,	my	3G	music	will	be	recoded	and	streamed	from	Ireland's	clouds....	bg.	Last	edited:	Dec	16,	2011	Nothing
changed	in	the	search	department.	When	you	search,	the	server	is	searched	(and	handle	the	search	entirely)	and	the	current	folder	is	also	searched.	Searching	the	current	folder	is	done	by	the	app	and	is	case	insensitive.	Are	you	sure	you	didn't	get	search	results	just	for	the	current	folder	?	I	did	a	search	on	the	top	of	the	library	and	gives	me	correct
results.So	must	have	been	an	update	of	minidlna	then	that	made	the	database	or	search	not	case	sensitive.	Sent	from	my	GT-I9100	using	Tapatalk	Thanks!	Just	wanted	to	report	that	it	runs	fine	on	the	kindle	fire	--	I	wasn't	able	to	play	any	movies,	but	I	wonder	if	that	just	has	to	do	with	my	data	source.	Something	to	play	with,	I	guess...	gotta	scan	back
through	the	forums	to	see	how	people	are	serving	up	files.	Anyway...	this	is	a	super	cool	project,	man.	Thanks	for	the	great	work!	BubbleUPnP	and	MoboPlayer	Hi,	Installed	bubbleupnp	and	moboplayer	on	huawei	u8180.	I'm	browsing	my	dlna	server	with	bubble	and	select	an	avi	to	play,	but	moboplayer	does	not	show	up	to	play	the	video,	instead	the
default	android	player	and	opera	mobile	(domn't	know	why?)	is	suggested.	How	do	i	add	moboplayer	to	the	list	of	video	player	apps	?	Then	maybe	i	could	set	mobo	as	default	and	do	not	ask	again.	Thanks!	huawei	u8180	cyanogen7	feature	request:	vpn	connections	Hi!	One	thing	I	miss	in	bubbleupnp	is	the	possibility	to	connect	upnp-devices	via	vpn-
tunnels	over	mobile	networks.	As	of	current,	it	seems	as	bubbleupnp	does	not	recognize	an	established	vpn-tunnel	as	a	"valid"	LAN-connection	and	therefor	doesn't	scan	for	devices.	My	(tun	based)	tunnel	reliably	routes	broadcasts	to	the	smartphone	-	the	devices	show	up	in	plugplayer	within	a	few	seconds,	but	not	in	bubbleupnp.	I	agree,	that	bubble
upnp-proxy	follows	a	much	smarter	approach	-	unfortunately	it	has	by	nature	too	fat	requirements	in	order	to	run	smooth	on	every	always-on	device...	bg,	umgfoin.	Hi!	One	thing	I	miss	in	bubbleupnp	is	the	possibility	to	connect	upnp-devices	via	vpn-tunnels	over	mobile	networks.	As	of	current,	it	seems	as	bubbleupnp	does	not	recognize	an	established
vpn-tunnel	as	a	"valid"	LAN-connection	and	therefor	doesn't	scan	for	devices.	My	(tun	based)	tunnel	reliably	routes	broadcasts	to	the	smartphone	-	the	devices	show	up	in	plugplayer	within	a	few	seconds,	but	not	in	bubbleupnp.	I	agree,	that	bubble	upnp-proxy	follows	a	much	smarter	approach	-	unfortunately	it	has	by	nature	too	fat	requirements	in
order	to	run	smooth	on	every	always-on	device...	bg,	umgfoin.	I	have	never	tested	using	a	VPN	so	I'm	not	that	surprised	it	doesn't	work.	Using	a	VPN	with	a	mobile	connection	will	be	slower	vs	BubbleUPnP	Sever.	Can	you	launch	this	small	utility	(with	your	VPN	connected)	that	enumerates	network	interfaces	and	send	me	the	resulting	file	(at	the	root
of	your	sdcard:	networkinterfaceinfo.txt)	:	Hey	wie	schauts	eigentlich	mit	ner	.qpkg	datei	für	qnap	aus?	Das	wäre	für	Einsteiger	schon	ziemlich	praktisch	Page	22	I'm	currently	trying	to	use	BubbleUPnP	with	PS3	Media	Server	1.50	(trying	to	get	some	streaming	video	going	on).	It	seems	as	if	PMS	detects	BubbleUPnP's	connection	as	"Unknown
renderer"	and	the	same	device	(Galaxy	Nexus)	via	Upnplay	is	detected	as	Android.	Is	it	possible	to	get	PMS	to	detect	Bubbleupnp+GN	as	Android	as	well?	PMS	has	renderer	specific	conf	files	that	you	can	change	for	more	granular	streaming	config.	Thanks.	librairy	?	Hello	!	somes	questions	:	yesterday	i	installed	for	the	first	time	ur	app	!	and	when	i
ran	it	in	the	librairy	i	was	able	to	see	all	the	folder	of	my	tablet	(	iconia	a500	with	rom	thor	14.2)	in	the	devices	onglet	there	was	2	parts	:	1°	:	select	renderer	:	local	or	my	samsung	tv	46c750	2°	:	select	librairy	:	"skifta"	or	"my	tab"	by	selecting	my	tab	and	my	tv	i	was	able	to	play	any	video	(	any	format	as	avi,	mp4...)	from	my	tab	on	my	samsung	tv	!	it
was	great	and	it	replaced	the	clear.fi	app	that	doesn't	worked	since	i	rooted	and	flash	my	tab	!	But	this	morning	impossible	to	to	see	"my	tab"	in	the	select	librairy	section	!	and	in	the	librairy	section	i	just	have	4	videos	in	mp4	format,	all	the	others	video	are	ignored	because	i	suppose	ni	a	non	good	format	for	information	all	the	format	avi...	are	played
well	on	my	tab	with	mobo	!	could	you	help	me	please	and	tell	me	what	i	have	to	do	?	thanks	a	lot.	sorry	for	my	poor	english	Hi,	first	of	all	i	love	your	app,	it	works	like	a	charm	with	playing	music	from	my	buffalo	NAS	with	twonky	Version	4.4.19_e2	But	when	i	try	downloading	a	song	i	get:	No	file	to	download	.....cause	is	either	-	sd	card	is	not	writeable
-	the	library	only	expose	uncompressed	files...	nothing	of	both	is	true....can	someone	help	me	please??	----------	Post	added	at	08:23	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	07:55	PM	----------	so	i	just	tested	it	on	my	xoom	tablet	and	there	it	works	Both	devices	are	rooted	Does	it	have	something	to	do	with	the	mountpoint	or	smthing	like	that??	-	sd	card	is	not
writeable	-	the	library	only	expose	uncompressed	files...	nothing	of	both	is	true....can	someone	help	me	please??	This	error	happens	if	the	system	did	not	return	the	external	directory	which	is	usually	the	root	of	the	SD	Card,	for	example	when	the	SD	Card	is	not	mounted	(thus	inaccessible).	Can	you	access	your	SD	card	with	a	file	manager	app	?	You
can	also	check	the	status	of	the	SD	Card	in	Settings	>	Storage.	This	error	happens	if	the	system	did	not	return	the	external	directory	which	is	usually	the	root	of	the	SD	Card,	for	example	when	the	SD	Card	is	not	mounted	(thus	inaccessible).	Can	you	access	your	SD	card	with	a	file	manager	app	?	You	can	also	check	the	status	of	the	SD	Card	in
Settings	>	Storage.	sd	card	access	works	everywhere	else...but	i	solved	the	problem:	just	went	to	apps->	bubble	upnp	-->	delete	data	after	a	restart	it	works	now	thx	very	much!	This	error	happens	if	the	system	did	not	return	the	external	directory	which	is	usually	the	root	of	the	SD	Card,	for	example	when	the	SD	Card	is	not	mounted	(thus
inaccessible).	Can	you	access	your	SD	card	with	a	file	manager	app	?	You	can	also	check	the	status	of	the	SD	Card	in	Settings	>	Storage.	Well	i	just	noticed	that	i	can	download	single	tracks	and	full	albums	But	when	i	make	a	playlist	i	cant	download	it.	Same	error	as	before.	The	coolest	thing	would	be	making	a	playlist	and	thn	download	the	songs	on
it	to	the	phone....	Just	bought	the	unlock	key	in	the	market.	What	a	nice	app!	Thanks	to	bubbleguum!!!	Well	i	just	noticed	that	i	can	download	single	tracks	and	full	albums	But	when	i	make	a	playlist	i	cant	download	it.	Same	error	as	before.	The	coolest	thing	would	be	making	a	playlist	and	thn	download	the	songs	on	it	to	the	phone....	Thanks	for
reporting.	This	is	a	bug	that	is	fixed	in	the	upcoming	version.	I've	been	using	bubbleupnp	in	tandem	with	MX	video	player	on	my	Asus	TF101	to	play	files	locally	(on	the	TF101).	My	media	files	are	on	a	qnap	NAS	running	twonky.	I'm	happy	with	the	arrangement	except	the	fact	that	I	can	seem	to	make	the	device	to	play	subtitles	off	the	server.	From
what	I	understand	bubbleupnp	has	nothing	to	do	with	this,	and	the	player	should	request	the	relevant	file	from	the	server.	Correct?	But	the	player	for	some	reason	does	not	do	that.	Maybe	this	is	because	bubbleupnp	passes	a	short	filename	to	the	player	instead	of	the	full	filename?	For	example	instead	of	"this	is	a	movie.avi"	is	something	like
"as32$dfsqwd.avi"	On	the	twonky	configuration	page	there	is	option	to	change	the	type	of	media	receiver	connected	to	it.	Reading	some	post	few	pages	back	somebody	suggested	to	change	this	from	"generic	upnp"	to	"samsung	tv"	but	that	didn't	help.	Any	thoughts	on	this	please?	Marantz	mcr-603	Hi,	and	happy	New	Year	to	one	and	All.	I	have
Twonky	6.0.34	running	on	a	D-link	ShareCenter	with	a	mix	of	mp3	and	FLAC	files,	which	my	Marantz	M-CR603	recognizes	and	plays	from	fine.	But	its	not	easy	or	pretty	using	the	remote	to	navigate	through	the	music.	I	got	a	cheap	tablet	for	christmas	running	Gingerbread,	and	I	have	installed	Genesis	3.0	+updates	on	it.	I	have	tried	a	few	of	the
UPnP	players	on	the	tablet,	and	on	my	HTC	phone	and	they	all	have	the	same	problem.	None	of	the	Apps	will	advance	the	playlist	to	the	next	song!!	Having	read	through	the	43	pages	(its	been	a	slow	Christmas)	I	have	found	nothing	that	solves	my	problem.	All	the	folder	art	is	displayed,	the	track	progression	slider	works,	even	search	works	brilliantly.
But	BubbleUPnP	(like	the	other)	won'y	advance	to	the	next	song.	Please	help	Bubbleguuum,	this	is	best	App	I	have	came	across	for	navigating	through	the	music.	I	have	attached	the	logfile,	and	if	I	can	be	of	any	further	help,	let	me	know.	I'm	sure	I	won't	be	the	only	one	using	a	M-CR603	as	a	renderer.	Yes	it	has	Apple	Airplay,	but	I	dont	want	to	go
there.	playlist	probs,	skipping	tracks,	not	playable	tracks	bubbleupnp	is	great.	i	would	buy	it.	but:	-	i	put	tracks	from	windows	7	medialib.	to	bubbleupnp	playlist	(tested	playback	with	local	renderer	or	windows	media	player	as	renderer)*some	tracks	get	marked	as	"playing"	in	playlist	but	bubbleupnp	skips	directly	to	next	song.	This	is	mostly	every	2nd
track	but	random	tracks	also	happened*bubbleupnp	runs	through	hole	playlist	till	last	song	and	ONLY	can	play	last	song.	every	track	i	wanna	click	in	this	playlist	will	skip	and	playlist	goes	through	tracks	to	last	song	again.	i	like	your	app	because	its	very	good	designed	/	structured	/	connective	/	fast.	but	with	this	problem	i	cant	use	it	and	buy	it.
thanks	bubbleupnp	is	great.	i	would	buy	it.	but:	-	i	put	tracks	from	windows	7	medialib.	to	bubbleupnp	playlist	(tested	playback	with	local	renderer	or	windows	media	player	as	renderer)*some	tracks	get	marked	as	"playing"	in	playlist	but	bubbleupnp	skips	directly	to	next	song.	This	is	mostly	every	2nd	track	but	random	tracks	also	happened
*bubbleupnp	runs	through	hole	playlist	till	last	song	and	ONLY	can	play	last	song.	every	track	i	wanna	click	in	this	playlist	will	skip	and	playlist	goes	through	tracks	to	last	song	again.	i	like	your	app	because	its	very	good	designed	/	structured	/	connective	/	fast.	but	with	this	problem	i	cant	use	it	and	buy	it.	thanks	Thanks	for	the	feedback.	Can	you
record	and	send	me	a	log	file	for	each	problem	(see	first	post	of	this	topic	for	instructions).	I	think	the	Playlist	skipping	to	the	last	track	issue	is	a	weird	timing	issue	with	WMP	(I	do	not	observe	this	on	my	setup).	Does	this	issue	also	happens	with	the	local	renderer	?	What	is	the	audio	format	of	the	files	you	are	playing	?	Reactions:	uschimator	?	Hi	Mr.
bubbleguuum,	Could	you	please	check	why	"Wild	Media	Server"	is	not	visible	in	the	BubbleUPNP	Server	Configuration	Page?	I	tried	restarting	the	Bubble	server,	but	still	show	nothing..i	tried	it	also	with	"Tversity"	and	this	does	work,	is	there	something	different	in	the	way	"Wild	Media	Server"	should	be	configured?!	Thanks,	Hi	Mr.	bubbleguuum,
Could	you	please	check	why	"Wild	Media	Server"	is	not	visible	in	the	BubbleUPNP	Server	Configuration	Page?	I	tried	restarting	the	Bubble	server,	but	still	show	nothing..i	tried	it	also	with	"Tversity"	and	this	does	work,	is	there	something	different	in	the	way	"Wild	Media	Server"	should	be	configured?!	Thanks,	I	installed	the	latest	version	of	Wild
Media	Server	and	it	was	listed	in	BubbleUPnP	Server...	Are	you	sure	you	started	Wild	Media	Server	(Start	button	in	its	top	toolbar)	?	I	installed	the	latest	version	of	Wild	Media	Server	and	it	was	listed	in	BubbleUPnP	Server...	Are	you	sure	you	started	Wild	Media	Server	(Start	button	in	its	top	toolbar)	?	Thank	you	for	the	feedback.	You	encouraged	me
to	investigate	further	and	finally	located	the	issue	source.	It	was	the	Wild	Media	Server	Device	Autorization	Config	that	didn't	work	quite	as	expected,	meaning	that	altough	the	settings	were	set	to	"Automatically	add	new	devices	to	the	Authorized	list"	somehow	blocked	the	Bubble	Server	from	finding	it.	In	the	same	interface	there	was	a	mention	for
(empty-authorized	all)	so	i	deleted	all	devices	from	that	list,	restarted	both	servers	and	Bingo..it	showed	up.	Now	the	only	question	is	when	will	the	final	version	of	the	Bubble	Server	will	be	available	for	purchase?	Thank's	Hi	bubbleguuum,	thanks	for	the	software,	it's	one	of	the	few	UPnP	control	points	on	the	android	platform	which	allow	you	to
create	playlists	-	a	big	plus	for	me.	A	couple	of	minor	points	you	might	be	interested	in:	There	doesn't	appear	to	way	to	modify	the	contents	of	a	playlist.	That	is,	if	I	load	a	playlist,	decide	to	add	or	remove	some	tracks	from	the	playlist,	there	doesn't	appear	to	be	a	way	to	save	the	changed	list.	Choosing	the	same	name	when	saving	the	list	just	creates
another	playlist	with	the	same	name,	which	isn't	much	use.	I	managed	to	get	the	same	track	okayed	on	both	the	local	renderer	and	my	music	renderer.	Started	playing	a	track	which	then	started	to	play	on	the	local	renderer.	I	didn't	stop	the	track,	but	just	changed	the	renderer.	I	would	have	thought	that	this	would	stop	the	track	on	the	local	renderer
and	start	it	again	on	the	new	renderer.	But,	it	carried	on	playing	locally.	Not	a	big	deal,	I	just	need	to	remember	to	stop	the	track	before	changing	renderers.	Like	other's	on	this	forum,	I've	experienced	issues	where	the	next	track	is	not	automatically	played.	Its	random	and	infrequent.	Simply	exiting	BubbleUPnP	and	re-starting	the	software	seems	to
sort	the	problem,	which	maybe	suggests	it's	not	a	server/renderer	issue	in	this	case.	If	it	happens	again	I'll	send	a	log	file.	Aside	from	that	software	is	a	god	send.	Purchased	a	license	already.	Thanks!	Cheers	--	Mike	Can't	seem	to	get	my	router	properly	configured	for	server	Hi,	I	love	the	BubbleUPnP	Android	app.	Been	using	it	on	my	LAN	but	I	can't
seem	to	get	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	to	work	so	that	I	can	get	to	the	media	when	not	connected	directly	to	my	LAN.	I	have	BubbleUPnP	Server	running	on	the	laptop	(where	the	media	resides)	set	up	on	a	static	IP	(192.168.1.50)	and	have	the	router	(netgear	WPN824v3)	port	forwarded	on	that	IP	address	with	start	port	and	end	port	both	set	to	port
58050.	The	media	server	(Mezzmo)	does	not	show	up	in	the	list	unless	I	first	run	Skifta	(which	I'm	trying	to	migrate	away	fom	in	favor	of	a	BubbleUPnP	setup).	I	have	set	the	login/pw	in	the	Android	BubbleUPnP	app	to	match	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	Login/pw	but	it	cannot	link	together.	Any	Help	would	be	greatly	appreciated.	Thanks.	Hi
bubbleguuum,	thanks	for	the	software,	it's	one	of	the	few	UPnP	control	points	on	the	android	platform	which	allow	you	to	create	playlists	-	a	big	plus	for	me.	A	couple	of	minor	points	you	might	be	interested	in:	There	doesn't	appear	to	way	to	modify	the	contents	of	a	playlist.	That	is,	if	I	load	a	playlist,	decide	to	add	or	remove	some	tracks	from	the
playlist,	there	doesn't	appear	to	be	a	way	to	save	the	changed	list.	Choosing	the	same	name	when	saving	the	list	just	creates	another	playlist	with	the	same	name,	which	isn't	much	use.	I	managed	to	get	the	same	track	okayed	on	both	the	local	renderer	and	my	music	renderer.	Started	playing	a	track	which	then	started	to	play	on	the	local	renderer.	I
didn't	stop	the	track,	but	just	changed	the	renderer.	I	would	have	thought	that	this	would	stop	the	track	on	the	local	renderer	and	start	it	again	on	the	new	renderer.	But,	it	carried	on	playing	locally.	Not	a	big	deal,	I	just	need	to	remember	to	stop	the	track	before	changing	renderers.	Like	other's	on	this	forum,	I've	experienced	issues	where	the	next
track	is	not	automatically	played.	Its	random	and	infrequent.	Simply	exiting	BubbleUPnP	and	re-starting	the	software	seems	to	sort	the	problem,	which	maybe	suggests	it's	not	a	server/renderer	issue	in	this	case.	If	it	happens	again	I'll	send	a	log	file.	Aside	from	that	software	is	a	god	send.	Purchased	a	license	already.	Thanks!	Cheers	--	Mike	Hi	mike,
Thanks	for	your	feedback	1.	You	are	right,	this	must	be	fixed	so	you	can	save	back	the	original	playlist	after	modification	2.	I've	fixed	it	so	switching	from	the	local	renderer	to	another	renderer	stops	playback	on	the	local	renderer.	I'm	not	generalizing	this	to	switching	from	any	renderer	to	any	other	renderer	as	I	can	see	a	few	cases	where	this
wouldn't	be	expected.	3.	Next	version	implements	a	polling	mode	to	get	the	renderer's	state	which	should	be	more	reliable	and	solve	this	issue.	Reactions:	MikeyAThomas	Hi,	I	love	the	BubbleUPnP	Android	app.	Been	using	it	on	my	LAN	but	I	can't	seem	to	get	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	to	work	so	that	I	can	get	to	the	media	when	not	connected	directly
to	my	LAN.	I	have	BubbleUPnP	Server	running	on	the	laptop	(where	the	media	resides)	set	up	on	a	static	IP	(192.168.1.50)	and	have	the	router	(netgear	WPN824v3)	port	forwarded	on	that	IP	address	with	start	port	and	end	port	both	set	to	port	58050.	The	media	server	(Mezzmo)	does	not	show	up	in	the	list	unless	I	first	run	Skifta	(which	I'm	trying	to
migrate	away	fom	in	favor	of	a	BubbleUPnP	setup).	I	have	set	the	login/pw	in	the	Android	BubbleUPnP	app	to	match	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	Login/pw	but	it	cannot	link	together.	Any	Help	would	be	greatly	appreciated.	Thanks.	Does	BubbleUPnP	Server	on	its	status	page	indicates	that	"Server	is	reachable	from	Internet"	?	Page	23	Yes	it	does	and	if	I
rerun	the	test	it	immediately	comes	back	(in	green)	and	says	that	it	is	reachable	from	the	internet.	----------	Post	added	at	12:54	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:44	AM	----------	Yes	it	does.	If	I	rerun	the	test	it	immediately	comes	back	(in	green)	and	says	it	is	reachable	from	the	internet.	Thanks.	next	track	-palylist	Hello,	i	have	the	same	problem	as
Blaqueelise.	The	app	played	only	one	track	from	teh	playlist.	I	hope,	you	can	help	us.	Thanks.	Yes	it	does	and	if	I	rerun	the	test	it	immediately	comes	back	(in	green)	and	says	that	it	is	reachable	from	the	internet.	----------	Post	added	at	12:54	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:44	AM	----------	Yes	it	does.	If	I	rerun	the	test	it	immediately	comes	back	(in
green)	and	says	it	is	reachable	from	the	internet.	Thanks.	In	BubbleUPnP,	double	check	that	you	entered	the	correct	Server	Address	and	login/password.	What	error	do	you	have	when	using	the	"Test"	button	?	BubbleUPnP	Server	0.3.2	is	available	This	is	a	bugfix	release	fixing	a	few	crashes	and	corner	case	network	setups.	I've	also	completed	the
documentation	with	a	section	to	troubleshoot	startup	issues,	most	of	which	are	network	related.	0.3.2	increased	heap	from	16Mb	to	24Mb	on	Windows	when	running	as	a	service	(prevents	possible	out	of	memory)	fixed	2	rare	crashes	on	startup	fixed	rare	crash	on	Media	Server	disappearance	fixed	network	issue	possibly	leading	server	to	prompt	for
login/password	when	connecting	from	LAN	discard	link-local	network	interfaces	(169.254.xxx.xxx)	do	not	discard	network	interfaces	that	do	not	report	they	are	multicast	capable	(may	prevent	a	few	undue	"Could	not	discover	any	bindable	network	interfaces	and/or	addresses"	errors	on	startup)	validate	public	IP	Address	returned	by	whatsmyip.org	on
startup	added	"troubleshooting	server	startup""	section	to	documentation	Last	edited:	Jan	8,	2012	The	Test	button	in	the	app	returns	"Connection	Failed.	The	remote	server	could	not	be	joined.	Check	that	the	specified	poer	in	the	Server	Address	field	is	correct."	I	have	checked	the	field	and	the	address	and	port	are	correct,	the	login/pw	is	correct.
Here	is	perhaps	a	clue	to	the	problem.	When	I	turn	off	wifi	and	use	it	through	the	phone	3G	network	everything	works	just	fine.	BubbleUpnp	finds	the	Mezzmo	server,	connects	and	I	can	play	media	remotely	through	the	3G	mobile	network.	When	I	turn	the	wifi	back	on,	the	connection	to	the	server	again	fails?	Invalid	Args	(code:	402)	When	Playing	to
Roku	M1001	Invalid	Args	(code:	402)	When	playing	mp3	to	Roku	M1001.	OK	when	playing	to	local	renderer.	Samsung	Galaxy	Ace	with	Android	2.3.4.	Log	file	attached	of	failed	attempt	to	play	to	Roku	and	then	successful	play	to	local	renderer.	The	Test	button	in	the	app	returns	"Connection	Failed.	The	remote	server	could	not	be	joined.	Check	that
the	specified	poer	in	the	Server	Address	field	is	correct."	I	have	checked	the	field	and	the	address	and	port	are	correct,	the	login/pw	is	correct.	Here	is	perhaps	a	clue	to	the	problem.	When	I	turn	off	wifi	and	use	it	through	the	phone	3G	network	everything	works	just	fine.	BubbleUpnp	finds	the	Mezzmo	server,	connects	and	I	can	play	media	remotely
through	the	3G	mobile	network.	When	I	turn	the	wifi	back	on,	the	connection	to	the	server	again	fails?	First,	check	that	you	configured	the	"Active	on	connection"	setting	to	"Mobile	/	WiFi	/	Ethernet"	(and	not	just	"Mobile").	If	that's	the	case	already	and	the	WiFi	you	are	mentionnng	is	your	home	WiFi	where	BubbleUPnP	Server	runs,	this	can	be	due	to
your	router	refusing	any	connection	on	your	public	ip	address	when	the	request	comes	from	the	LAN.	For	some	reason	I	do	not	explain,	some	routers	do	this.	Anyway,	when	you	are	connected	on	your	home	WiFi	LAN,	your	Mezzmo	server	should	be	discovered	and	appear	in	the	device	list	without	the	need	of	BubbleUPnP	Server	(whose	purpose	is
more	to	provide	Internet	access	although	nothing	prevents	to	use	it	on	the	LAN	it	runs).	Last	edited:	Jan	9,	2012	BubbleUPnP	1.2.2p8	beta	is	available	for	anyone	to	test	(download).	This	beta	will	expire	in	1	week.	It	brings	better	UI	on	tablets,	bug	fixes,	and	track	advance	should	now	work	properly	on	most	renderers.	Please	do	not	hesitate	to	test	and
report	eventual	issues,	as	well	as	stuff	that	you	found	is	fixed	compared	to	the	Market	version	(in	particular:	track	advance).	UI	improvements	for	tablets,	ICS	devices.	Better	use	of	horizontal	space	Transparent	UI	on	tablets	(can	be	configured	in	Settings	>	Experimental	Settings)	Phone	Landscape	UI	is	now	similar	to	portrait	UI	Library	/	Playlist:
configurable	item	list	height	(Settings	>	Item	height)	Library:	added	option	to	hide	Bookmarks	and	Virtual	folders	Library:	fixed	downloading	of	a	playlist	folder	not	working	fixed	Playlist	track	advance	not	working	or	reliable	with	some	renderers.	Now	using	polling	instead	of	eventing.	Eventing	can	still	be	enabled	in	advanced	settings	(slightly	more
CPU	efficient)	fixed	local	renderer	skipping	tracks	to	end	of	Playlist	on	some	devices	fixed	some	thumbnail	covers	not	displayed	properly	with	file	cache	enabled	in	rare	cases	fixed	device	discovery	not	working	using	a	VPN	over	a	mobile	data	connection	fixed	playback	to	some	external	renderers	not	working	anymore	since	1.2.x	fixed	olders	Rygel
based	renderers	not	being	discovered	clicking	the	volume	slider	updates	volume	by	-5/+5	steps	stop	local	renderer	playback	when	switching	to	another	renderer	other	fixes	Last	edited:	Jan	9,	2012	Thanks	for	the	help.	I	believe	this	is	the	answer	as	everything	works	from	the	LAN	if	I	disable	Active	On	Connection	while	in	the	LAN.	Thanks	again.	Can
you	record	a	new	log	?	Thanks!	Strangely	enough	the	streaming	IP	is	not	a	LAN	IP:	....70.171.136:10243/WMPNSSv4/1711600196/1_e0YzMEQ1QTc4LTE4RjMtNEEyQi1CNzA2LTBGRUVBMzI4NDBCNn0uMC4yQjhBM0MxOA.mp3	I	suspect	this	ip	is	not	routable	for	the	Roku,	hence	the	error.	Can	you	check	the	ip	address	of	your	Roku	?	All	of	my	ips
are	public	ip	addresses	including	166.70.171.136.	I	can	play	to	the	Roku	from	Windows	Media	Player.	Thanks	for	your	quick	response.	----------	Post	added	at	07:30	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	07:24	AM	----------	All	of	my	ips	are	public	ip	addresses	including	166.70.171.136.	I	can	play	to	the	Roku	from	Windows	Media	Player.	Thanks	for	your	quick
response.	Roku	IP	is	166.70.171.141	BubbleUPnP	1.2.2p8	beta	is	available	for	anyone	to	test	(download).	This	beta	will	expire	in	1	week.	It	brings	better	UI	on	tablets,	bug	fixes,	and	track	advance	should	now	work	properly	on	most	renderers.	Please	do	not	hesitate	to	test	and	report	eventual	issues,	as	well	as	stuff	that	you	found	is	fixed	compared	to
the	Market	version	(in	particular:	track	advance).	[/LIST]	Thanks	for	the	update.	I've	now	tested	a	little	bit	(QNAP	with	Twonky	6.0.3.8	and	WDTV	Live):	With	old	version	I	sometimes	ran	into	track	advance	problems.	With	the	new	1.2.2p8	beta	so	far	track	advance	is	working	without	any	problems.	CPU	usage	is	usually	<	2%	on	my	mobile.	Two	smaller
things:	1.	In	landscape	mode	no	volume	slider	is	displayed	(when	activated	in	settings)	2.	When	you	release	the	version	in	the	market	please	use	version	like	1.2.3:	in	the	past	the	android	market	didn't	recognize	the	new	version	when	having	Beta	with	same	version	number	installed.	Installed	the	1.2.2p8	beta	and	the	issue	remains	with	Marantz	M-
CR603	as	renderer.	Track	timeline	increase,	but	still	fails	to	advance	playlist	track.	New	Log	file.	Regards,	Blaqueelise	Theslash	downloading	of	a	whole	Playlist	Workshop	perfect	In	the	beta	thank	you!!!!!	Sent	from	my	Desire	HD	using	xda	premium	Page	24	Thanks	for	the	update.	I've	now	tested	a	little	bit	(QNAP	with	Twonky	6.0.3.8	and	WDTV
Live):	With	old	version	I	sometimes	ran	into	track	advance	problems.	With	the	new	1.2.2p8	beta	so	far	track	advance	is	working	without	any	problems.	CPU	usage	is	usually	<	2%	on	my	mobile.	Thanks	for	confirming.	This	is	due	to	the	polling	method,	more	reliable.	Two	smaller	things:	1.	In	landscape	mode	no	volume	slider	is	displayed	(when
activated	in	settings)	2.	When	you	release	the	version	in	the	market	please	use	version	like	1.2.3:	in	the	past	the	android	market	didn't	recognize	the	new	version	when	having	Beta	with	same	version	number	installed.	1.	Indeed,	but	only	on	small	screens.	There's	not	much	room	for	it	in	the	new	landscape	layout	but	I'll	see	what	I	can	do.	2.	The	final
version	number	will	still	be	1.2.2	but	I'll	upate	the	release	number	this	time	so	the	Market	notify	of	the	new	version.	Many	thanks	for	the	update.	The	auto	play	the	next	piece	only	works	if	the	phone	is	on	again.	That	means	when	the	display	will	again	flow.	I	want	a	playlist	to	select	the	phone	and	then	everything	should	be	played.	Installed	the	1.2.2p8
beta	and	the	issue	remains	with	Marantz	M-CR603	as	renderer.	Track	timeline	increase,	but	still	fails	to	advance	playlist	track.	New	Log	file.	Regards,	Blaqueelise	From	the	log	it	looks	like	this	renderer	doesn't	notify	end	of	track,	even	with	the	new	polling	method.	There's	no	possible	track	advance	working	without	it.	Can	you	confirm	that	for	that	log
you	played	a	track,	waited	about	5mins	(playback	didn't	advance	at	this	point	while	it	should	have),	then	manually	exited	the	app	?	From	the	log.	I	cue	an	album	to	the	playlist.	Play	the	first	song,	and	watch	the	timeline	advance	to	the	end	of	the	song.	Once	the	song	finishes,	it	starts	the	same	song	again.	Not	on	the	log,	but	the	first	song	will	just	play
over	and	over	again.	The	only	way	to	to	play	the	next	song	is	to	tap	on	it	from	the	playlist.	Thank	you	for	looking	in	to	this,	Blaqueelise.	First-love	the	app,	got	the	full	version.	One	small	issue,	when	playing	off	a	playlist	from	my	mediamonkey	server,	the	local	android	device	running	bubble	shows	the	correct	album,	song	title	but	the	artist	name	stays
stuck	at	whatever	the	first	one	on	the	playlist	was.	Thanks	First-love	the	app,	got	the	full	version.	One	small	issue,	when	playing	off	a	playlist	from	my	mediamonkey	server,	the	local	android	device	running	bubble	shows	the	correct	album,	song	title	but	the	artist	name	stays	stuck	at	whatever	the	first	one	on	the	playlist	was.	Thanks	You	may	want	to
try	v1.2.2p8	beta	which	I	think	fixes	this	issue.	Many	thanks	for	the	update.	The	auto	play	the	next	piece	only	works	if	the	phone	is	on	again.	That	means	when	the	display	will	again	flow.	I	want	a	playlist	to	select	the	phone	and	then	everything	should	be	played.	I'm	not	sure	I	understand	what	you	mean.	Can	you	reformulate	with	more	details	(playing
from	which	server	?	to	which	renderer	?	description	of	the	problem	observed	?	etc...).	Thanks!	I'm	not	sure	I	understand	what	you	mean.	Can	you	reformulate	with	more	details	(playing	from	which	server	?	to	which	renderer	?	description	of	the	problem	observed	?	etc...).	Thanks!	Sorry,	my	English	is	not	so	good.	Once	more:	I	use	the	App	on	my
mobile	phone	and	on	my	tablet	with	a	NAS	Server.	On	the	tablet	i	use	the	renderer	from	your	App,	so	i	can	control	the	tablet	with	my	mobile	phone.	1.	If	i	start	on	the	mobile	phone	a	track,	it	takes	1	minute	to	play	the	song	on	the	tablet.	2.	If	the	first	song	is	on	the	end,	the	next	song	don`t	play	automatic.	Anyway	yesterday.	Today	it	works.	Very
confuse.	Do	you	need	the	logfile?	Thanks	Update:	i	have	played	5	files	and	it	works,	but	now	the	next	track	don`t	play	automatic.	Last	edited:	Jan	10,	2012	playlist	issue	Hello,	thanks	for	this	great	app!	i'm	so	glad	i	found	this!	just	a	minor	thing:	pausing	a	track	either	in	the	'now	playing'	or	in	the	'playlist'	view	and	a	subsequent	tap	on	another	song	in
the	playlist	causes	the	paused	song	to	continue	playing	(instead	of	beginning	the	new	song).	this	behaviour	is	independent	of	the	server	and	the	renderer	selected.	so	i	think,	it's	easily	reproduceable.	however,	if	you	need	a	logfile,	i	will	be	able	to	post	it	tomorrow.	many	thanks,	winxi	Last	edited:	Jan	10,	2012	Server	Expired	Hi	i	bought	the	payed	for
version	of	the	app	a	few	days	ago	and	so	far	its	working	well,	but	the	reason	i	bought	it	in	the	first	place	was	so	i	can	stream	with	out	the	30	mins	wait	time	using	your	server,	well	the	server	expired	and	i	installed	the	update,	i	uninstalled,	then	installed	the	update,	uninstalled	then	restarted,	deleted	any	remaining	folders,	then	installed	it,	well	the
web	page	keeps	telling	me	im	using	0.3	beta.	even	when	clicking	the	download	button	the	the	server	config	page	or	from	bubbleguuum.free.fr/upnpserver/	i	cant	get	it	to	work.	any	help	or	info	would	be	greatly	appreciated	and	thank	you	for	your	time.	Sorry,	my	English	is	not	so	good.	Once	more:	I	use	the	App	on	my	mobile	phone	and	on	my	tablet
with	a	NAS	Server.	On	the	tablet	i	use	the	renderer	from	your	App,	so	i	can	control	the	tablet	with	my	mobile	phone.	1.	If	i	start	on	the	mobile	phone	a	track,	it	takes	1	minute	to	play	the	song	on	the	tablet.	2.	If	the	first	song	is	on	the	end,	the	next	song	don`t	play	automatic.	Anyway	yesterday.	Today	it	works.	Very	confuse.	Do	you	need	the	logfile?
Thanks	Update:	i	have	played	5	files	and	it	works,	but	now	the	next	track	don`t	play	automatic.	Can	you	try	with	v1.2.2p8	beta	if	you	didn't	?	Hello,	thanks	for	this	great	app!	i'm	so	glad	i	found	this!	just	a	minor	thing:	pausing	a	track	either	in	the	'now	playing'	or	in	the	'playlist'	view	and	a	subsequent	tap	on	another	song	in	the	playlist	causes	the
paused	song	to	continue	playing	(instead	of	beginning	the	new	song).	this	behaviour	is	independent	of	the	server	and	the	renderer	selected.	so	i	think,	it's	easily	reproduceable.	however,	if	you	need	a	logfile,	i	will	be	able	to	post	it	tomorrow.	many	thanks,	winxi	Fixed,	thanks	for	reporting.	Hi	i	bought	the	payed	for	version	of	the	app	a	few	days	ago
and	so	far	its	working	well,	but	the	reason	i	bought	it	in	the	first	place	was	so	i	can	stream	with	out	the	30	mins	wait	time	using	your	server,	well	the	server	expired	and	i	installed	the	update,	i	uninstalled,	then	installed	the	update,	uninstalled	then	restarted,	deleted	any	remaining	folders,	then	installed	it,	well	the	web	page	keeps	telling	me	im	using
0.3	beta.	even	when	clicking	the	download	button	the	the	server	config	page	or	from	bubbleguuum.free.fr/upnpserver/	i	cant	get	it	to	work.	any	help	or	info	would	be	greatly	appreciated	and	thank	you	for	your	time.	I	wonder	if	your	web	browser	is	really	downloading	the	new	version	and	not	using	the	previous	cached	download	instead.	Assuming	you
used	the	Window	Installer,	can	you	check	with	Explorer	that	the	file	size	of	c:\Program	Files	(x86)\BubbleUPnP	Server\BubbleUPnPServer.jar	is	6750942	bytes	?	If	not,	you	have	the	older	version	installed.	What	is	your	web	browser	?	Last	edited:	Jan	11,	2012	Used	the	new	version	and	my	transformer	tablet	would	not	see	either	my	mediamonkey
server	nor	foobar	renderer	Went	back	to	market	version	and	all	back	to	normal	Repeated	process	again	and	same	happened	I	can't	see	a	reason	for	that	to	happen...	Can	you	record	a	log	with	the	beta	as	explained	in	the	first	post	of	this	topic	?	A	second	log	with	the	Market	version	would	also	be	great	so	I	can	compare.	Thanks!	Last	edited:	Jan	11,
2012	From	the	log.	I	cue	an	album	to	the	playlist.	Play	the	first	song,	and	watch	the	timeline	advance	to	the	end	of	the	song.	Once	the	song	finishes,	it	starts	the	same	song	again.	Not	on	the	log,	but	the	first	song	will	just	play	over	and	over	again.	The	only	way	to	to	play	the	next	song	is	to	tap	on	it	from	the	playlist.	Thank	you	for	looking	in	to	this,
Blaqueelise.	Isn't	there	on	the	Marantz	a	repeat	toggle	that	would	be	on	?	Otherwise	I	cannot	see	why	it	would	repeat	the	same	song	unless	it	is	a	Marantz	bug	(the	app	certainly	doesn't	instruct	it	to	play	the	same	song).	Marrantz	Hi,	The	repeat	toggle	isn't	on.	If	I	use	the	Marrantz	remote	to	select	an	album	folder	from	the	twonky	server,	it	will	play
through	the	whole	album	from	start	to	finnish.	Thanks	for	trying.	Regards,	Blaqueelise	Thanks	for	the	feedback.	Can	you	record	and	send	me	a	log	file	for	each	problem	(see	first	post	of	this	topic	for	instructions).	I	think	the	Playlist	skipping	to	the	last	track	issue	is	a	weird	timing	issue	with	WMP	(I	do	not	observe	this	on	my	setup).	Does	this	issue	also
happens	with	the	local	renderer	?	What	is	the	audio	format	of	the	files	you	are	playing	?	tested	your	beta	1.2.2b8	playback	via	WMP	and	Win7	library	seems	to	work	now!	playback	via	local	renderer	and	Win7	lib	hangs	at	each	track	at	time	0:0.	tried	with	both	options	(polling	changed	to	eventing).	you	want	a	log?	thanks!	Page	25	Marantz	Does	it	work
if	you	control	it	with	WMP	?	Just	tried	it,	and	NO!	same	result.	Had	organised	a	loan	of	an	Apple	Touch	for	tommorrow	to	try,	so	will	give	that	ago,	and	just	finished	emailing	Marantz	Uk	support.	I'll	let	you	know	how	I	get	on.	Does	anyone	else	have	a	Marantz	MCR603?	If	so,	is	track	advance	working	for	you,	with	any	App?	Thanks	Blaqueelise	Marantz
Solved	Have	been	and	done	a	bit	more	digging,	and	solved	the	problem	by	doing	a	hard	reset	on	the	mcr603.	I	sorry	if	Ive	wasted	any	of	your	time	Bubbleguum.	If	nothing	else	its	made	me	look	and	try	all	the	other	programs	out	there,	and	to	chose	yours	as	the	best.	Off	to	purchase.	Thanks	again,	Blaqueelise	If	anyone	stumbles	across	this	thread	and
is	wondering	how	to	reset	a	Marantz	MCR603.	Pull	the	power	cable	out,	hold	down	both	volume	buttons,	up	and	down.	Plug	the	power	cable	back	in,	when	ENTER	and	>/=	light	up,	release	the	volume	buttons.	Front	screen	will	say	Initialize	and	that's	it.	Yes,	i	have	try	it	with	the	1.2.2p8	beta	on	both	device.	It	doesn`t	work,	the	automic	next
trackfunction.	I	have	changed	my	router,	now	respons	from	the	app	is	very	faster.	on	the	display	i	have	sometime	the	follow	message:	...	connection	error	or	no	resonsed	reserved.	Code	501.	Sametimes	the	message:	Action	timeout	Please	help	me.	Last	edited:	Jan	13,	2012	Server	on	E4200	or	Logitech's	Revue	I	need	to	install	the	BubbleUPnP	Server
on	my	router	(E4200	with	Toastman's	Tomato)	or	on	my	Logitech	Revue	(Honeycomb).	I	assume	it	can	be	done	only	if	the	two	have	Java	installed,	right?	Does	anyone	know	if	any	of	E4200	or	Revue	have	Java?	Last	edited:	Jan	13,	2012	v1.2.2.2	is	now	available	on	the	Market.	It	is	basically	identical	to	the	beta	with	a	few	fixes.	Very	soon	I	will	post	a
beta	APK	of	a	local	Media	Server	app	that	will	allow	BubbleUPnP	to	access	local	phone/tablet	media	for	streaming	to	external	renderers	or	to	the	local	renderer	(making	BubbleUPnP	a	standalone	audio	player).	Once	this	get	tested,	the	local	Media	Server	will	be	integrated	in	the	next	release	of	BubbleUPnP.	1.2.2.2	UI	improvements	for	tablets	(Better
use	of	horizontal	space),	ICS	devices	Transparent	UI	on	tablets	(can	be	configured	in	Settings	>	Experimental	Settings)	Landscape	UI	is	now	similar	to	portrait	UI	Library	/	Playlist:	configurable	item	list	height	(Settings	>	Item	height)	Library:	added	option	to	hide	Bookmarks	and	Virtual	folders	Library:	fixed	downloading	of	a	playlist	folder	not
working	Now	Playing:	fixed	wrong	Composer	displayed	in	some	cases	fixed	Playlist	track	advance	not	working	or	reliable	with	some	renderers.	Now	using	polling	instead	of	eventing.	Eventing	can	still	be	enabled	in	advanced	settings	(slightly	more	CPU	efficient)	fixed	local	renderer	skipping	tracks	to	end	of	Playlist	on	some	devices	fixed	some
thumbnail	covers	not	displayed	properly	with	file	cache	enabled	in	rare	cases	fixed	device	discovery	not	working	using	a	VPN	over	a	mobile	data	connection	fixed	playback	to	some	external	renderers	not	working	anymore	since	1.2.x	(including	Roku)	fixed	olders	Rygel	based	renderers	not	being	discovered	clicking	the	volume	slider	updates	volume	by
-5/+5	steps	stop	local	renderer	playback	when	switching	to	another	renderer	other	tweaks	and	fixes	Very	soon	I	will	post	a	beta	APK	of	a	local	Media	Server	app	that	will	allow	BubbleUPnP	to	access	local	phone/tablet	media	for	streaming	to	external	renderers	or	to	the	local	renderer	(making	BubbleUPnP	a	standalone	audio	player).	How	about
porting/tweaking	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	to	work	with	Dalvik,	or,	even	better,	design	it	against	a	GoogleTV	SDK	background?	Would	that	require	a	huge	coding	effort?	(Kinda	anticipating	the	2012	flood	of	GoogleTV	devices...)	Hey	bubbleguum.	I'm	using	BubbleUPNP	along	with	foobar	and	I	had	a	few	issues.	I	noticed	that	neither	the	library	or
playlists	update	over	time.	I've	got	several	auto-playlists	based	on	date	and	number	of	plays	and	they	never	update	in	BubbleUPNP	until	I	restart	foobar.	The	same	goes	for	tracks	added	to	my	library	while	BubbleUPNP	is	running...	they	aren't	available	until	I	restart	foobar.	I've	never	seen	this	before	using	UPNP	with	foobar,	so	I'm	not	really	sure	why
it's	doing	it.	Another	issue	I'm	having	is	regarding	album	art.	It	works	for	most	tracks,	but	often	some	tracks	in	an	album	won't	have	album	art,	and	never	seem	to	get	it,	while	others	on	the	same	album	will.	It's	not	a	big	deal,	but	still	kind	of	odd.	I'm	using	folder.jpg	with	nothing	embedded.	Thanks	for	your	help	and	making	such	a	great	UPNP	app.
Action	Timeout	with	Pioneer	VSX	921	Hi	bubbleguuum,	I'm	using	the	licensed	version	of	Bubble	UPNP	together	with	the	Pioneer	VSX-921	AV	Receiver.	In	general	the	app	works	great	but	I'm	having	still	some	issues	which	became	a	little	worse	with	the	last	update.	Whenever	I'm	trying	to	change	the	volume	or	to	skip	forward	/	backwards	it	takes	very
long	till	the	action	is	transfered	to	the	receiver	(or	till	the	receiver	reacts)	and	most	of	the	time	I'm	getting	this	together	with	a	"Action	timeout"	message.	Sometimes	even	the	playback	stops	at	all.	Attached	you	can	find	the	log	files	for	the	problem.	Really	appreciate	your	help!	Hey	bubbleguum.	I'm	using	BubbleUPNP	along	with	foobar	and	I	had	a
few	issues.	I	noticed	that	neither	the	library	or	playlists	update	over	time.	That's	a	foo_upnp	issue.	Playlist	(and	ML)	content	is	cached	the	first	time	it	is	browsed	then	never	updated.	I'll	see	what	I	can	do	to	fix	at	least	playlists	for	the	next	version	of	foo_upnp,	but	it	is	still	a	bit	far	off.	Another	issue	I'm	having	is	regarding	album	art.	It	works	for	most
tracks,	but	often	some	tracks	in	an	album	won't	have	album	art,	and	never	seem	to	get	it,	while	others	on	the	same	album	will.	It's	not	a	big	deal,	but	still	kind	of	odd.	I'm	using	folder.jpg	with	nothing	embedded.	Did	you	try	the	latest	version	(1.2.2.2)	?	It	fixes	an	issue	that	could	be	related	to	this.	After	installing	the	new	version	make	sure	to	clear	the
album	art	file	cache	(Settings	>	Clear	album	art	cache)	before	browsing	the	Library	to	check	if	the	problem	is	fixed.	Hi	bubbleguuum,	I'm	using	the	licensed	version	of	Bubble	UPNP	together	with	the	Pioneer	VSX-921	AV	Receiver.	In	general	the	app	works	great	but	I'm	having	still	some	issues	which	became	a	little	worse	with	the	last	update.
Whenever	I'm	trying	to	change	the	volume	or	to	skip	forward	/	backwards	it	takes	very	long	till	the	action	is	transfered	to	the	receiver	(or	till	the	receiver	reacts)	and	most	of	the	time	I'm	getting	this	together	with	a	"Action	timeout"	message.	Sometimes	even	the	playback	stops	at	all.	Attached	you	can	find	the	log	files	for	the	problem.	Really
appreciate	your	help!	This	renderer	seems	super	slow	to	answer	to	http	requests	(commands).	In	the	log	there	are	plenty	of	theses:	[cling-8	]	WARNING	-	09:11:05,115	-	org.fourthline.cling.g.a.a.d#a:	HTTP	request	took	a	long	time:	12993ms:	At	this	point	I	would	try	to	reboot	it	to	see	if	it	helps.	You	can	also	revert	to	the	behaviour	of	the	previous
version	to	get	the	renderer's	state,	by	enabling	"Settings	>	Advanced	Settings	>	Use	eventing".	This	will	not	hammer	the	renderer	with	requests	and	may	help.	How	does	this	renderer	behave	if	you	use	Windows	Media	Player	as	a	Control	Point	?	Artwork	Thank	you	for	the	awesome	app,	I	use	it	every	day.	Would	it	be	possible	to	have	it	so	when	you
tap	album	artwork	in	interface	that	it	cycles	through	jpgs	of	the	album	inlay?	It	would	take	a	while	to	scan	them	but	it	would	be	a	really	cool	feature.	Would	it	be	a	good	idea?	Is	there	a	way	to	control/adjust	how	many	tracks	get	locally	cached?	I	see	the	option	to	download	a	playlist	but	lets	say	it	is	10000	tracks	long	and	you	only	want	a	couple	of
hundred	at	a	time	on	your	phone.	Thanks	again	Hi	bubbleguuum,	I'm	using	licensed	vercion.	My	setup:	foobar2k	with	foo_upnp	on	Win7/64	and	BubbleUPnP	1.2.2.2	on	android	-	that's	OK,	all	work	as	intended.	Then	I've	bought	JPlay	and	after	installing	its	plugin	for	the	foobar2k	I've	got	the	problem.	BubbleUPnP	can't	remote	foobar2k	any	more	-	jplay
plugin	shows	an	error	message:	"open	failed	error=123,	192.168../(here	likes	some	HEX	word	but	no	name	of	track).flac".	Firstly	I	think	that	JPlay	service	running	in	Win	OS	is	guilty	but	they	said	to	look	at	another	android	app	-	and,	yes,	it	works	with	JPlay	installed	into	foobar2000.	Maybe	foo_upnp?	Is	any	chance	to	handshake	BubbleUPnP	with
JPlay	on	the	Foobar2000	platform?	P.S:	your	app	is	awesome,	thanks	a	lot.	Andrey	Rebooting	the	Pioneer	renderer	indeed	improved	the	behaviour,	but	this	is	degrading	again	rapidly.	Windows	Media	Player	also	shows	some	delay	but	far	less	than	Bubble	UPNP	-	also	I	do	not	experience	any	degradation	with	WMP.	Pioneer	also	provides	a	dedicated
App	with	far	less	functionality	than	Bubble	UPNP,	but	this	App	manages	to	control	the	renderer	without	any	delay.	Would	some	log	of	the	Intel	UPnP	tools	when	contorlling	the	device	via	the	Pioneer	App	help?	Thank	you	for	the	awesome	app,	I	use	it	every	day.	Would	it	be	possible	to	have	it	so	when	you	tap	album	artwork	in	interface	that	it	cycles
through	jpgs	of	the	album	inlay?	It	would	take	a	while	to	scan	them	but	it	would	be	a	really	cool	feature.	Would	it	be	a	good	idea?	UPnp	AV	does	not	make	this	possible	as	the	server	just	expose	1	cover	/	album.	Is	there	a	way	to	control/adjust	how	many	tracks	get	locally	cached?	I	see	the	option	to	download	a	playlist	but	lets	say	it	is	10000	tracks	long
and	you	only	want	a	couple	of	hundred	at	a	time	on	your	phone.	Thanks	again	Not	possible,	but	as	an	alternative	you	can	enable	Shuffle	Library	mode	(on	the	Now	Playing	screen,	hit	the	shuffle	buttons	2	times)	that	will	play	random	tracks	in	your	Library	(provided	your	Media	Server	supports	a	certain	feature	for	this	to	work).	Last	edited:	Jan	14,
2012	Page	26	Hi	bubbleguuum,	I'm	using	licensed	vercion.	My	setup:	foobar2k	with	foo_upnp	on	Win7/64	and	BubbleUPnP	1.2.2.2	on	android	-	that's	OK,	all	work	as	intended.	Then	I've	bought	JPlay	and	after	installing	its	plugin	for	the	foobar2k	I've	got	the	problem.	BubbleUPnP	can't	remote	foobar2k	any	more	-	jplay	plugin	shows	an	error	message:
"open	failed	error=123,	192.168../(here	likes	some	HEX	word	but	no	name	of	track).flac".	Firstly	I	think	that	JPlay	service	running	in	Win	OS	is	guilty	but	they	said	to	look	at	another	android	app	-	and,	yes,	it	works	with	JPlay	installed	into	foobar2000.	Maybe	foo_upnp?	Is	any	chance	to	handshake	BubbleUPnP	with	JPlay	on	the	Foobar2000	platform?
P.S:	your	app	is	awesome,	thanks	a	lot.	Andrey	I	have	no	idea	how	JPlay	works	and	how	it	interfere	with	foobar2000.	That's	a	foo_upnp	issue.	Playlist	(and	ML)	content	is	cached	the	first	time	it	is	browsed	then	never	updated.	I'll	see	what	I	can	do	to	fix	at	least	playlists	for	the	next	version	of	foo_upnp,	but	it	is	still	a	bit	far	off.	I	can	live	without	the
library	updating	and	regular	playlists	aren't	that	important	to	me	because	they	shouldn't	change,	but	if	there's	someway	to	periodically	poll	auto-playlists,	that'd	be	great.	Did	you	try	the	latest	version	(1.2.2.2)	?	It	fixes	an	issue	that	could	be	related	to	this.	After	installing	the	new	version	make	sure	to	clear	the	album	art	file	cache	(Settings	>	Clear
album	art	cache)	before	browsing	the	Library	to	check	if	the	problem	is	fixed.	I	just	grabbed	1.2.2.2	last	night	and	tried	out	it	today.	I	cleared	the	cache	and	am	still	seeing	about	20%	of	the	songs	in	a	100	song	playlist	without	art...	and	it	appears	to	be	pretty	random	which	show	it	and	which	don't.	Obviously	not	a	huge	dealbreaker,	but	it's	certainly
odd.	Last	edited:	Jan	14,	2012	Rebooting	the	Pioneer	renderer	indeed	improved	the	behaviour,	but	this	is	degrading	again	rapidly.	Windows	Media	Player	also	shows	some	delay	but	far	less	than	Bubble	UPNP	-	also	I	do	not	experience	any	degradation	with	WMP.	Pioneer	also	provides	a	dedicated	App	with	far	less	functionality	than	Bubble	UPNP,	but
this	App	manages	to	control	the	renderer	without	any	delay.	Would	some	log	of	the	Intel	UPnP	tools	when	contorlling	the	device	via	the	Pioneer	App	help?	Not	sure	if	it'll	help,	but	you	can	still	send	them	if	you	wish.	It	is	difficult	to	tell	why	this	renderer	responds	so	slow	to	http	requests,	as	it	is	a	unusual	issue.	Did	enabling	eventing	help	?	Do	the
Pionneer	app	use	UPnP	for	control	or	some	other	method	?	I	just	grabbed	1.2.2.2	last	night	and	tried	out	it	today.	I	cleared	the	cache	and	am	still	seeing	about	20%	of	the	songs	in	a	100	song	playlist	without	art...	and	it	appears	to	be	pretty	random	which	show	it	and	which	don't.	Obviously	not	a	huge	dealbreaker,	but	it's	certainly	odd.	Now	that	I
think	of	it,	what	size	is	your	album	art	?	On	older	android	devices	(limited	to	16Mb	RAM	for	the	app)	the	app	discards	any	cover	>	512Kb	and	on	other	devices	this	limit	is	1Mb.	Some	of	my	album	art	is	over	1MB,	but	most	is	under.	That's	not	the	issue	though.	I've	got	an	album	with	20	songs	on	it,	all	in	the	same	directory	with	one	folder.jpg.	14	of	the
songs	show	the	art,	the	other	6	do	not.	Some	of	my	album	art	is	over	1MB,	but	most	is	under.	That's	not	the	issue	though.	I've	got	an	album	with	20	songs	on	it,	all	in	the	same	directory	with	one	folder.jpg.	14	of	the	songs	show	the	art,	the	other	6	do	not.	I	tried	to	reproduce	the	problem	by	loading	my	whole	collection	(about	5K	tracks)	in	BubbleUPnP
in	a	single	playlist	(the	Library	Viewer	Selection	playlist),	and	could	not	reproduce	it:	all	tracks	of	a	same	album	have	all	the	cover.	A	few	questions	to	narrow	down	the	problem:	-	what	is	your	version	of	Android	?	-	for	the	track	that	do	not	show	album	art,	can	you	check	in	foobar2000	that	the	Album	Art	Viewer	component	displays	it	?	-	does	it	ever
happen	if	you	disable	the	cover	cache	(Settings	>	Advanced	settings)	-	does	it	happen	for	tracks	displayed	in	the	Playlist	tab	?	in	the	Library	tab	(if	so,	in	which	container	?	a	Playlist	?)	?	Both	the	Playlist	and	Library	tabs	?	Thanks!	Hi,	I	still	have	the	problem	where	the	Internet	Connectivity	Test	says	(in	green)	"Server	is	reachable	from	Internet"	and
the	Mezzmo	server	(which	is	running)	does	not	show	up	in	the	list	of	servers?	I	had	this	problem	before	and	by	installing	Skifta	for	some	reason	the	Mezzmo	server	showed	up	in	the	BubbleUPnP	server	list?	I'd	like	not	to	heve	to	go	thru	the	installation/removal	of	Skifta	to	get	BubbleUPnP	server	to	recognize	the	Mezzmo	server?	Any	thooughts?
Thanks.	Hi,	I	still	have	the	problem	where	the	Internet	Connectivity	Test	says	(in	green)	"Server	is	reachable	from	Internet"	and	the	Mezzmo	server	(which	is	running)	does	not	show	up	in	the	list	of	servers?	I	had	this	problem	before	and	by	installing	Skifta	for	some	reason	the	Mezzmo	server	showed	up	in	the	BubbleUPnP	server	list?	I'd	like	not	to
heve	to	go	thru	the	installation/removal	of	Skifta	to	get	BubbleUPnP	server	to	recognize	the	Mezzmo	server?	Any	thooughts?	Thanks.	Try	restarting	BubbleUPnP	Server.	In	the	Windows	Start	menu	go	to	BubbleUPnP	Server,	select	"Stop	BubbleUPnP	Server	Service"	then	"Start	BubbleUPnP	Server	Service".	Hey.	Since	your	last	update	BUPNP
(bought!)	ceased	working	on	my	HTC	Desire	(Oxygen	2.3.2).	I'm	accessing	a	DLNA	Server	on	my	Synology	NAS	over	my	home	Wifi	connection.	The	server	isn't	listed	anymore	under	"library"	and	after	5-10	seconds	the	wifi	connection	on	the	phone	seems	to	be	reset.	The	phone	just	looses	it's	complete	wifi	connectivity.	This	is	repeatable.	Neither	did	a
clean	reinstall	of	BUPNP	nor	a	restart	of	the	access	point	or	the	nas	help...	Enabling	the	log-option	also	didn't	help	as	there	is	none	written...	Any	ideas?	Hey.	Since	your	last	update	BUPNP	(bought!)	ceased	working	on	my	HTC	Desire	(Oxygen	2.3.2).	I'm	accessing	a	DLNA	Server	on	my	Synology	NAS	over	my	home	Wifi	connection.	The	server	isn't
listed	anymore	under	"library"	and	after	5-10	seconds	the	wifi	connection	on	the	phone	seems	to	be	reset.	The	phone	just	looses	it's	complete	wifi	connectivity.	This	is	repeatable.	Neither	did	a	clean	reinstall	of	BUPNP	nor	a	restart	of	the	access	point	or	the	nas	help...	Enabling	the	log-option	also	didn't	help	as	there	is	none	written...	Any	ideas?	This
really	look	like	a	more	general	networking	problem	to	me.	BubbleUPnP	does	not	connect	/	disconnect	WiFi	automatically.	Can	you	try	again	after	rebooting	both	your	WiFi	router	and	your	phone	?	Try	restarting	BubbleUPnP	Server.	In	the	Windows	Start	menu	go	to	BubbleUPnP	Server,	select	"Stop	BubbleUPnP	Server	Service"	then	"Start
BubbleUPnP	Server	Service".	Tried	that...	no	joy.	Still	does	not	detect	the	running	server.	Also	tried	to	start/stop	Mezzmo	server...	still	no	luck.	The	Mezzmo	Server	does	show	up	on	the	phone	when	in	the	LAN	and	does	work	fine	in	the	LAN.	Any	other	thoughts	on	how	to	resolve?	Thanks.	I	already	did	that.	I	rebooted	every	involved	component:	to	no



avail...	What	exactly	does	BUPNP	do,	when	I	open	the	"library"	tap?	Does	it	start	searching	for	a	UPNP	server	on	my	network?	It	looks	like	this	search	or	behavior	is	causing	the	wifi	stack	on	the	phone	to	reset.	This	definitely	started	happening	which	the	last	update,	yesterday	or	two	days	ago...	I	tried	some	other	dlna	clients	on	the	phone...	they	are
all	working	normally.	:/	Tried	that...	no	joy.	Still	does	not	detect	the	running	server.	Also	tried	to	start/stop	Mezzmo	server...	still	no	luck.	The	Mezzmo	Server	does	show	up	on	the	phone	when	in	the	LAN	and	does	work	fine	in	the	LAN.	Any	other	thoughts	on	how	to	resolve?	Thanks.	This	may	be	a	clue?	When	I	start/stop	the	BubbleUPnP	server,
Windows	XP	pops	up	a	message	asking	from	which	account	do	I	want	to	run	the	program	and	I	have	to	uncheck	the	box	labeled	"Protect	my	computer	and	data	from	unauthorized	program	activity."	I	already	did	that.	I	rebooted	every	involved	component:	to	no	avail...	What	exactly	does	BUPNP	do,	when	I	open	the	"library"	tap?	Does	it	start	searching
for	a	UPNP	server	on	my	network?	It	looks	like	this	search	or	behavior	is	causing	the	wifi	stack	on	the	phone	to	reset.	This	definitely	started	happening	which	the	last	update,	yesterday	or	two	days	ago...	I	tried	some	other	dlna	clients	on	the	phone...	they	are	all	working	normally.	:/	Send	me	an	email	([email	protected])	so	I	can	send	you	the	previous
version	for	comparison,	and	eventually	tweaked	versions	to	identify	the	problem.	The	current	version	has	some	changes	in	networking,	but	none	that	would	reset	the	WiFi	stack	(!!!),	unless	something	is	seriously	broken.	EDIT:	issue	solved	in	the	next	version	of	BubbleUPnP.	The	current	version	is	triggering	a	WiFi	bug	on	some	versions	of	the	HTC
Desire.	Last	edited:	Jan	15,	2012	This	may	be	a	clue?	When	I	start/stop	the	BubbleUPnP	server,	Windows	XP	pops	up	a	message	asking	from	which	account	do	I	want	to	run	the	program	and	I	have	to	uncheck	the	box	labeled	"Protect	my	computer	and	data	from	unauthorized	program	activity."	More	info...	I	did	an	unrelated	install	(installed	a	codec)
and	voila...	BubbleUPnP	Server	now	detects	the	Mezzmo	server	and	it	does	work	remotely	thru	3G.	Curious.	More	info...	I	did	an	unrelated	install	(installed	a	codec)	and	voila...	BubbleUPnP	Server	now	detects	the	Mezzmo	server	and	it	does	work	remotely	thru	3G.	Curious.	Update:	After	rebooting	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	no	longer	detects	the
Mezzmo	server...	need	help.	Thanks.	Update:	After	rebooting	the	BubbleUPnP	Server	no	longer	detects	the	Mezzmo	server...	need	help.	Thanks.	I'll	install	it	and	see	how	it	goes,	but	it	is	probable	there's	a	discovery	problem	with	this	server,	and	that	BubbleUPnP	Server	only	sees	it	after	a	while	when	Mezzmo	itself	broadcast	its	presence.	Since
upgrading	to	ICS	I	am	no	longer	able	to	play	video	files	from	my	NAS,	locally	or	rendered	on	my	tv.	I	have	a	WIFI-only	Xoom.	Prior	to	upgrading	to	ICS	everything	worked	perfectly.	Any	suggestions?	A	few	questions	to	narrow	down	the	problem:	-	what	is	your	version	of	Android	?	-	for	the	track	that	do	not	show	album	art,	can	you	check	in	foobar2000
that	the	Album	Art	Viewer	component	displays	it	?	-	does	it	ever	happen	if	you	disable	the	cover	cache	(Settings	>	Advanced	settings)	-	does	it	happen	for	tracks	displayed	in	the	Playlist	tab	?	in	the	Library	tab	(if	so,	in	which	container	?	a	Playlist	?)	?	Both	the	Playlist	and	Library	tabs	?	Thanks!	To	answer	your	questions,	I'm	running	2.3.3.	The	tracks
all	show	album	art	in	foobar.	Was	still	happening	when	I	disabled	cover	cache.	It	loads	correctly	in	Now	Playing,	but	doesn't	show	in	the	Playlist	tab	if	it	was	missing	in	the	library.	I	was	able	to	get	it	to	happen	easily	in	Library	>	Playlists,	and	also	in	Library	>	Folders.	After	doing	all	that	debugging	I	noticed	one	interesting	thing.	I've	got	a	default
"Home"	server	setup	to	always	be	available	so	that	I	can	access	my	library	through	the	internet	whether	I'm	home	or	not.	This	issue	only	seems	to	happen	when	connected	that	way.	When	I	use	the	exact	same	server	on	the	exact	same	machine,	but	connected	through	the	broadcasted	servers	(i.e.	the	ones	that	bubbleUPNP	finds	automatically)	then
the	problem	went	away.	The	same	100	song	playlist	loaded	fine	and	all	songs	had	artwork.	To	answer	your	questions,	I'm	running	2.3.3.	The	tracks	all	show	album	art	in	foobar.	Was	still	happening	when	I	disabled	cover	cache.	It	loads	correctly	in	Now	Playing,	but	doesn't	show	in	the	Playlist	tab	if	it	was	missing	in	the	library.	I	was	able	to	get	it	to
happen	easily	in	Library	>	Playlists,	and	also	in	Library	>	Folders.	After	doing	all	that	debugging	I	noticed	one	interesting	thing.	I've	got	a	default	"Home"	server	setup	to	always	be	available	so	that	I	can	access	my	library	through	the	internet	whether	I'm	home	or	not.	This	issue	only	seems	to	happen	when	connected	that	way.	When	I	use	the	exact
same	server	on	the	exact	same	machine,	but	connected	through	the	broadcasted	servers	(i.e.	the	ones	that	bubbleUPNP	finds	automatically)	then	the	problem	went	away.	The	same	100	song	playlist	loaded	fine	and	all	songs	had	artwork.	Thanks	for	investigating.	BubbleUPnP	Server	intercepts	album	art	thumbnail	requests,	and	resize	images
dynamically	if	necessary	to	optimize	bandwidth	(useful	when	you're	on	a	mobile	connection).	So	I	guess	something	fails	here.	At	least	I	know	where	to	look	for.
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